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1 | Introduction

Science aims to describe the world around us using measurable quantities.
Through science, we can state how tall Mount Everest is, or that the Earth
is roughly a sphere of a given diameter. While in the process of measuring
things, we stumble upon quantities that change over time. When we describe
how quantities change over time we use models called dynamical systems. In
mathematics, we use the language of formulas to describe such dynamical
systems, thus giving precise laws for the evolution of such quantities. To
describe the behaviour of such quantities based on the given formula is a
broad topic. In this introduction, we will concentrate on the Lotka-Volterra
system, presented in (LV), and we will show how to construct solutions to
dynamical systems.

A famous and simple example of a dynamical system is the Fibonacci
sequence, describing the number of rabbits in an enclosure. In this system,
rabbits are immortal, with infinite food, and they reproduce according to a
clear law. Rabbits reproduce at most once, and each generation and each
adult has exactly one kid, while young rabbits have no kids. It takes a full
generation for kids to become adults. With this information, we want to
compute the number of rabbits at each generation.

If we start at generation zero with 3 rabbits, divided in 2 adults and 1
youngster, the number of rabbits over the first three generations grows as
shown in Figure 1.1: at the first generation, 2 rabbits are born and there
are 3 adult rabbits. Then at the second generation, 3 new rabbits are born
while there are 5 adults, and so on.

As mathematicians, we want to describe this behaviour using symbols
and formulas. So, we denote by Fn the number of rabbits at generation n.
Here n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . If we know Fn and Fn`1, we can compute Fn`2 by the
formula

Fn`2 “ Fn`1 ` Fn.

To compute the number of rabbits in the next generations, we thus need to
know the number of rabbits at the first two generations. This information



n rabbits -
 by age group total

0 3

1 5

2 8

3 13

Figure 1.1: The generations of rabbits. Boxes of same color indicate parent-
kid relationship. Here we can easily see that all rabbits in generation 0 are
adults in generation 1, and each will generate a new rabbit in generation 2.

on the initial state of the system is called initial condition. If we set as initial
conditions F0 “ 1 and F1 “ 1, we retrieve the standard Fibonacci sequence.
If the initial condition is given, the formula allows us to compute the number
of rabbits at any generation in a very fast way.

The Fibonacci dynamical system is of a very simple type. The second
example we consider is a bit more complicated. It still describes the growth
of a rabbit population, but here we consider the interaction rabbits can have
with another species, such as foxes, that eat them. This model, called the
Lotka-Volterra model (LV), describes the interaction between two species, a
predator and a prey, in our case, rabbits and foxes. The model is described
by

#

9xptq “ αxptq ´ βxptqyptq,

9yptq “ δxptqyptq ´ γyptq,
(LV)

and was first designed for fish in the Adriatic sea. In this case, we apply
it to rabbits and foxes, and the unknowns x and y indicate the the density
of their population in a given area. While the previous model was easy to
understand, this one requires a bit of explanation. First of all, the quantity
we are interested in is x, the number of rabbits. The number x depends
on t, the time. This means that we allow the number of rabbits to increase
or decrease over time, according to the law we have written. The time t
here can be compared to n, the generation number in the Fibonacci model.
While in the previous case we were checking the number of rabbits only once

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

each generation, in the Lotka-Volterra model time is continuous. This means
that we describe the number of rabbits and foxes at all time, not only at
specific moments. We say that the previous model has discrete time, while
the Lotka-Volterra has continuous time. The other function depending on
time is yptq, the number of foxes. The foxes have been added as predators:
they eat rabbits and they are, in this description, the only reason why the
rabbit population may decrease.

The notation 9xptq (and 9yptq) indicates a derivative, that is the variation of
the number of rabbits (and foxes) at time t. Equations involving derivatives
are called differential equations. If only one type of derivatives is used, in
this case the time derivative, we call them ordinary differential equations,
or ODEs. If this is not the case, that is, the variable depends on time and
space, and both time and space derivatives are used, we talk about partial
differential equations, PDEs, as we will see in Section 1.3 and in Chapter
4. In (LV), if 9xptq is positive, then the number of rabbits at that moment
is increasing, whereas if it is negative, then it is decreasing. On the right
hand side of the equation, the terms αxptq ´ βxptqyptq tell how the rabbit
population grows at time t. The term αxptq shows the birth rate of the
population. This means that, every time unit, one rabbit generates α new
rabbits. If this were the only term, we would have something very similar
to the previous model, but here the growth is compensated by the second
term ´βxptqyptq. This is an interaction term, it changes if the number of
rabbits or the number of foxes changes. The part xptqyptq is the likelihood
for rabbits and foxes to meet each other, and β shows how many rabbits die
due to this interaction, that is how many rabbits are eaten by foxes. Because
rabbits dying decreases the population of rabbits, there is a minus sign in
front of this term.

A similar term-to-term reading can be done for the fox equation. The
term ´γyptq is the death term of the equation, while the birth term δxptqyptq
depends on how many rabbits the foxes can eat. If there are more rabbits, the
fox population grows faster, while if foxes have a hard time finding rabbits
because there are very few, then few new foxes are ever being born. If the
number of rabbits keeps decreasing, at some point the death term of foxes
will be more important than the birth term and the foxes population will
start to decrease as well.

In this model, there are four parameter, α, β, γ and δ. They indicate how
much the rabbit and fox populations are affected by different occurrences:
birth, death and foxes eating rabbits. By changing the parameters, the model
predicts different futures. For example, if we set δ “ 0, no new fox is born,
so eventually the fox population will die out. Or if we set β “ 0, the rabbit
population will keep growing forever. If the parameters are changed, the

10



1.1. QUESTIONS

dynamic of the system also changes. In Figure 1.2 we show some evolutions
of the populations depending on those parameters. As we can see, given
the same initial condition, different dynamics take place depending on the
parameters. In the last two plots, the behaviour gets repeated after a certain
time. In this case, we say that x and y are periodic with period τ , or τ -
periodic if there exists a positive time τ such that

xptq “ xpt` τq, yptq “ ypt` τq.

Periodic solutions are an exciting subject because studying them gives in-
formation on the behavior of the dynamical system away from them. They
are considered to be the building blocks to understand the solutions to dy-
namical systems. They are the subject of this thesis and therefore of this
introduction.

The Lotka-Volterra system has an unusual property: if all parameters
are non-zero, any initial condition is the beginning of a periodic solution.
This makes it an easy system to present in this introduction.

1.1 Questions

Considering a given dynamical system, such as Equation (LV), we have some
questions we want to answer in this introduction:

Q1: how can we compute a periodic solution?

Q2: how does the solution change with respect to one of the parameters?

Q3: can it happen that, while changing parameters, a periodic solution
appears?

Let us start by looking at the first question. There are two main ap-
proaches to solving a differential equation. Historically, the first was to solve
the equation by hand, finding an exact formula for the solution, called an
analytic solution. As models got more complicated, mathematicians started
using a wider variety of tools which have provided results that are in some
senses weaker than the analytical solution. For example, for some prob-
lems we know that there is at least, or at most, one solution under some
conditions, but we don’t know what it looks like. Or we know there is a
solution just for some choices of the parameters. Confronted with ever more
complicated equations, that did not seem solvable with such analytic meth-
ods, some mathematicians started constructing approximate solutions. This
process usually requires simplifying the equation and constructing an ap-
proximate solution through a list of simple operations, called an algorithm.

11
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(a) α “ β “ γ “ 1, δ “ 0: no new foxes.
The foxes die out, the rabbits get eaten
by fewer and fewer foxes, so the rabbit
population starts increasing.
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(b) α “ δ “ 1, β “ 0, γ “ 3: rabbits do
not die. First, foxes have trouble finding
rabbits, then the fox population starts
increasing.
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(c) α “ 1, β “ γ “ δ “ 2: rabbits repro-
duce slowly. First, the rabbit population
decreases, then also the foxes population
decreases, which allows the rabbit popu-
lation to explode, going back to the initial
situation.
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(d) α “ 10, β “ γ “ δ “ 1: rabbits
reproduce very quickly. First, rabbits
reproduce, then the fox population in-
creases and rabbits are eaten faster than
they can reproduce. Here as well, they
then go back to the intial situation and
start anew.

Figure 1.2: Various solutions for the Lotka-Volterra model, all with initial
conditions xp0q “ yp0q “ 1, that is there is one fox and one rabbit per unit
of area. This is called an initial value problem, in which we know the number
of rabbits and foxes at the beginning and compute how it evolves. For each
figure, the left plot describes rabbits, the right foxes. For both of them, the
horizontal axis is time.
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1.1. QUESTIONS

The result is a function called a numerical approximation, that we denote by
px̂ptq, ŷptqq. Under some conditions on the problem, the numerical approxi-
mation is relatively close to the (not yet known) solution pxptq, yptqq.

Example 1.1.1 (Forward Euler method for the Lotka-Volterra model). One
of the simplest numerical methods is called the Forward Euler method and we
will use it here to solve the Lotka-Volterra model (LV) with initial conditions

xp0q “ x0 and yp0q “ y0.

This method starts with the idea that we are computing the value of xptq
only for some values of t, not all. We say that we discretize the time. We
only consider the times 0, h, 2h, 3h, . . . , Nh, where h is a small value called
step-size and Nh is the biggest time we are interested in. We define ti “ ih
for i “ 0, . . . , N .

The Forward Euler method approximates the derivative of xptq at time ti
by the formula

9xptiq «
xpti`1q ´ xptiq

h
, for all i “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1.

The same we can do for the derivative of yptq. We then put these approxi-
mations in the Equation (LV), using the initial condition, and we have

#

x̂pti`1q “ x̂ptiq ` hαx̂ptiq ´ hβx̂ptiqŷptiq,

ŷpti`1q “ ŷptiq ` hδx̂ptiqŷptiq ´ hγŷptiq.

The hat on xptiq and yptiq indicates that now they are approximation of the
exact values xptiq and yptiq. If we know the initial condition, we can compute
the approximate solution at t1 “ h, and in general, if we know the solution
at ti, we can compute the approximate solution at ti`1.

The smaller the step-size is chosen, the more precise the approximate
solution is, i.e. the closer each value that we computed is to the exact value of
the solution. In Figure 1.3 we can see some approximate solutions computed
with different step-sizes.

From the computed px̂ptiq, ŷptiqq for i “ 1, . . . , N , we can construct an
approximate solution for all times t P r0, Nhs by interpolation.

This shows us how we can compute numerical solutions of (LV), thus
partially answering Q1a. We then consider the special case of a periodic
solution.

We then need add to our analytical methods or our algorithm the con-
straint to look only for periodic solutions. Written like this, this might seem

13
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Figure 1.3: Numerical approximations computed with different step-size,
going from 0.5 (blue) to 0.06 (red), compared with exact solution in black.
The parameters are α “ 1, β “ γ “ δ “ 2.

a very simple change, but it isn’t. The analysis gets more involved and
so does the construction of a numerical approximation, as we show in the
following Example.

Example 1.1.2 (Periodic Forward Euler method for the Lotka-Volterra
model). In this example, we consider the Lotka-Volterra model, with the
same approximation we had in Example 1.1.1, but this time we are looking for
periodic solutions. This means that, instead of setting the initial condition
xp0q “ x0 and yp0q “ y0, we set xp0q “ xpNhq and yp0q “ ypNhq. This
gives us

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

x̂p0q “ x̂pNhq,

ŷp0q “ ŷpNhq,

x̂pti`1q “ hαx̂ptiq ´ hβx̂ptiqŷptiq ´ x̂ptiq,

ŷpti`1q “ hδx̂ptiqŷptiq ´ hγŷptiq ´ ŷptiq.

While in Example 1.1.1 we could solve the equations sequentially, first solving
for xpt1q, then xpt2q and so on, now all the values we want to solve for
depend on all the others. This new system is a big algebraic system, with N
equations all interdependent and it clearly shows how the difficulty increases
when going from initial value problems to search of periodic solutions. There
are methods to solve such types of systems numerically, such as the Newton
method, but we will not present them here. We show the results of some
computations in Figure 1.4, where we can see what a periodic solution looks

14
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Figure 1.4: Numerical approximations of a periodic solution with α “ 1,
β “ γ “ δ “ 2 with a very small step-size (10´4).

like.
Let us remark that fixing Nh is equivalent to look for periodic solutions

of period Nh, excluding any other period. This is justified in the case of
the Lotka-Volterra model, because we know that there are infinitely many
periodic orbits and fixing the period is equivalent to fixing which periodic
orbit we want.

Considering all the approximation steps that we have done, we ask our-
selves whether px̂ptq, ŷptqq is a good approximation of the exact solution
pxptq, yptqq. We want to validate our approximate solution. This approach
gives us knowledge of the existence of an analytical solution close to the
numerical approximation.

If we knew pxptq, yptqq exactly, we could calculate how far apart pxptq, yptqq
and px̂ptq, ŷptqq are. This value is called the error of the approximation. In
our case, we don’t have any direct information on pxptq, yptqq. We are then
forced to calculate a bound on the error. Most numerical methods already
have an a priori error bound. This means that, under some genericity con-
ditions, if we spend infinite time and precision in computing the numerical
approximation px̂ptq, ŷptqq then it would be equal to the analytic solution,
that is pxptq, yptqq “ px̂ptq, ŷptqq for all t. We then say that the method con-
verges to the exact solution. The a priori error bound usually also asserts
how fast this process happens. This roughly translates to how much accu-
racy we are expected to gain if we let the computer run double the time and
with double the precision.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

With a priori error bounds, we know how much accuracy we gain, but
we still don’t know how far we are from the exact solution at each time
step. For this, there is another class of error bounds, that is calculated
based on the specific problem, such as the Lotka-Volterra model, and the
specific approximation px̂ptq, ŷptqq. Those bounds are called a posteriori
error bounds, because they are computed after the numerical approximation
is obtained. These a posteriori error bounds are the subject of this thesis.
When it is possible to prove that a numerical approximation px̂ptq, ŷptqq
satisfies an a posteriori error bound, we can write

}pxptq, yptqq ´ px̂ptq, ŷptqq} ă r,

with r the computed error bound, and we talk about validated numerics or
rigorous numerics.

1.2 Validated numerics and the radii polyno-
mial approach

Validated numerics has a relatively short history, compared to other branches
of mathematics, because the question of confirming the validity of a numeri-
cal approximation appeared only after numerical approximation started be-
ing ubiquitous in science, and this development has been possible just since
the commercialization of computers.

Some famous results achieved with validated computations are the proofs
of the map colouring theorem [52] and the sphere packing problem [25]. In
the field of dynamical systems, the proof of the Feigenbaum conjecture [35]
has been one of the first major results. An important result is the one by
Tucker in [59], proving that the Lorenz model

$

’

&

’

%

9xptq “ σpyptq ´ xptqq,

9yptq “ xpρ´ zptqq ´ yptq,

9zptq “ xptqyptq ´ βzptq,

has a strange attractor for σ “ 10, β “ 8{3 and ρ “ 28. For the same
system, in [46] chaos was proven using rigorous numerics combined with
Conley index theory.

The method used in this thesis to compute the error bound r is called
the radii polynomial approach. This method builds on the work by Plum
[6], Nakao [49], Zgliczynski [78], Koch and Arioli [2], and many others. The
formulation we will use was first introduced in [14] and has since then suc-
cessfully been applied in a variety of situations, such as finding equilibria
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and periodic solutions of differential equations of different types (such as
ordinary [36], partial [62] and delay [63]), following solution branches [65, 5]
and validating stable and unstable bundles of periodic orbits in differential
equations [4]. Of great momentum is the CAPD software package [8], based
on the results by Zgliczynski.

The idea of the radii polynomial approach for (LV) is to construct a
function T such that, if (and only if) z “ px, yq is a solution of (LV), then

T pzq “ z. (1.1)

A problem written in this latter form is called a fixed point problem. The
reason why we want to consider this specific setting is because of the Banach
contraction theorem explained below, that is very helpful in the analysis and
allows computers to be used during the validation.

This says that the fixed point problem T pzq “ z has a unique solution
in a given set G if all the elements in G are mapped by T inside G itself
and, when they are mapped, they get closer to each other. This behaviour
is called contraction and it is formalised as follows.

Definition 1.2.1. Let X be a norm space with norm } ¨}X , then T : X Ñ X
is a contraction on G Ă X if

• T pGq Ă G,

• there exists a K in r0, 1q such that, for all x, y P G,

}T pxq ´ T pyq}X ď K}x´ y}X .

Under a condition on the space, the following Theorem applies.

Theorem 1.2.2. If X is a Banach space and T is a contraction on G Ă X,
then there exists a unique fixed point of T in G, that is there exists a unique
z in G such that

T pzq “ z.

Why is this formulation any better than the first version (LV)? The
reason lies deep into how computers work. Therefore we will make a small
detour into floating point arithmetic and interval arithmetic.

Let us consider a simple example. We want to find a such that

3a “ 1.

We know that the solution is 1{3, but when we ask the computer, it will
round the result to the floating point representation of 1{3, that is something
similar to

â “ 0.333333333333333300000....,
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which is very precise, but not exactly 1{3. If we want to use computers, then
we need to be very careful, and only ask the computer to solve equations it
can solve. One thing computers are good at handling are inequalities, so we
ask a computer to solve

find v such that 3v ă 1,

and
find w such that 3w ą 1.

If we have computed v and w, then we know that the exact solution a is
between v and w, even if we never computed a directly. This idea is called
interval arithmetic, because it allows us to use the interval rv, ws instead
of the approximation â when we want to compute things based on a. The
advantage is that the exact result will always be in the interval computed.
The library used for interval arithmetic in this thesis is [53].

With this background, we can understand how it is almost impossible for
a computer to solve any problem of the form F pxq “ 0, or T pzq “ z. But if
we prove that T is a contraction, we know that z exists, and the definition
of contraction only require checking inequalities. This is the reason behind
our reformulation.

To summarise, if we can prove that T is a contraction in G Ă X, then
we know that the analytic solution z of (1.1) is also in G. A good candidate
forG is a ball around our numerical solution. We define a ball of radius r
around ẑ P X as

Brpẑq “ tw P X such that }w ´ ẑ}X ă ru,

that is all the points in X that are closer than r to ẑ. Then we want to
answer the question: is there a value of r for which we can prove that T is
a contraction in G “ Brpẑq?

If we can find such a value, then we have proven that an analytical
solution z exists and

}z ´ ẑ} ă r.

This is the statement we were after, because it implies that, first, there exists
an analytical solution, and second, it is r close to the numerical approxima-
tion ẑ that we know.

The challenge is now to construct a mathematical structure and a corre-
sponding code that, for a variety of different settings, first finds a numerical
approximation ẑ, then constructs an appropriate T and finally proves that
T is a contraction in Brpẑq for a certain value of r. This is what the radii
polynomial approach does.
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The radii polynomial approach has already been successfully used for
proving the existence of periodic solutions in the neighbourhood of numerical
periodic solutions for specific ordinary differential equations, in [26] among
others, but the application has been case-specific up to now. In Chapter 2
of this thesis we generalise this result to polynomial ODEs of any order and
dimension. This requires a higher level of generality of the construction than
when dealing with a specific system of equations.

The question Q2 is to see how the solution changes with respect to the
parameters. Numerically, what is done is to change one or more parameters
a little bit, for example by decreasing α a little in (LV). We then recompute
the numerical approximation, using the previous numerical approximation as
a first approximation (for example, by using an iterative algorithm to solve
the new problem). If the change in the numerical solution is gradual, that
is, it depends smoothly on how much we changed α, we say that we follow a
solution branch. With this process, we get a collection of periodic numerical
approximations of the Lotka-Volterra model with changing parameter α. It
is possible to reformulate the contraction argument in the case of a solution
branch. We solve Q2 in the Chapter 2 of this thesis: construct an approach to
validate and follow any solution branch of periodic solutions for polynomial
ordinary differential equations.

Once we can follow a periodic solution branch, we look back at our third
question and ask ourselves what happens when the solution branch we are
following disappears. For example, the periodic solutions in the branch could
be getting smaller and smaller, until they are only a point. In this case, we
call it an equilibrium or stationary solution.

If we are only interested in periodic solutions, we might consider an
equilibrium as a very degenerate periodic solution, because nothing depends
on time. It then holds that xptq “ xpt ` τq and yptq “ ypt ` τq for all
positive τ . Then, we say that an equilibrium is a singular periodic solution.
There are other types of singular periodic solutions, for example solutions
that have infinite period: they come back to the initial point, but they take
literally forever to do so.

If a periodic solution gets to be singular because of the change of a
parameter, the parameter arrived at a bifurcation point. Very generally, bi-
furcations are scenarios in which at least one solution appears or disappears.
In our example, a periodic solution became a stationary solution, so the
system lost a periodic solution. Such types of bifurcations are called, under
some extra conditions, Hopf bifurcations. For a discussion of bifurcations
in dynamical systems, we refer to [34], while a simple visualisation of the
Hopf bifurcation is shown in Figure 1.5. Another type of bifurcations we are
interested in in this thesis is the so-called saddle node bifurcation, or blue
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Figure 1.5: A Hopf bifurcation with respect to the parameter α. On the left
side, there exists only one equilibrium solution. Then, a Hopf bifurcation
occurs, and on the right side there are both an equilibrium solution and a
periodic solution, indicated by the cone with an arrow. Close to the bifur-
cation, the periodic solution is oscillating around the equilibrium solution.

sky bifurcation. In this second bifurcation, it happens that, for a given pa-
rameter, two solutions exist, but changing the parameter they disappear. In
the middle, there is a parameter value for which a unique solution exists, as
pictured in Figure 1.6. There are many more bifurcations, even in systems
of ordinary differential equations, such as the Lotka-Volterra model, but in
this thesis we will concentrate only on Hopf and saddle node bifurcations.
These two bifurcations have been chosen because they are the only two bir-
furcations that (i) can appear with only one parameter and (ii) are stable
under perturbation of the system. The second property is a bit technical,
but it means that, if a system undergoes a saddle node bifurcation or a Hopf
bifurcation all similar enough systems will also have the same bifurcation.
Bifurcations that do not satisfy the second property cannot be validated
with validated numerics.

1.3 Content of the thesis

The thesis develop as follows. In Chapter 2, arc-length parametrisation is
used to prove that the solution branch is smooth and also to allow the branch
validation to go through saddle node bifurcations, as first introduced in [5].
Therefore, in this Chapter, saddle node bifurcations are not problematic for
our validation.
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Figure 1.6: A saddle node bifurcation with respect to the parameter α. We
can see how for α0 there are no solutions, there is exactly one solution for
α1 and two for α2. In this figure, y is some measure of the solution.

With the new terminology provided, we can rewrite question Q3 as

Q3’: where does a Hopf bifurcation occur?

In general, answering this question analytically is very hard. In this thesis,
in Chapter 3, we discuss how we can prove the existence of a Hopf or saddle
node bifurcation along a validated numerical solution branch.

In Chapter 3, we take advantage of the ability of the method presented
in Chapter 2 to follow solution branches through saddle nodes and we use
it to validate saddle node bifurcations during the validation. This works
as follows. Let us consider a periodic solution xptq of a polynomial ODE
depending on a parameter µ. We can prove the existence of a saddle node
bifurcation with respect to µ by checking the signs of the first and second
derivative of the parameter µ with respect to the arc-length parameter s.
By validating the signs of µ1psq and µ2psq along the solution branch, we can
prove that the solution curve underwent a saddle node bifurcation.

In Chapter 3 we also construct and algorithm to prove the existence of
Hopf bifurcations in ODEs. This is achieved thanks to a blow up approach.
By this we mean that the periodic solution xptq is rewritten as the sum of
the equilibrium solution y and a perturbation azptq, with a P R and zptq of
order 1. Setting xptq “ y`azptq, we write a new dynamical system where we
solve for y, a and z. This new system does not undergo a Hopf bifurcation.
Instead, it exhibits a saddle node bifurcation for a “ 0.

In Chapter 4, we show the strength and generality of the blow up ap-
proach for Hopf bifurcation by applying it to partial differential equations.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

As a case study, we concentrate on the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation

Btxpt, sq “ B
4
sxpt, sq ` γB

2
sxpt, sq ` Bspxpt, sq

2q, (KS)

where γ is a parameter and B4
s is the fourth derivative with respect to space.

This equation models the weak turbulence in laminar flows and it has
already been studied in the context of rigorous numerics in a variety of dif-
ferent papers. The articles [2], [19], [20] and [79] use different approaches to
prove the existence of periodic orbits for fixed parameter γ in (KS), while
[1] and [82] discuss the topic of bifurcations of the steady state in (KS). In
particular, [1] presents a general approach based on normal forms to the
validation of bifurcation of equilibria in PDEs. The types of bifurcations
investigated in these articles are pitchfork bifurcations, saddle node bifurca-
tion and crossing of branches. In [81], the existence of symbolic dynamic in
(KS) and thus the existence of infinitely many periodic orbits for a fixed γ
are proven via a computer assisted proof.

With this background in mind, we validate Hopf bifurcations in (KS).
We impose x to be 2π-periodic in space and we prove the existence of a
Hopf bifurcation in (KS) in an interval of values of γ. In the case of partial
differential equations, the Hopf bifurcation starts from a stationary solution,
that is a solution y to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation that only depends
on space. We therefore apply the blow up approach to a solution of the form

upx, tq “ ypxq ` azpx, tq,

where y is a stationary solution of (KS) and a P R is the amplitude of the
time dependent contribution. We then solve for y, a and z and we take
advantage of the similarities between this case and the periodic orbits of
ODEs to construct a branch following validation approach that allows us to
prove the existence of a branch of solutions of (KS) such that a crosses zero.

Future work will include generalising the results of Chapter 4 to a broader
class of partial differential equations. Furthermore, the blow up approach
could be extended to prove the existence of other symmetry breaking bi-
furcations, such pitchfork bifurcations or period doubling bifurcations, thus
enabling us to prove the existence of pitchfork or period doubling bifurca-
tions of time dependent solutions to PDEs. A direct goal is to extend the
technique to prove the existence of saddle node bifurcations to the Kuramoto-
Sivashinky equation.

In a broader perspective, an interesting direction is to extend these re-
sults, both branch following and bifurcation validation, to delay differential
equations.
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1.3. CONTENT OF THE THESIS
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Figure 1.7: Representation of the blow up time dependent contribution of
the periodic solution of (KS) near the Hopf bifurcation.
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2 | A general framework for
validated continuation of
periodic orbits in systems
of polynomial ODEs

2.1 Introduction

A central question in dynamical systems is how the dynamics changes as a
parameter is varied. These problems can be investigated numerically using
powerful tools such as Auto [16], MatCont [15], PyDSTool [11], XPP [17] and
COCO [13]. Indeed, the theory for numerical continuation and bifurcation
analysis is well established, e.g. see [34]. One type of dynamics that is of
particular interest are periodic motions, as they are often encountered in
applications. In this paper we develop a general methodology to turn the
numerical continuation computations of periodic orbits into theorems, i.e.,
we mathematically validate the numerical results by providing and proving
explicit error estimates.

Our analysis builds on earlier work where such computer-assisted proof
methods have been implemented in the context of specific example prob-
lems. For initial value problems rigorous integrators for general systems of
ODEs exist, such as CAPD [8] and COSY [43]. Additionally, CAPD also has
the capability to combine the rigorous integrator with well chosen Poincaré
sections and topological tools to study periodic orbits. Another approach,
which complements these phase space techniques, is to use a functional ana-
lytic setup to turn the search for periodic orbits into a zero finding problem.
We refer to the work by Arioli and Koch (e.g. [1]), as well as the related “radii
polynomial” technique, which has been applied to find periodic solutions in



2.1. INTRODUCTION

specific systems of ODEs arising in a variety of applications [64, 26, 40].
The functional analytic approach is particularly convenient for continuation
problems. In the radii polynomial setting this was first introduced in [65, 5],
and further explored in [21, 70, 37], see also [75] for a closely related per-
spective on computer-assisted continuation and bifurcation proofs. In the
current paper we adopt the radii polynomial methodology within the func-
tional analytic framework and develop it into a universal mathematically
rigorous continuation tool for periodic orbits.

Whereas the efforts discussed above focus on specific equations, our main
contribution is that we deal with the rigorous continuation of periodic orbits
in general polynomial vector fields. In comparison to attacking example
systems, setting up such a general approach requires a different gauging
of the options at our disposal in order to derive comprehensive estimates
which do not use any specific structure of the system. This somewhat more
conceptual perspective, and the universal applicability of the theorems and
code, are the main novelties of the current paper viewed against the backdrop
of the existing literature.

To describe in more detail the results obtained in this paper, consider
the problem

$

’

&

’

%

9u “ fpµ, uq

gpµq “ 0

uptq is periodic.
(2.1)

The solution uptq P RN is vector-valued, and µ P RM 1

is a (set of) pa-
rameter(s). Throughout this paper and accompanying code the vector field
f : RM 1

ˆ RN Ñ RN is assumed to be polynomial (see below for a more
nuanced statement about applicability to an even more general class of vec-
tor fields). The additional restrictions on the parameter(s) µ, described by
g : RM 1

Ñ RM2

, are again assumed to be of polynomial form. We note
that determining the period L of the solution is part of the problem. Since
the system is autonomous, solutions can be shifted in time. We lift this
degeneracy by imposing a phase condition. The dimension count for the
continuation problem then implies that for the case M 1 ´M2 “ 1 generi-
cally a solution of (3.3) is part of a one parameter family of periodic orbits.
Such continuation problems can be tracked numerically, but non-rigorously,
using a variety of powerful software packages [11, 13, 15, 16, 17]. In this
paper we describe a computer-assisted procedure to justify rigorously the
parametrized families of periodic solutions.

Hence, while we develop a general method, we do require the nonlin-
earities to be polynomial, both for practical and technical reasons. Indeed,
the polynomial dependence of both f and g on the parameters µ is entirely
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for convenience. We need to have access to derivatives up to third order,
and these are particularly easy to determine for polynomials. In particular,
restricting to polynomials means that we do not need to consider automatic
differentiation techniques in the implementation, nor do we require input of
derivates of f and g by the user. But this is merely convenient: the estimates
hold more generally for non-polynomial dependence on µ, see Section 2.2.5
for more details.

On the other hand, the assumption that the vector field f depends poly-
nomially on u is of a somewhat more fundamental, although not essential,
nature. The three main issues that arise are understood most easily when
considering the Fourier transformed problem. Indeed, the first step in our
technique is to formulate a zero finding problem, equivalent to (3.3), in a
space of Fourier coefficients. The first advantage of looking at polynomial
vector fields is that the solutions are real analytic, hence one may work in
a space of geometrically decaying Fourier coefficients. The second techni-
cal advantage is that when some numerical approximation ûptq is described
by finitely many nonzero Fourier coefficients (cf. Galerkin projection), then
in the polynomial case the vector field fpµ, ûptqq again has finitely many
nonzero Fourier coefficients, albeit more than ûptq. The third advantage is
that some of the estimates may be performed monomial by monomial (“term
by term”).

By developing the computer-assisted rigorous framework in the context
of general systems of polynomial ODEs, we strike a balance between gener-
ality and clarity. We do not regard this restriction as crucial for the method.
When one wants to consider a non-polynomial vector field using the methods
in this paper, there are two clear paths forward. One option is to introduce
a change of variables which polynomializes the vector field, see e.g. [40, 63].
Another possibility is to use interpolation estimates as in [18] to control the
extra terms appearing in the bounds. In the latter case, when the vector
field is not analytic, one should change the weights in the norm to be alge-
braic rather than exponential, cf. [39]. We are confident that either approach
can be readily combined with the methods presented in the current paper.
Moveover, the framework for rigorously validated continuation in the radii
polynomial setting can be extended to other types of solutions, such as het-
eroclinic orbits (see [69] for general single orbit validation of such solutions;
a continuation result for a special case can be found in [61]).

Additional possible generalizations include replacing gpµq “ 0 by equa-
tions of the form gpµ, up0qq “ 0 and/or adding integral conditions. Fur-
thermore, these methods can also be adapted to cases with symmetries (e.g.
reversibility symmetry or Hamiltonian systems), e.g. see [64, 12], but such
extensions are not explored in the current paper. Similarly, our approach
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is also applicable to delay-differential equations, see [63]. While we see no
structural obstruction to such generalizations, in each case one will have
to balance generality with complexity of the estimates and code. Finally,
a natural counterpart of continuation is bifurcation analysis. In some in-
stances bifurcation problems can in fact be attacked in a similar framework,
see e.g. [1, 82, 37, 70], but many cases remain unexplored. In a forthcoming
paper [66] we build on the current general continuation framework to ana-
lyze saddle-node bifurcations of branches of periodic orbits, as well as the
branches emanating from equilibria at Hopf bifurcations.

Our method takes a numerical continuation technique as a starting point
and builds a mathematical theorem on top of that. To outline the main
steps, we begin with numerical approximations of two solutions to (3.3),
which one should imagine to be not too far apart. In Fourier space these
are represented by Fourier coefficients û0 and û1 and parameter values µ̂0

and µ̂1, as well as approximate periods L̂0 and L̂1. In practice only finitely
many of the Fourier coefficients in both û0 and û1 are nonzero, since they
result from a numerical computation on a truncated problem. The triples
rûs, µ̂s, L̂ss for s “ 0, 1 are both approximate zeros of a zero finding problem
that is equivalent with (3.3). Using a Newton-like map, we turn that zero
finding problem into an equivalent fixed point problem. We then show that
near the line segment

Σ “
!

p1´ sqrû0, µ̂0, L̂0s ` srû1, µ̂1, L̂1s : s P r0, 1s
)

this fixed point problem has a curve of solutions. Although in this introduc-
tion we do not introduce the precise norms, the intuition is that we consider
a cylinder around the line segment Σ with radius r, which we treat as a com-
putational parameter. We then set out to prove that the fixed point operator
is a contraction on this cylinder for each s P r0, 1s, so that an application of
the uniform Banach contraction theorem provides us with a (unique) curve
of solutions within this cylinder. The crux is that we analytically derive con-
ditions that guarantee this contraction property, and these conditions take
the form of a finite set of inequalities, which turn out to be polynomial in
the radius r, hence the name “radii polynomial” method.

As mentioned before, one of the main features of this paper is that the
analytic bounds are applicable to arbitrary polynomials and do not require
ad hoc computations to be applied to a new vector field, as long as it is
polynomial. In particular, the order of the vector field and the dimension of
the problem do not impact the algorithm for the computation of the bounds,
although they do influence the computational cost.

The definition of the inequalities mentioned above involves the numerical
approximations rûs, µ̂s, L̂ss, s “ 0, 1 as well as a numerically computed Jaco-
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bian of a truncated problem, and checking that the inequalities are satisfied
for some r is not feasible by hand. This is where the computer-assisted part
of the proof occurs: the finite set of inequalities is rigorously checked by
computer using interval arithmetic. When the algorithm is successful, the
combination of the general analytic estimates with the computer-assisted
computations for a specific system generates a theorem saying that there is
a one-parameter family of periodic orbits rupsq, µpsq, Lpsqs, s P r0, 1s of (3.3)
within a cylinder with explicitly known radius r around the segment Σ (the
precise definition of this cylinder is provided in (2.32)). Several of these
segments can then be “glued” together to form a longer continuous curve of
solutions. Since the radius r of the cylinder is determined explicitly, this
gives direct error control on the distance between the solutions and the nu-
merical segment Σ. The control in Fourier space also translates into explicit
bounds in phase space, see Remark 2.4.3.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 3.2.1 we introduce
the representation in Fourier space of the ODE problem (3.3) and set up the
necessary notation. In Section 2.3 we define the fixed point operator and the
associated radii polynomials. The symmetry considerations, which guaran-
tee that the fixed points in Fourier space correspond to real-valued solutions
of (3.3), are discussed in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 some technical operator
estimates are introduced, which are then applied in Section 2.6 to build the
radii polynomial bounds for a single periodic solution to (3.3). These bounds
are generalized to the continuation case in Section 2.8. Sections 2.6 and 2.8
thus together form the core of the paper. For clarity of exposition we elected
to separate the issues related to single orbit validation (§2.6) from the effects
of continuation, which are essentially appended in §2.8. In Section 2.7 we
present some examples of single orbit validation, and we discuss the choices
of computational parameters in this context. In Section 2.9 we explore some
computational aspects of the continuation algorithm, including step size and
mode number selection. Finally, to illustrate the general applicability of the
results, in Section 2.10 we present examples of validated continuation.

As a final note, our implementation, which is available at [67], is in Mat-
lab and uses Intlab [53] for the interval arithmetic part of the proofs. While
we of course attempted to write efficient code, we did not put emphasis
on optimizing computational time, but focused foremost on flexibility and
transparency.
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2.2 Reformulation in Fourier space

Since the period L of a solution to (3.3) is a priori unknown, we start by
rescaling time, so that we can restrict attention to 2π periodic functions. We
thus replace, without introducing new notation for the rescaled variables,
9u “ fpµ, uq by

9u “ τfpµ, uq, (2.2)

where τ “ L
2π is the a priori unknown, normalized period.

Without worrying, for the moment, about convergence, we write the
Fourier expansion of a 2π-periodic function u “ pu1, . . . , uN q : RÑ RN as

uptq “
ÿ

kPZ
pvqke

ikt, pvqk “ pv1, . . . , vN qk P CN . (2.3)

When needed, we will use the notation pFuiqk “ pviqk to indicate the k-th
Fourier coefficient of the n-th component of the solution, while pFuqk is
a complex vector of length N containing the k-th Fourier coefficients of
the vector valued function uptq. In particular, in the notation we do not
distinguish between the Fourier transform of a scalar-valued or vector-valued
function; this should be clear from the context. Likewise, the inverse Fourier
transform is denoted by uiptq “ F´1vi and uptq “ F´1v.

The analogue of the system of ODEs (2.2) in Fourier space is

ikpvqk “ τpFfpµ,F´1vqqk. (2.4)

We collect the parameters in λ “ pτ, µ1, . . . , µM 1q and introduce the notation

pfpλ, vq
def
“ τFfpµ,F´1vq. (2.5)

for the right hand side of (2.4), and pfi, i “ 1, . . . , N are the components of
pf .

The pointwise multiplication of two scalar valued functions corresponds,
in Fourier space, to the convolution of their sequences of Fourier coefficient.
To be concrete, the convolution product between two sequences v1 and v2 is
defined as

pv1 ¨ v2qk
def
“

ÿ

k1PZ
pv1qk1pv2qk´k1 .

In fact, we have (assuming u1 and u2 are sufficiently smooth)

pFpu1u2qq “ pFpu1q ¨ Fpu2qq ,

and
v1 ¨ v2 “ F

`

F´1pv1qF´1pv2q
˘

.
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To reduce the notational burden, throughout the remainder of the paper
we will just denote this product by v1v2 rather than v1 ¨ v2. This extends
to arbitrary powers and products involving more than two sequences, and
hence to polynomials. It will be useful to introduce the following convention
for the zeroth power of w P CZ:

pw0qk “ δk0, for all k P Z, with δ the Kronecker delta.

With these conventions, pf as defined in (2.5) is polynomial in its input
arguments, since f is. Indeed, they may be viewed as the same polynomial,
just with a different interpretation of the product.

Remark 2.2.1. The convolution of two sequences with a finite number of
non-zero elements also has a finite number of non-zero elements. In par-
ticular, if vi for i “ 1, . . . ,m are Fourier sequences with the property that
for every i there exists a Ki such that pviqk vanishes for |k| ą Ki, then
pv1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vmqk vanishes for |k| ą

řm
i“1Ki.

We collect all unknowns into the variable x “ pλ, vq, where λ P CM 1
`1

and v “ pv1, . . . , vN q and vn P CZ for n “ 1, . . . , N . The problem (2.2) is
equivalent to the infinite dimensional zero finding problem

F pxq “ tFipxqu
N
i“1 “ 0,

where Fipxq is a bi-infinite sequence defined, for every k P Z, as

pFipxqqk
def
“ ´ikpviqk ` p pfipλ, vqqk. (2.6)

with pfi, defined in (2.5), a convolution polynomial.

2.2.1 The Banach space
Since periodic solutions of polynomial vector fields are analytic, we will
search for a solution in a space of exponentially decaying Fourier coefficients.
For ν ě 1 (a computational parameter to be chosen in the algorithm), we
introduce the ν-norm of a bi-infinite complex sequence w P CZ as

}w}ν
def
“

ÿ

kPZ

|wk|ν
|k|. (2.7)

It is well known that the space

`1ν
def
“ tw P CZ : }w}ν ă 8u (2.8)

is a Banach space. In fact it is a Banach algebra with the convolution product

}ww̃}ν ď }w}ν}w̃}ν for all w, w̃ P `1ν . (2.9)
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Remark 2.2.2. If ν ą 1 and w P `1ν , then w represents the sequence of
Fourier coefficients of a function that is analytic on a strip of width 2 log ν
around the real axis in the complex plane.

Since the collection of unknowns is x “ pλ, vq, where λ “ pτ, µ1, . . . , µM 1q

are the M 1 ` 1 scalar parameters and v represents N Fourier sequences, we
introduce the product space X “ Xν :“ CM ˆ p`1νq

N , where M “ M 1 ` 1.
We endow X with the norm

}x}X “ }pλ, vq}X “ maxt|λ1|, . . . , |λM |, }v1}ν , . . . , }vN }νu. (2.10)

We will also use the notation xn to indicate the n-th component of x:

xn “

#

λn if 1 ď n ďM,

vn´M if M ` 1 ď n ďM `N,

and the componentwise norm

}xn} “

#

|xn| if 1 ď n ďM,

}xn}ν if M ` 1 ď n ďM `N.
(2.11)

Remark 2.2.3. It is a straightforward and natural generalization to incor-
porate weights in the norm (2.10) on X. Since this is equivalent to rescaling
the components of the parameter vector µ (and hence λ) and/or the vector
field u (and hence v), all estimates in this paper have natural analogues for
such a weighted norm. In order not to overburden the notation, we did not
pursue such weighted norms in the current paper. We refer to [70] for an
extensive discussion of an application where weighted norms are essential.

2.2.2 Finite dimensional projections
In order to carry out numerical computations, which underlie our validated
continuation results, we need to truncate the infinite dimensional problem.
In particular, to construct numerical approximations of the solutions, we
consider a finite dimensional Galerkin projection of X based on 2K ` 1
Fourier coefficients, with K P N a computational parameter.

Definition 2.2.4. For K P N, we define rΠK as the projection that maps `1ν
into C2K`1 via

Π̃Kw
def
“

´

w´K , w´K`1 . . . , w0, . . . , wK´1, wK

¯

P C2K`1.

The range of rΠK can be naturally identified with a 2K ` 1 dimensional
subspace of `1ν by zero-padding. This natural embedding of C2K`1 into `1ν
will be denoted by rE. We will write rΠK

def
“ rErΠK .
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We extend these operators to x “ pλ, vq P X as follows:

ΠKx
def
“

´

λ1, . . . λM , rΠKv1, . . . rΠKvN

¯

P CM ˆ
`

CN
˘p2K`1q

.

The range of ΠK can be naturally identified with a M ` Np2K ` 1q di-
mensional subspace of X by applying rE to the v components of ΠKx. The
natural embedding of CM`Np2K`1q into X will be denoted by E. We will
write ΠK

def
“ EΠK .

We also introduce notation for the complementary, infinite tail of x:

Π8
Kx

def
“ x´ΠKx. (2.12)

Furthermore, when x “ ΠKx, then we say that x has (at most) K non-zero
modes.

When convenient, we will denote elements of ΠKX by x̂ “ pλ̂, v̂q. In
particular, numerical approximations of solutions will always described by
finitely many Fourier modes. Indeed, they are of the formEx̂ P ΠKX, where
x̂ P CM`Np2K`1q is stored in the computer. As we will see in Section 2.2.3,
it is convenient to introduce the bilinear form

xx̂, x̂1y
def
“

M
ÿ

j“1

λ̂j λ̂
1
j `

N
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“´K

pv̂iqkpv̂
1
iqk on ΠKX. (2.13)

2.2.3 Phase condition and continuation equation
In terms of the collection of variables x “ pλ, vq “ ppτ, µq, vq the equations
we want to solve are F pxq “ 0 and gpµq “ 0. Whenever convenient we will
write gpxq for gpµq. This problem suffers from translation invariance, hence
we introduce a phase condition GKpxq “ 0 below, see (2.18). As explained in
the introduction, for M 1 “ M2 ` 1 periodic orbits of (3.3), or equivalently,
solutions of the system

$

&

%

F pxq “ 0,
gpxq “ 0,
GKpxq “ 0,

(2.14)

generically come in one-parameter families. To parametrize such a family
and bring it into a form where we can use a contraction argument (and thus
local uniqueness), we will additionally introduce a continuation equation,
see (2.19).

To set the scene, let us assume to have two approximate solutions Ex̂0

and Ex̂1 of the system (2.14), although (for technical reasons) the equation
for phase condition may be different for each: GK

s pEx̂sq “ 0 for s “ 0, 1.
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If the distance between x̂0 and x̂1 is small, we can hope that the segment
connecting these two points approximates a continuous branch of solutions.
With this goal in mind, we define

xs
def
“ E

“

p1´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1

‰

, for all s P r0, 1s. (2.15)

Our goal is to “validate” this segment in the sense that we prove the existence
of a unique curve of solutions to (3.3) in a cylinder of calculated radius
centered around this segment. We now first introduce the (parametrized)
phase conditions, and subsequently the continuation equation.

To quotient out the translation invariance of solutions, we choose a con-
venient phase condition which is linear and depends on finitely many Fourier
modes only:

N
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“´K

pviqkpqiqk ´ q̃ “ 0, (2.16)

for some choices q̃ P C, qi P C2K`1.

Remark 2.2.5. In the choice of our standard phase condition we follow [10].
We choose a reference orbit, which in our case will be the numerical approx-
imation û, and require

ż 2π

0

N
ÿ

i“1

uiptq û
1
iptqdt “ 0.

In terms of Fourier coefficients this corresponds to the choice

pqiqk “ ikpx̂iq´k, (2.17)

where x̂ are the (finitely many) Fourier coefficients of û, and q̃ “ 0.

In the continuation problem it is convenient to vary the phase condition,
hence we choose q0 and q1 associated to x̂0 and x̂1. The idea is that the
distance between q0 and q1 is small whenever the distance between x̂0 and
x̂1 is small, see also Remark 2.2.5

We then formulate the phase condition using the bilinear form (3.13). We
extend q0 and q1, which both represent Np2K`1q Fourier modes, see (2.17),
to elements q̂s “ p0, qsq P ΠKX, s “ 0, 1, so that we can apply the bilinear
form notation (3.13). Indeed, we write an interpolated version of (2.16) as
GK
s pxq “ 0, where

GK
s pxq

def
“

@

ΠKx, q̂s
D

´
“

p1´ sqxx̂0, q̂0y ` sxx̂1, q̂1y
‰

, (2.18)
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with
q̂s

def
“ p1´ sqq̂0 ` sq̂1, for all s P r0, 1s.

We denote by H̃spxq “ pG
K
s pxq, gpxq, F pxqq the set of equations approx-

imately satisfied by Ex̂s for s “ 0, 1. In order to parametrize a solution
curve close to the segment txs : s P r0, 1su given by (2.15), we introduce
a “fibration” of a cylindrically shaped neighborhood around this segment.
We assume we have computed nontrivial vectors Ex̃0 and Ex̃1 that lie ap-
proximately in the null spaces of DH̃0pEx̂0q and DH̃1pEx̂1q, respectively.
We note that these null spaces are expected to be one dimensional since
M 1 “M2`1. Moreover, we expect that x̃0 and x̃1 are close when x̂0 and x̂1

are close. Indeed, they are both approximately tangent to the solution curve,
hence by choosing their lengths and orientations appropriately, in practice
the “predictors” x̃0 and x̃1 are close together when the step size is not too
large.

In view of the relation between the bilinear form (3.13) and the complex
inner product on ΠKS we define

9̂xs
def
“ x̃s for s “ 0, 1,

where the complex conjugate is taken elementwise in CM`p2K`1qN . We then
introduce the continuation equation

G@
s pxq

def
“

@

ΠKx, 9̂xs
D

´
“

p1´ sqxx̂0, 9̂x0y ` sxx̂1, 9̂x1y
‰

“ 0, (2.19)

where
9̂xs

def
“ p1´ sq 9̂x0 ` s 9̂x1, for all s P r0, 1s.

Interpolating between 9̂x0 and 9̂x1 in this way is convenient when we glue
together multiple solution segments, see Remark 2.3.5 and [5]. We remark
that the expressions for GK

s and G@
s are affine linear in both x and s, which

is a useful simplification in comparison with the approach in [5].

2.2.4 The zero finding problem

We collect the continuation equation, the phase condition, and the scalar
conditions in

Gspxq “

¨

˝

G@
s pxq

GK
s pxq
gpxq

˛

‚, (2.20)

which maps X to CM , where M “ M 1 ` 1 “ M2 ` 2. Writing x “ pλ, vq “
ppτ, µq, vq, we note that GK

s depends on v only, whereas g depends only on µ,
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but G@
s depends on all variables in ΠKX. For every s P r0, 1s the full zero

finding problem for continuation of periodic orbits becomes

Hspxq
def
“

ˆ

Gspxq
F pxq

˙

“ 0. (2.21)

We note that Hs does not map Xν into itself, but it does map Xν to Xν1

for any ν1 ă ν. This slight subtlety is of no consequence and will henceforth
not be addressed explicitly.

We will also number the equations in (2.21) as H “ pHr1s, . . . ,HrM`Nsq.
This cumbersome notation is to distinguish H1, which represents Hs when
s “ 1, from the first component Hr1s “ G@

s of H. In particular, by H1 we
mean the continuation equation, neverHs for s “ 1. When, as in Sections 2.6
and 2.7, we ignore continuation, either by fixing s or by setting x̂0 “ x̂1,
q̂0 “ q̂1, and 9̂x0 “ 9̂x1, then we denote the resulting s-independent set of
equations by Hpxq “ pGpxq, F pxqq “ 0.

The truncated problems Ĥs for s “ 0, 1, which is used for numerical
computations, is defined by

Ĥs : CM ˆ
`

CN
˘p2K`1q

ÞÑ CM ˆ
`

CN
˘p2K`1q

Ĥspx̂q “ ΠKHspEx̂q s “ 0, 1. (2.22)

The finite dimensional problem Ĥspx̂q “ 0 can be solved numerically when
one has a reasonable guess for a solution, for example using Newton’s method.

2.2.5 Interval arithmetic and notation for derivatives
A crucial step in our computer-assisted proofs is to check finitely many
inequalities, see (2.35). To accomplish this we use interval arithmetic, in
particular the Intlab [53] package for Matlab. While the details (and imple-
mentation) of interval arithmetic are beyond the scope of the current paper,
we will frequently evaluate polynomials in an interval arithmetic sense as
explained below. We will assume we have access to all partial derivatives up
to order 3 of the rescaled nonlinearity

f̃pλ, uq “ f̃pλ, uq
def
“ τfpµ, uq

as well as the scalar equations represented by g̃pλq “ g̃pτ, µq
def
“ gpµq, namely

Dαf̃i and Dαg̃j

for multi-indices α “ pα1, . . . , αN`M q with

|α|
def
“

N`M
ÿ

n“1

αn ď 3.
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In particular, we can evaluate all of these in interval sense, i.e., we have
computable bounds

Dαf̃ipI1, . . . , IM`N q Ą tD
αf̃jpy1, . . . , yM`N q : yn P Inu

for any intervals In Ă R, and similarly for g̃.
As already explained in the introduction, our implementation is for poly-

nomial f̃ and g̃. All estimates in the paper hold as long as the dependence
of f̃ on u is polynomial. The dependence of f̃ and g̃ on λ may be non-
polynomial as long as we can evaluate them, and their derivatives up to
third order, in an interval arithmetic sense. In this paper, to reduce some of
the technicalities, we work in the complex setting, hence we assume g̃pµq to
be real analytic (on the relevant domain of parameter values), and similarly
for the dependence on µ of the coefficients in the polynomial vector field f̃ ,
see (2.23). We note that working in the fully complex setting, while conve-
nient, is not necessary, and the method can be extended to C3 dependence
on µ, cf. [63].

Concerning the polynomial dependence of f̃ on u, it will be useful to
introduce notation to express f̃ and its derivatives in terms of monomials.
We can write for any α P NN`M and i “ 1, . . . , N

Dαf̃ipλ, uq “
ÿ

βPDpα,iq

f̃β,α,ipλq
N
ź

i1“1

u
βi1
i1 (2.23)

for some finite set Dpα, iq Ă NN of multi-indices. We assume that we can
evaluate these coefficient functions f̃β,α,i : RM Ñ R for any |α| ď 3, i “
1, . . . , N and β P Dpα, iq, and similarly for their derivatives (with respect to
λ) up to order 3´ |α|.

In Fourier space, the derivatives of pfpλ, vq with respect to v can be nat-
urally expressed as Toeplitz operators. Indeed, for any w P `1ν we define the
Toeplitz operator Tw P Bp`1νq by Tww̃

def
“ w ¨w̃, which we express elementwise

as
pTww̃qk “

ÿ

k1PZ
pTwqkk1w̃k1 where pTwqkk1 “ wk´k1 . (2.24)

The expressions for the derivatives can be lifted to Fourier space by inter-
preting the product in the convolution sense. We denote the convolution
polynomial corresponding to Dα

pfjpλ, vq by

pfαi pλ, vq “
ÿ

βPDpα,iq

f̃β,α,ipλq
N
ź

i1“1

v
βi1
i1 .
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With this notation we can express the first derivatives, for any i, i1 “ 1, . . . N ,
as

Bvi
pfjpλ, vq “ T

pf
eM`i
j pλ,vq

,

with unit multi-index vector penqn1 “ δnn1 .
To structure the components of the derivative of Hpλ, vq “ pGpλ, vq,

F pλ, vqq it is useful to use the natural decomposition of a (possibly un-
bounded) linear operator B on the product space X “ CM ˆ p`1νq

N . Let
x “ pλ, vq, then we write

pBxqn “
M
ÿ

m“1

Bnmλm `
M`N
ÿ

m“M`1

Bnmvm´M , for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N,

(2.25)
with linear operators Bnm : Xm Ñ Xn, where

Xn
def
“

#

C for 1 ď n ďM

`1ν for M ` 1 ď n ďM `N.
(2.26)

To describe more explicitly the different components of B we observe that
Bnm P C for m,n “ 1, . . . ,M . For n “ 1, . . . ,M and m “M`1, . . . ,M`N
the operator Bnm can be identified with a bi-infinite row vector, often an
element of the dual of `1ν . For n “M`1, . . . ,M`N andm “ 1, . . . ,M anal-
ogously Bnm is a bi-infinite column vector, often an element of `1ν . Finally,
for m,n “ M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N the operator Bnm is described naturally by
a bi-infinite matrix. The decomposition is represented graphically in Figure
2.1.

The components of the linear operator DmHrns thus split into derivatives
DmGn for n “ 1, . . . , N and derivatives DmFn´M for n “M`1, . . . ,M`N .
For the former case there is a further natural splitting into n “ 1, 2, the
continuation equation and phase condition, and n “ 3, . . . ,M , the algebraic
constraints. In particular, for n “ 1 we have

DmHr1spxq “ DmG
@
s pxq “

#

p
9̂
λsqm for m “ 1, . . . ,M,

p 9̂vsq
T
m´M for m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,

where 9̂xs “ p
9̂
λs, 9̂vsq, and the transpose indicates the interpretation as an

element of the dual of `1ν . For n “ 2 we obtain

DmHr2spxq “ DmG
K
s pxq “

#

0 for m “ 1, . . . ,M,

pq̂vs q
T
n´M for m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,
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B “

CM ÞÑ CM p`1νq
N ÞÑ CM

CM ÞÑp`1νqN p`1νq
N ÞÑ p`1νq

N

Figure 2.1: Representation of the matrix introduced in Equation (2.25).

where q̂vs is the v-component of q̂s introduced in Section 2.2.3. For n “
3, . . . ,M the derivative is

DmHrnspxq “ DmGnpxq “

#

Dem g̃n´2pλq for m “ 1, . . . ,M,

0 for m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N.

Finally, for n “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N we have

DmHrnspxq “ DmFn´M pxq

“

#

pfemn´M pxq for m “ 1, . . . ,M.

δmnik ` T pfemn´M pxq
for m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N.

(2.27)

with the (unbounded) diagonal operator k defined by (with w P CZ)

pkwqk “ kwk for k P Z. (2.28)

Remark 2.2.6. Instead of the description of the derivatives Bvi1 pfi in terms
of Toeplitz operators, one may equivalently write

Bvi1
pfipλ, vqw “ pf

eM`i1
i pλ, vqw,
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2.3. THE RADII POLYNOMIALS

interpreting the right-hand side as a convolution multiplication. In this way
we can identify Bvi1 pfipλ, vq with pf

eM`i1
i pλ, vq. This type of identification gen-

eralizes easily to higher derivatives of pf (whereas the Toeplitz operator rep-
resentation does not), for example

Bvi2 Bvi1
pfipλ, vq “ pf

eM`i1`eM`i2
i pλ, vq,

BλjBvi1
pfipλ, vq “ pf

ej`eM`i1
i pλ, vq.

2.3 The radii polynomials

In this section we discuss how to turn the zero finding problem into a fixed
point problem in such a way that we can check contractivity of the fixed
point operator with the assistance of a computer. To construct the fixed
point operator we apply a quasi-Newton approach. In particular, we define

Tspxq
def
“ x´AsHspxq, Ts : X ÞÑ X, s P r0, 1s. (2.29)

Here As is an injective map that approximates the inverse of the derivative
of Hs in xs. While we postpone the details of the construction of As to
Section 2.8, we outline the construction here in order to give proper context
for the central theorem below. We want As to be at the same time a good
approximation of the inverse of DHspx̂sq and simple enough to handle from
a numerical and analytical point of view. With this in mind, we choose As
as a linear interpolation in s of the approximate inverses of the derivatives
DH0pEx̂0q and DH1pEx̂1q, i.e., As “ p1´ sqA0 ` sA1 with

A0 « pDH0pEx̂0qq
´1 and A1 « pDH1pEx̂1qq

´1.

The precise way in which As is an approximate inverse ofDHspx̂sq is encoded
in the estimate (2.31). The required simplicity is achieved by imposing a
block structure on A0 and A1, in particular splitting the operators into a
“finite part” and an “infinite diagonal tail”, as made explicit in Section 2.6.1.

Since for injective As (checking this injectivity is part of the proof in our
setup, see Section 2.8.5) zeros of Hs and fixed points of Ts are in one-to-
one correspondence, we set out to prove that this operator is a contraction
map around the numerical segment txs : s P r0, 1su. In order to prove the
contraction, we need two types of bounds, which we will call Y and Zprq
bounds, indicating, respectively, the residual error of the approximate fixed
point xs defined in (2.15), and a bound on the derivative of Ts in a ball of
radius r around this approximate fixed point.
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Recalling that xs P CM ˆ p`1νq
N consists of M scalars and N bi-infinite

vectors, we introduce bounds Y “ pY1, . . . , YN`M q and Zprq “ pZ1, . . . ,
ZM`N qprq which are required to satisfy

Yn ě max
sPr0,1s

}pTspxsq ´ xsqn}, for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N, (2.30)

and

Znprq ě max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPB1p0q

}rDTspxs ` rbqrcsn}, for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N,

(2.31)

with the notation for the norm introduced in (2.11) and with B1p0q Ă X the
ball of radius 1 centered at the origin.

To prove contraction of the map Ts in the ball Brpxsq for every s, it is
now sufficient to find an r such that Yn ` Znprq ă r for every n, as stated
in the following theorem. We define the “cylinder”

Cr
def
“

ď

sPr0,1s

Brpxsq (2.32)

of radius r around the segment txs : s P r0, 1su of numerical approximations.
We note that Cr is in fact a pill-shaped neighborhood of the line segment.

Theorem 2.3.1. Assume Y and Zprq satisfy in (2.30) and (2.31). We
define

pnprq
def
“ Yn ` Znprq ´ r, for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N. (2.33)

If there exists an pr such that pnpprq ă 0 for all n “ 1, . . . ,M `N , then Ts is
a contraction on B

prpxsq for every s in r0, 1s.
Assume moreover that As is injective for all s P r0, 1s. Then the fixed

points xsol psq of Ts in B
prpxsq form a continuous parametrized curve xsol :

r0, 1s Ñ X in C
pr, such that Hspxsol psqq “ 0 for every s P r0, 1s.

Proof. For the proof we refer to [26], where in Proposition 1 this statement
is proven for any fixed s P r0, 1s. It is straightforward to infer that by
using the uniform contraction mapping theorem that the fixed points form
a continuous curve, see e.g. [65, 5] for more details.

Remark 2.3.2. At this point there is still some work to do to show that the
zeros of Hs that we have found correspond to real-valued orbits of the vector
field (3.3). We will come back to this in Section 2.4. There we also list
the explicit error bounds on the solution (i.e. the distance to the numerical
approximation), see Remark 2.4.3.
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In order to guarantee smoothness of the solution curve, we use the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 2.3.3. With the hypotheses as in Theorem 2.3.1, assume in addition
that for any s P r0, 1s and any b P B1p0q we have

pr xb, 9̂x1 ´ 9̂x0y ‰ xx̂1 ´ x̂0, p1´ sq 9̂x1 ` s 9̂x0y. (2.34)

Then xsol : r0, 1s Ñ X represents a smooth curve.

Proof. When BsE@
s ‰ 0, the implicit function theorem provides the asserted

smoothness, see [65, 5] for more details. Let x P Cr, then we can write
x “ xs ` b for some s P r0, 1s and b P B1p0q. A direct computation shows
that

BsE
@
s pxq “ r xb, 9̂x1 ´ 9̂x0y ´ xx̂1 ´ x̂0, p1´ sq 9̂x1 ` s 9̂x0y.

Remark 2.3.4. Since in practice 9̂x0 and 9̂x1 are close to each other, and
x̂1´ x̂0 lies roughly in the direction of these predictors, the inequality (2.34)
is expected to hold for sufficiently small pr. The righthand side of (2.34) can
be bounded uniformly for s P r0, 1s using an interval arithmetic calculation.
Moreover, since the bilinear form (3.13) involves a finite sum only, we can
bound the lefthand side of (2.34) by enclosing it uniformly for b P ΠKB1p0q
using interval arithmetic.

Remark 2.3.5. The interpolations chosen in the definitions of GK
s and G@

s

make it easy to “glue” subsequent steps of the continuation together to form a
continuous (even smooth) curve. Indeed, following the arguments used in [5,
70], we conclude that if we choose the data x̂s, 9̂xs and q̂s in the end point
of the previous step identical to those in the starting point of the next step,
then the two parametrized curves of solutions obtained from Theorem 2.3.1
connect smoothly.

The formulas introduced in (2.33) are often called radii polynomials [14],
as the dependence of Z on r is usually polynomial. These radii polynomials
capture the central idea that the continuation problem for solutions of (3.3)
can be reduced to checking finitely many inequalities

pnpprq ă 0 for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N. (2.35)

We denote by I “ prmin, rmaxq an interval on which we can prove that all radii
polynomials are negative. We will call I the interval of validation. Theorem
2.3.1 states that any r in I is the radius of a cylinder Cr, see (2.15), in which
the existence and uniqueness of a branch of solutions is guaranteed.
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2.4 Symmetry considerations

Since we are looking for real-valued periodic solutions of the ODE (3.3),
its Fourier coefficients are conjugate symmetric in the following sense. For
w P `1ν we define the conjugate w˚ as w˚k “ w´k. An element w P `1ν is
conjugate symmetric if w “ w˚. We denote the space of conjugate symmetric
sequences by `sym

ν “ tw P `1ν : w “ w˚u. With this definition, periodic orbits
have Fourier coefficients un P `sym

ν for all n “ 1, . . . , N and some ν ą 1.
We generalize this notation of conjugation to X by setting

x˚ “ pλ, vq˚ “ pλ1, . . . , λM , v
˚
1 , . . . , v

˚
N q.

We introduce the space of (conjugate) symmetric elements S Ă X “ CM ˆ

p`1νq
N :

S “ Sν
def
“ tx P X : x˚ “ xu. (2.36)

We look for a solution in this space of (conjugate) symmetric elements, and
we will also choose our numerical approximation in S. Nevertheless, we use
the full space to perform our validation proof because of the ease of perform-
ing analysis on unrestricted double sided convolutions. In particular, we do
not restrict to symmetric cases where sine or cosine series can be used. Such
cases have been studied extensively, see e.g. [64, 5, 3, 26, 40]. Furthermore,
we do not split into real and imaginary parts (cf. [37]) but rather recover
conjugate symmetry a posteriori using the symmetry properties discussed
below.

We now derive the results needed to prove that the fixed point of Ts
found in Theorem 2.3.1 lies in S, provided we choose a symmetry preserving
linear operator As in the definition (3.19) of Ts. First we note that `sym

ν is
closed under convolution multiplication. Moreover, for any x “ pλ, vq P S
any polynomial expression in v with real coefficients (depending on λ P RM )
also lies in S. Choosing both q̂s P S and 9̂xs P S for s “ 0, 1, we infer that
GK
s and G@

s are real-valued on S for all s P r0, 1s, since the bilinear form
defined in (3.13) sends πKS ˆ πKS to R. We conclude that Hs maps Sν to
Sν1 for 1 ă ν1 ă ν.

Next, we choose the linear operators A0 and A1 such that they (and
hence As for s P r0, 1s) preserve symmetry in the sense that they leave S
invariant. This impies that Ts maps S to itself for all s P r0, 1s. To be
explicit, for a linear operator B “ pBnmq on X we introduce the conjugate
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B˚ as follows (k, k1 P Z):

B˚nm “ Bnm for n,m “ 1, . . . ,M, (2.37a)

pB˚nmqk “ pBnmq´k for m “ 1, . . . ,M, n “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,
(2.37b)

pB˚nmqk “ pBnmq´k for n “ 1, . . . ,M,m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,
(2.37c)

pB˚nmqk,k1 “ pBnmq´k,´k1 for n,m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N. (2.37d)

Then As, s “ 0, 1 preserves conjugate symmetry if As “ A˚s .

Remark 2.4.1. Since iK´1 preserves conjugate symmetry, conjugate sym-
metry preservation of As in practice reduces to symmetry preservation of the
approximate numerical approximate inverse of DĤspx̂sq. Due to rounding
error in computing the numerical inverse, this symmetry is not automatic.
We therefore symmetrize the candidate inverse, denoted by Ãs, through

Âs “
Ã` Ã˚s

2
,

with the conjugate defined in (2.37).

The symmetries thus allow us to conclude that the fixed point of Ts corre-
spond to a real -valued periodic orbit of (3.3) under symmetry assumptions
on the numerical data. In particular, in practice we fix some K P N and
choose

• the numerical approximate solutions x̂0 and x̂1 in ΠKS;

• the numerical predictors 9̂x0 and 9̂x1 in ΠKS;

• the phase condition parameters q̂0 and q̂1 in ΠKS, see (2.17);

• conjugate symmetry preserving linear operators Â0 and Â1, see Re-
mark 2.4.1.

Theorem 2.4.2. Let the symmetry assumptions on x̂s, 9̂xs, q̂s, Âs listed
above be satisfied for s “ 0, 1. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1,
the fixed point xsol psq P Bprpxsq of Ts is conjugate symmetric, i.e. xsol psq P S,
for every s P r0, 1s.

Proof. Since S is invariant under Ts and it intersects B
prpxsq, as xs P S, the

fixed point of Ts lies in S XB
prpxsq.
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Theorem 2.4.2 provides us with xsol psq P S, which we write as xsol psq “
ppτsol , µsol q, vsol qpsq. We have thus found a family of real-valued solutions

usol pt; sq
def
“

ÿ

kPZ
pvsol psqqke

ikt{τsol psq,

of (3.3) with period L “ 2πτsol psq at parameter value µ “ µsol psq P RM´1.
We denote

p1´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1 “ x̂s “ pλ̂s, v̂sq “ ppτ̂s, µ̂sq, v̂sq,

so that xs “ Ex̂s P S, see (2.15).

Remark 2.4.3. Since xsol psq P BprpEx̂sq, the associated error estimates are

max
tPR

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
usol pt; sq ´ ûs

`

τ̂s
τsol psq

t
˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

8
ď pr, (2.38)

|τsol psq ´ τ̂s| ď pr,

|µsol psq ´ µ̂s|8 ď pr,

for all s P r0, 1s, where

ûsptq
def
“

ÿ

|k|ďK

pv̂sqke
ikt{τ̂s .

In particular, the bound (2.38) implies that for any s P r0, 1s the periodic
orbit usol p¨; sq lies within Hausdorff distance pr from the closed curve ûsp¨q in
phase space (in the supremum norm).

2.5 Auxiliary estimates

In this section we collect some properties of operators on the space X “

CM ˆ p`1νq
N that will be used for the construction of the bounds. First,

the dual of `1ν is the space `8ν of bi-infinite sequences endowed with the
supremum norm

}y}8ν “ sup
kPZ

|yk|

ν|k|
.

If w P `1ν and y P `8ν , then
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

kPZ
ykwk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď }w}8ν }w}ν .
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The operator norm of a linear operator Q : `1ν Ñ `1ν that acts on v P `1ν
has

pQvqk “
ÿ

k1PZ
Qkk1vk,

is given by

}Q}Bp`1ν ,`1νq “ sup
k1PZ

1

ν|k1|

ÿ

kPZ
|Qkk1 |ν

|k|. (2.39)

When considering a linear operator Q : `1ν Ñ `1ν such that Q “ rΠK1
QrΠK2

for some K1,K2 P N, i.e. acting on a finite number of modes and returning
a finite number of non-zero modes, then we will denote such operator with
a superscript pF q. The operator norm of such an operator is computable:

}QpF q}Bp`1ν ,`1νq “ max
|k1|ďK2

1

ν|k1|

ÿ

|k|ďK1

|Q
pF q
kk1 |ν

|k|. (2.40)

We will not make a distinction between the operator and the finite matrix
that represents it.

In the estimates we will repeatedly encounter operators which decom-
pose in a finite part (represented by a matrix) and a part that represents
convolution with an element of rΠK3`

1
ν . The following lemma describes (with

some slight generalization) how to bound the norm of such an operator.

Lemma 2.5.1. Let K1,K2,K3 P N. Let QpF q be a p2K1 ` 1q ˆ p2K2 ` 1q
matrix with complex entries. Let y˚ be a p2K3 ` 1q vector with complex
entries. Let pyrksq|k|ąK2

be a bi-infinite sequence of p2K3 ` 1q vectors with

|y
rks
k1 | ď |y

˚
k1 |, for all |k1| ď K3.

Let Q : `1ν ÞÑ `1ν act on v P `1ν by

pQvqk “
´

rEQpF qrΠK2
v
¯

k1
`

k1`K3
ÿ

k“k1´K3

|k|ąK2

y
rks
k1´kvk, for k1 P Z (2.41)

i.e., Q has the form depicted in Figure 2.2. Then

}Q}Bp`1ν ,`1νq ď maxp}QpF q}Bp`1ν ,`1νq, }y
˚}νq.

The result also holds when Q has no “finite part” QpF q, i.e., somewhat abus-
ing notation, K2 “ ´1.
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Q “ QpF q

Figure 2.2: The shape of the operator Q, as defined in Lemma 2.5.1. The
vertical columns represent the vectors yrks, where k denotes the column
index.
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Proof. A proof can be easily (re)constructed from [26, Corollary 1], where
the special case K3 “ 1 is considered, of which Lemma 2.5.1 is a relatively
straightforward extension.

We note that if yrks “ y˚ for all k, then the final term in (2.41) corre-
sponds to the convolution product py˚vqk.

In the remainder of this paper, we will make extensive use of the following
lemma for the computation of norms of various operators from X “ CM ˆ

p`1νq
N to itself. The proof is again standard and is thus omitted.

Lemma 2.5.2. Let B : X Ñ X be a linear operator which acts on x P X
through the decomposition tBnmu1ďn,mďM`N introduced in (2.25). Then the
componentwise norms supxPB1p0qĂX }pBxqn} satisfy, for n “ 1, . . . ,M ,

sup
xPB1p0qĂX

|pBxqn| ď
M
ÿ

m“1

|Bnm| `
M`N
ÿ

m“M`1

}Bnm}
8
ν ,

while for n “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N we have

sup
xPB1p0qĂX

}pBxqn}ν ď
M
ÿ

m“1

}Bnm}ν `
M`N
ÿ

m“M`1

}Bnm}Bp`1ν ,`1νq.

2.6 Validation of a single periodic orbit

For ease of exposition, in this section we present the explicit computation
of the bounds introduced in Equations (2.30) and (2.31) for the case of
a single solution. In Section 2.8 we generalize this to validated continu-
ation of solution branches.The approximate numerical solution considered
is denoted by x̂ “ pλ̂, v̂q, and the zero finding problem is of the form
Hpxq “ pGpxq, F pxqq “ 0, with F and G defined in (2.6) and (2.20), re-
spectively, are now s-independent.

2.6.1 Constructing the Newton-like operator T

In order to apply the radial polynomial approach to validate a numerical
solution x̂, we construct a Newton-like operation T by using A, the ap-
proximate inverse of DHpEx̂q. The first step is the construction of A:, a
(partly numerical) approximation of DHpEx̂q, on which we will base our
construction of A.

We split A and A: into a finite part, defined numerically and stored in
the computer, and an infinite part, called the tail, defined analytically. The
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finite part of A: is chosen to be the finite dimensional Jacobian DĤpx̂q. The
finite part of A is an numerically computed approximate inverse Â of DĤpx̂q,
where Ĥ is defined in (2.22). For the tail of A: the dominant term ikpvnqk
is the natural candidate, while for the tail of A the corresponding choice is
thus ik´1pvnqk.

To be precise, we define A and A: through

A:x
def
“ E

´

DĤpx̂qΠKx
¯

´ iKΠ8
Kx, (2.42)

Ax
def
“ E

´

ÂΠKx
¯

´ iK´1Π8
Kx, (2.43)

where

pKxqn
def
“

#

0 for n “ 1, . . . ,M

kxn for n “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,

and

pK´1xqn
def
“

#

0 for n “ 1, . . . ,M

k´1xn for n “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,

with (see also (2.28))

pkwqk
def
“ kwk and pk´1wqk

def
“

#

0 if k “ 0

k´1wk if k P Zzt0u.

Remark 2.6.1. The tails of A and A: are exact inverses, hence

I ´AA: “ ΠK ´EpÂDĤpx̂qqΠK , (2.44)

i.e., I ´AA: is represented by a matrix.

Remark 2.6.2. Since the tail of A is diagonal, when x has at most K 1
nonzero modes, then Ax has at most maxtK,K 1u nonzero modes.

We note that A has the structure assumed in Lemma 2.5.1. More-
over, even though H does not map X into itself, we observe that AHpxq P
X for all x P X. In particular,

T : x ÞÑ x´AHpxq

maps X to itself, cf. Proposition 4 in [26].
Having defined the fixed point operator T , we now derive explicit bounds

Y and Z satisfying (2.30) and (2.46) in Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3, respectively.
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2.6.2 The Y bound

In this section, we are interested in computing the Y bound, that is the
M `N vector such that

Yn ě }rT pEx̂q ´Ex̂sn} “ }rAHpEx̂qsn} , for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N. (2.45)

Since x̂ has K non-zero modes, by Remark 2.2.1 we know that HpEx̂q will
have at most K|D| non-zero modes (we recall that |D| is the order of the
polynomial vector field). Remark 2.6.2 implies that AHpEx̂q has at most
K|D| non-zero modes, all of which can be computed explicitly in a finite
number of operations. By performing these operations with interval arith-
metic we obtain bounds satisfying (2.45).

2.6.3 The splitting of the Z bound

In view of (2.31), the Z bound for the non-continuation case needs to satisfy

Znprq ě sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rDT pEx̂` bqcsn}, for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N. (2.46)

We split the estimate into three parts:

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rDT pEx̂`bqcsn} ď sup
cPBrp0q

}rpI ´AA:qcsn}

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

ďZ0nr

(2.47)

` sup
cPBrp0q

}rApDHpEx̂q ´A:qcsn}

looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

ďZ1nr

` sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rApDHpEx̂q ´DHpEx̂` bqqcsn}

loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

ďZ̃2nprq

, (2.48)

where the first two parts are linear in r. We deal with the Z0n, Z1n and Z2n

bounds separately.

The Z0 bound

Rescaling cÑ cr, the Z0 bounds have been defined as satisfying

Z0n ě sup
cPB1p0q

}rpI ´AA:qcsn}.
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By using (2.44) we obtain

}rpI ´AA:qcsn} ď }rpI ´AA
:qΠKcs ` rpI ´AA

:qΠ8
Kcsn}

“ }pΠK ´EÂDĤpx̂qΠKqcsn}.

Here ΠK ´ EÂDĤpx̂qΠK can be represented as a finite matrix, hence we
compute explicit bounds (2.6.3) by applying Lemma 2.5.2 and using (2.40).

The Z1 bound

Rescaling cÑ cr, we aim to find bounds of the form

Z1n ě sup
cPB1p0q

}rApA: ´DHpEx̂qqcsn}. (2.49)

We first analyse the operator

B “ A: ´DHpEx̂q.

It follows form the definition (2.42) of A: that Bnm “ 0 for n “ 1, . . . ,M
and m “ 1, . . . ,M ` N . Furthermore, for n “ M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N and
m “ 1, . . . n, we have that Bnm has at most K|D| nonzero modes, and
ΠKBnm “ 0. Finally, it follows from (2.27) that

Bnm “ T pfemn´M pEx̂q
´ rΠKT pfemn´M pEx̂q

rΠK for n,m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N,

which has bandwidth at most Kp|D| ´ 1q.

Remark 2.6.3. Before we proceed, consider the product Q1Q2 of two oper-
ators in Bp`1ν , `1νq of the form

Q1 “ rEQ̂1
rΠK ` ik´1

pI ´ rΠKq,

Q2 “ rEQ̂2
rΠK ` Ty,

for some p2K ` 1q ˆ p2K ` 1q matrices Q̂1 and Q̂2, and an element y P `1ν
with at most K 1 nonzero modes. Then the product Q “ Q1Q2 is of the form
described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ K`2K 1, K2 “ K`K 1 and y˚ “ 1

K`1y,
i.e. K3 “ K 1.

For the product operator AB “ ApA:´DHpEx̂qq we find that pABqnm “
0 for n,m “ 1, . . . ,M . Furthermore, pABqnm has at most K|D| nonzero
modes for n “ 1, . . . ,M and m “ M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N , as well as for n “
M`1, . . . ,M`N and m “ 1, . . . ,M . Finally, for n,m “M`1, . . . ,M`N ,
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based on Remark 2.6.3 we conclude that pABqnm is of the form described
in Lemma 2.5.1, with K1 “ K|D|, K2 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q and K3 “ Kp|D| ´ 1q

and y˚ “ 1
K`1 |

pfemn´M px̂q|.
We thus determine the bounds (2.49) explicitly by a direct computation

based on Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.1.

The Z2 bound

The last bound is defined as satisfying

Z̃2nprq ě sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rApDHpEx̂q ´DHpEx̂` bqqcsn}.

We apply the mean value theorem in Banach spaces:

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}pArDHpEx̂q ´DHpEx̂` bqscqn}

ď sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
z̄PB1p0q

›

›

“

ADDHpEx̂` z̄rqb̄c̄
‰

n

›

› r2

ď sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
z̄PB1p0q

M`N
ÿ

m“1

}Anm}BpXn,Xmq
›

›

“

DDHmpEx̂` z̄rqb̄c̄
‰
›

› r2,

with b̄r “ b and c̄r “ c. The spacesXn are defined in (2.26), and the operator
norms }Anm}BpXn,Xmq can computed directly (the ones on the diagonal tail,
i.e. n “ m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N , by using Lemma 2.5.1). The bound on

›

›

“

DDHmpEx̂` z̄rqb̄c̄
‰
›

›

depends on r, but to simplify the computation we simply bound r a priori by
some r˚, which in practice we choose to be large enough to safely assume it
bigger than the validation radius. The inequality r˚ ě rmax for the interval of
validation I “ prmin, rmaxq is checked at the end of the validation procedure.

We are thus looking for a bound on

sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
zPBr˚ p0q

›

›

“

DDHmpEx̂` zqb̄c̄
‰
›

› . (2.50)

We start with m “ 1, . . . ,M . Both the phase condition and contination
equation are linear, hence DDHm “ 0 for m “ 1, 2. For m “ 3, . . . ,M the
only non-vanishing terms in the derivative are

DenDen1HmpEx̂` zq “ Den`en1 g̃m´2pλ̂` zλq for n, n1 “ 1, . . .M.
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where we have written z “ pzλ, zvq. Each of these can be bounded uniformly
for z P Br˚p0q by using an interval arithmetic evaluation

Jn,n1,m “ |D
en`en1 g̃m´2pλ̂r˚q|

where λ̂r˚ is the product of intervals
śM
j“1rλ̂j ´ r˚, λ̂j ` r˚s. Hence, for

m “ 1, . . . ,M the expression (2.50) is bounded by

Zm :“

$

’

&

’

%

0 for m “ 1, 2
M
ÿ

n,n1“1

max Jn,n1,m for m “ 3, . . . ,M.

Next we consider m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N , for which we have

DenDen1HmpEx̂` zq “ pf
en`en1
m´M pEx̂` zq

“
ÿ

βPDpen`en1 ,m´Mq

f̃β,en`en1 ,m´M pλ̂` zλq
N
ź

i“1

pEv̂i ` pzvqiq
βi ,

(2.51)

where we have used the identification (of derivatives) based on convolution
multiplication introduced in Remark 2.2.6. We estimate these convolution
polynomials term by term with the help of the Banach algebra property (2.9).
Each monomial in (2.51) is bounded in norm by

J̃β,n,n1,m :“
ˇ

ˇf̃β,en`en1 ,m´M pλ̂r˚q
ˇ

ˇ

N
ź

j“1

`

}v̂j}ν ` r˚
˘βj

,

which is to be evaluated in an interval arithmetic sense. Using once again
the Banach algebra property and the triangle inequality, this leads to the
following bounds on (2.50) for m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N :

Zm “
M`N
ÿ

n,n1“1

ÿ

βPDpen`en1 ,m´Mq

max J̃β,n,n1,m.

Finally, we set Z̃2nprq :“ Z2nr
2 with

Z2n :“
M`N
ÿ

m“1

}Anm}BpXn,XmqZm.
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2.6.4 Conclusion
Once we have computed all the bounds in this section, we construct the radii
polynomials

pnprq “ Yn ` pZ0n ` Z1nqr ´ r ` Z2nr
2.

If there exists an r ď r˚ for which all pn are negative, then applying Theo-
rem 2.3.1 guarantees the existence of a fixed point contraction and, therefore,
of a periodic orbit satisfying the error bounds listed in Remark 2.4.3. The
proof of injectivity of A is discussed in Section 2.8.5 in the more general
context of continuation.

An advantage of using the mean value theorem in Section 2.6.3 is that,
irrespective of the order of the vector field, the radii polynomials are always
of order 2. The approach taken in, for example, [9] and [26] leads to Z2prq
bounds whose order depends on the order of the vector field. Our bounds
are slightly less sharp due to our central goal of universal applicability, and
they remain sufficiently effective in practice.

2.7 Examples: single solutions

Before we move on to continuation in Section 2.8, in this section we present
some results on single orbit validation. We use the well-known van der Pol
equation

#

9u1 “ u2,

9u2 “ µu2 ´ µu
2
1u2 ´ u1,

(2.52)

to discuss proper choices for the computational parameters ν and K in rigor-
ous single orbit validation. The system (2.52) has a unique attracting limit
cycle for any µ ą 0. In the limit µ Ó 0 it tends to a circle in phase space and
is essentially described by a single Fourier mode. For large µ its dynamics
fall in the fast-slow paradigm and more and more Fourier modes are required
to describe the orbit accurately.

We first fix µ “ 1.1 and investigate the dependence on ν and K. For
various choices of ν ą 1, in Figure 2.3 we depict the dependence on K of the
validation interval prmin, rmaxq on which all radii polynomials are negative.
As expected, we see that for small K validation fails. For K between roughly
20 and 50 the validation interval grows. For ν sufficiently close to 1 it then
stabilizes for K ą 50, whereas for larger values of ν it starts to decrease
again when K increases. The latter is due to the large weights in the `1ν
norm in that case, which may be viewed as a computational instability of
the method. Indeed, the Fourier coefficients of the solution decay at some
(unknown) rate νsol ą 1. In theory, for any choice ν P p1, νsolq the method
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should lead to validation for large K, but this is hampered by the finite
precision of floating point numbers. For larger values of ν these rounding
errors lead to instability for large K. The main conclusion is that it is
prudent to choose ν sufficiently close to unity.

We then fix ν “ 1.02 and vary µ to see how the minimal number of
Fourier modes needed to describe a validated solution increases as the com-
plexity of the solution increases. The results are shown in Figure 2.4. The
smallest µ chosen here is µ “ 10´4. For µ even closer to 0 (µ ă 10´8), we
cannot validate the solution, since it loses its isolation property as it merges
into a one parameter family for µ “ 0. For large µ the large number of
modes needed to properly describe and validate the solution leads to more
and more time and memory requirements. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5,
where the computational time is plotted versus the number of modes used.
The dominant cost is in the matrix-matrix product(s) in the Z1 bound, see
Section 2.6.3. The cubic growth OpK3q is thus not unexpected.

Next, to study the dependence on the size of the system we look at the
generalization

$

&

%

9u1 “ u2,

9ui “ p1´ u
2
1q
ui ` ui`1

2
´ u1, for i “ 2, . . . , N.

(2.53)

where uN`1 “ u2. It is easily seen that the ui are all equal for i ě 2, but
the computation does not take advantage of this fact. We note that the
validation interval does not depend significantly on N in this example. This
is in part due to the choice of the maximum norm in (2.10), which prevents
errors in different components from accumulating. In Figure 2.6 we plot the
computational time versus the size of the system. We conclude that the
time (for fixed K “ 50) grows roughly as OpN3q due to the aforementioned
matrix-matrix product being in the computation of the Z1 bound being the
bottle neck.

The computational time also depends on the order of the polynomial.
We select the generalization

#

9u1 “ u2,

9u2 “ µu2 ´ µu
2
1u2 ´ u1 ` εDu

D
1 ,

(2.54)

as our example, where we set µ “ 1. Since the size of u1 is roughly 2,
we choose εD “ 1

102´D to prevent excessive growth of the D-dependent
term. In Figure 2.7 we plot the computational time versus the order D.
The cubic dependence is due to the size of the matrices involved in the
Z1 bound growing linearly in D, see Section 2.6.3. We remark that the
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Figure 2.3: The boundaries of the validation interval prmin, rmaxq versus the
number of modes K for various values of ν.

code is suboptimal in this respect, as in the products pABqnm we did not
take advantage of the fact that A is sparse for large D, since it has a long
diagonal tail. There is clearly room for improvement here; quadratic growth
in D should be achievable.

As a final illustration, see Figure 2.8, we have verified a single long pe-
riodic orbit in the Lorenz system (using classical notation rather than the
general notation from (3.3))

$

’

&

’

%

9x “ σpy ´ xq,

9y “ xpρ´ zq ´ y,

9z “ xy ´ βz,

(2.55)

where σ “ 10, β “ 8{3 and ρ “ 28. Here we used ν “ 1`10´6 and K “ 800.

2.8 Rigorous curve following

2.8.1 Interpolation bounds

In Section 2.6 we presented bounds to validate single periodic orbits. In
this Section we extend those results to the case of continuation. We will
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Figure 2.8: Validation of a periodic solution for the Lorenz system (2.55) with
the classical parameter values σ “ 10, β “ 8{3 and ρ “ 28. The solution
has a period close to 25. This solution was validated with ν “ 1` 10´6 and
K “ 800

be referring extensively to the results presented in Section 2.6 and combine
these with the following interpolation lemma.

Lemma 2.8.1. Let h : r0, 1s ÞÑ C be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

|hpsq| ď maxt|hp0q|, |hp1q|u `
1

8
max
sPr0,1s

|h2psq|. (2.56)

Proof. The result is classical for real-valued functions. For the complex case
we argue as follows. Let M def

“ maxsPr0,1s |h
2psq|. Define

h̃psq
def
“ hpsq ´ rp1´ sqhp0q ` shp1qs,

then h̃p0q “ 0 and h̃p1q “ 0. Furthermore, M “ maxsPr0,1s |h̃
2psq|. We will

show that

max
sPr0,1s

|h̃psq| ď
1

8
M. (2.57)

The result on h follows by using the triangle inequality and convexity of the
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modulus:

max
sPr0,1s

|hpsq| ď max
sPr0,1s

|p1´ sqhp0q ` shp1q| ` max
sPr0,1s

|h̃psq|

ď maxt|hp0q|, |hp1q|u `
M

8
.

To prove (2.57) we argue as follows. Let the maximum maxsPr0,1s |h̃psq|

be attained in s “ s0. If |h̃ps0q| “ 0 then h̃ ” 0 and there is nothing left to
prove. For |h̃ps0q| ą 0 we assume, without loss of generality, that 1

2 ď s ď 1

(reparametrizing sÑ 1´ s if necessary). We split h̃ into real and imaginary
part: h̃ “ h̃r` ih̃i. Then h̃rps0qh̃

1
rps0q` h̃ips0qh̃

1
ips0q “ 0. Consider the real-

valued function ĥpsq def
“ h̃rps0qh̃rpsq` h̃ips0qh̃ipsq. We have ĥps0q “ |h̃ps0q|

2

and ĥ1ps0q “ 0. For the second derivative it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality that for all s P r0, 1s

|ĥ2psq| “ |h̃rps0qh̃
2
rpsq ` h̃ips0qh̃

2
i psq| ď |h̃ps0q| |h̃

2psq| ďM |h̃ps0q|. (2.58)

Furthermore, ĥp1q “ 0. By Taylor’s theorem we may write, for some ξ P
ps0, 1q,

0 “ ĥp1q “ ĥps0q ` ĥ
1ps0q `

p1´s0q
2

2 ĥ2pξq

ě |h̃ps0q|
2 ´

1

8
M |h̃ps0q|,

where the inequality follows from (2.58). We conclude that |h̃ps0q| ď
M
8 ,

which proves (2.57) since the maximum is attained in s0.

For w,w1 P `1ν we denote by |w| P `1ν the elementwise absolute value and
by maxtw,w1u P `1ν the elementwise maximum.

Lemma 2.8.2. Let w : r0, 1s Ñ `1ν be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

}wpsq}ν ď }maxt|wp0q|, |wp1q|u}ν `
1

8

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

|w2psq|

›

›

›

›

ν

.

Proof. We note that the `1ν norm has the property

max
sPr0,1s

}wpsq}ν ď } max
sPr0,1s

|wpsq|}ν .

The assertion now follows by applying Lemma 2.8.1 elementwise and using
the triangle inequality.
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A similar result holds for w̃ : r0, 1s Ñ p`1νq
˚ – `8ν , with the same conven-

tions for |w̃| and maxtw̃, w̃1u.

Lemma 2.8.3. Let w̃ : r0, 1s Ñ p`1νq
˚ be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

}w̃psq}8ν ď }maxt|w̃p0q|, |w̃p1q|u}8ν `
1

8

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

|w̃2psq|

›

›

›

›

8

ν

.

For Q,Q1 P Bp`1ν , `1νq we denote by |Q| P Bp`1ν , `1νq the elementwise abso-
lute value, i.e.,

p|Q|wqk “
ÿ

k1PZ
|Qkk1 |wk1 .

Similarly, by maxtQ,Q1u P Bp`1ν , `
1
νq we denote the elementwise maximum.

Lemma 2.8.4. Let Q : r0, 1s Ñ Bp`1ν , `
1
νq be C2 then

max
sPr0,1s

}Qpsq}Bp`1ν ,`1νq ď}maxt|Qp0q|, |Qp1q|u}Bp`1ν ,`1νq

`
1

8

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

|Q2psq|

›

›

›

›

Bp`1ν ,`
1
νq

.

Proof. We note that it follows from the formula (2.39) for the operator norm
that

max
sPr0,1s

}Qpsq}Bp`1ν ,`1νq ď } max
sPr0,1s

|Qpsq|}Bp`1ν ,`1νq.

The assertion now follows by applying Lemma 2.8.1 elementwise and using
the triangle inequality.

2.8.2 Constructing the Newton-like operator Ts

We recall that starting from two numerically obtained approximate zeros x̂0

and x̂1, we set out to find solutions of Hspxq “ 0 in a cylinder around the
line segment

xs
def
“ Ex̂s

def
“ Erp1´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1s,

which consists of elements with at most K nonzero modes. For later use we
introduce

x∆
def
“ x1 ´ x0.

We note that the only equations that depend explicitly on s are the contin-
uation equation G@

s “ 0 and the phase condition GK
s “ 0. Furthermore, it

follows directly from their definitions in (2.19) and (2.18) that

G@
s pxsq “ 0 and GK

s pxsq “ 0 for all s P r0, 1s.
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To define the interpolated fixed point operator, we start by introducing
the operators A:0, A

:
1, A0 and A1, which are defined as in (2.42) and (2.43),

with H replaced by H0 and H1 and x̂ by x̂0 and x̂1, respectively:

A:0x “ EDĤ0px̂0qΠKx´ iKIKx,

A:1y “ EDĤ1px̂1qΠKx´ iKIKx,

A0x “ EÂ0 ΠKx´ iK´1IKx,

A1x “ EÂ1 ΠKx´ iK´1IKx,

with Âs « pDHspx̂sqq
´1 for s “ 0, 1. We define

A:s
def
“ p1´ sqA:0 ` sA

:
1 and As

def
“ p1´ sqA0 ` sA1,

as well as
A:∆

def
“ A:1 ´A

:
0, and A∆

def
“ A1 ´A0.

Remark 2.8.5. Both A:∆ and A∆ have just a finite nontrivial part since the
tails vanish, e.g.

A∆x “ EpÂ1 ´ Â0qΠKx.

With Ts defined in (3.19), we now derive explicit bounds Y and Z satis-
fying (2.30) and (2.46) in Sections 2.8.3 and 2.8.4, respectively.

2.8.3 The Y bound

We are looking for bounds Y P RN`M that satisfies

Yn ě max
sPr0,1s

}rAsHspxsqsn}, for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N.

Since xs has at most K non-zero modes, we argue as in Section 2.6.2 to
conclude that AsHspxsq has at most K|D| non-zero modes for all s P r0, 1s.

Remark 2.8.6. Indicating the explicit dependence of a function Pspxq on s
by subscript s, we denote by BsPs the partial derivative with respect to s, by
DPs the derivative with respect to x, and by DsPs the total derivative

DsPspxsq “ BsPspxsq `DP pxsqx∆.

By applying Lemma 2.8.1 for n “ 1, . . . ,M and Lemma 2.8.2 for n “
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M ` 1, . . . ,M `N it follows that

max
sPr0,1s

}rAsHspxsqsn} ď
1

8

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

|rDsDspAsHspxsqqsn|

›

›

›

›

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

Y∆,n

` }max t| pA0H0px̂0qqn |, | pA1H1px̂1qqn |u}
loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon

Y0,n

.

(2.59)

The second part of the righthand side in (4.68) is very similar to the
computations already presented in the single orbit scenario in Section 2.6.2,
modulo the maximum and the absolute values (elementwise for n “ M `

1, . . . ,M `N). Indeed, the interval arithmetic computation of

Y0,n “ }max t| pA0H0px̂0qqn |, | pA1H1px̂1qqn |u}

takes a finite number of operations.
Concerning the first term in the righthand side of (4.68) we start by

noting that the simple (linear) explicit dependence of Hs on s implies that

BsHspxq “ H∆pxq
def
“

¨

˚

˚

˝

G@
1 pxq ´G

@
0 pxq

GK
1 pxq ´G

K
0 pxq

0
0

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

We then expand

DsDspAsHspxsqq “ 2A∆DHpxsqx∆ `AsDDHpxsqx∆x∆ (2.60)
` 2A∆H∆pxsq ` 2AsDH∆pxsqx∆, (2.61)

where we have used that As is linear in s. Since both xs and x∆ have at
most K nonzero modes, both DHpxsqx∆ and DDHpxsqx∆x∆ have at most
K|D| nonzero modes. Since A∆ has a non-vanishing finite part only, and
As is diagonal, the righthand side of (2.60) also has at most K|D| nonzero
modes. To compute, we replace xs “ pλs, vsq by an interval-valued variable
Ix̂s “ pIλ1 , . . . , IλM , Iv1 , . . . , IvN q, where

Iλj “ rmintpλ̂0qj , pλ̂1qju,maxtpλ̂0qj , pλ̂1qjus, (2.62)

pIvi qk “ rmintppv̂0qiqk, ppv̂1qiqku,maxtppv̂0qiqk, ppv̂1qiqkus, (2.63)

for |k| ď K, whereas pIvi qk “ 0 for |k| ą K. In a similar way we replace
each element of the finite part p1´ sqÂ0` sÂ1 of As by an interval with the
relevant elements of Â0 and Â1 as its endpoints. We note that the tail of As
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2.8. RIGOROUS CURVE FOLLOWING

does not depend on s. The resulting operator, consisting of a finite matrix of
intervals and diagonal tails given by iK´1IK , is denoted by As. The terms
in (2.61) can be dealt with analogously. We conclude that it takes a finite
interval arithmetic computation to enclose all non-vanishing components of

Yn
def
“ r2A∆DHpIx̂sqx∆sn ` rAsDDHpIx̂sqx∆x∆sn

` r2A∆H∆pIx̂sqsn ` r2AsDH∆pIx̂sqx∆sn,

for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N . We then set

Y∆,n “ Ò max
sPr0,1s

}Yn},

where the Ò denotes taking the maximum of the interval which results from
the interval arithmetic computation. We will take similar maxima of inter-
vals which result from interval arithmetic computations throughout without
expression this in the notation.

2.8.4 The Zprq bound
The Zprq bounds consist of bounds on the derivative of the operator Ts in a
ball of radius r, uniform for s P r0, 1s. More precisely, the Znprq component
of the radii polynomial is a bound on

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPBrp0qĂX

}rDTspxs ` bqcsn} “ sup
s,b,c

}rpI ´AsDHspxs ` bqqcsn}.

We perform the same splitting as in Section 2.6:

sup
s,b,c

}rpI ´AsDHspxs ` bqq csn} ď sup
s,b,c

}rpI ´AsA
:
sqcsn}

loooooooooooomoooooooooooon

ďZ0nr

(2.64)

` sup
s,b,c

}
“

AsrA
:
s ´DHspxsqsc

‰

n
}

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

ďZ1nr

` sup
s,b,c

} rAsrDHspxsq ´DHspxs ` bqscsn }
loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon

ďZ2nprq

.

Each of these three bounds will be considered separately.

The Z0 bound

Rescaling cÑ cr we set out to estimate

sup
sPr0,1s

sup
cPB1p0q

}rpI ´AsA
:
sqcsn}r.
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We apply Lemma 2.5.2 to obtain the estimate

sup
cPB1p0q

}rpI ´AsA
:
sqcsn} ď

M`N
ÿ

m“1

}pI ´AsA
:
sqnm},

where the norm on the lefthand side is in Xn, while the operator norm on
the right is in BpXm, Xnq. It follows from the definition of As and A:s that

I ´AsA
:
s “ ErΠK ´ pp1´ sqDÂ0` sÂ1qpp1´ sqDĤ0px̂0q ` sDĤ1px̂1qqΠKs,

hence the operator is represented by a finite (s-dependent) matrix. Omitting
E and ΠK from the notation, and setting Â:s “ DĤspx̂sq for s “ 0, 1, we
write

I ´AsA
:
s “ p1´ sqpÎ ´ Â0Â

:
0q ` spÎ ´ Â1Â

:
1q ´ sp1´ sqpÂ1 ´ Â0qpÂ

:
1 ´ Â

:
0q,

where Î is the identity matrix on CM`p2K`1qN . Next, we apply Lemma 2.8.1
for any n,m “ 1, . . . ,M , Lemma 2.8.2 for n “ 1, . . . ,M and m “ M `

1, . . . ,M `N , Lemma 2.8.3 for n “ M ` 1, . . . ,M `N and m “ 1, . . . ,M ,
and Lemma 2.8.4 for n,m “ M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N to obtain, uniformly for
s P r0, 1s,

}pI ´AsA
:
sqnm} ď

1

4

›

›

›

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

`

pÂ1 ´ Â0qpÂ
:
1 ´ Â

:
0q
˘

nm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

›

›

›

`

›

›

›
max

!
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
pI ´ Â0Â

:
0qnm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
pI ´ Â1Â

:
1qnm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

)
›

›

›
. (2.65)

We recall that absolute values and the maximum are to be interpreted
elementwise. Since each of these is represented by a scalar, a finite vec-
tor or a matrix, the norms in the righthand side of (2.65) can be computed
explicitly (e.g. via (2.40) for the matrices).

The Z1 bound

We start the estimate analogously to Section 2.8.4, namely

max
sPr0,1s

sup
cPBrp0q

}rAspA
:
s ´DHspxsqqcsn} ď

r
M`N
ÿ

m“1

max
sPr0,1s

}pAsrA
:
s ´DHspxsqsqnm}.
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By applying Lemmas 2.8.1-2.8.4 (as in Section 2.8.4) we infer that

}pAsrA
:
s ´DHspxsqsqnm} ď

1

8

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

ˇ

ˇDsDs

`

AspA
:
s ´DHspxsqq

˘

nm

ˇ

ˇ

›

›

›

›

`

›

›

›
max

!

ˇ

ˇ

`

A0pA
:
0 ´DH0px0qq

˘

nm

ˇ

ˇ,
ˇ

ˇ

`

A1pA
:
1 ´DH1px1qq

˘

nm

ˇ

ˇ

)
›

›

›
,

(2.66)

uniformly for s P r0, 1s.
With regard to the second term, we argue as in Section 2.6.3. For both

s “ 0 and s “ 1 the product Γs
nm “

`

AspA
:
s´DHspxsqq

˘

nm
has the following

properties. We have Γs
nm “ 0 for n,m “ 1, . . . ,M . Furthermore, Γs

nm has
at most K|D| nonzero modes for n “ 1, . . . ,M and m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N ,
as well as for n “ M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N and m “ 1, . . . ,M . Finally, for
n,m “M ` 1, . . . ,M `N , based on Remark 2.6.3 we conclude that Γs

nm is
of the form described in Lemma 2.5.1, with K1 “ K|D|, K2 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q

and K3 “ Kp|D| ´ 1q and y˚ “ 1
K`1 |

pfemn´M px̂iq|. The operator Γ̃, consisting
of the elementwise maxima

Γ̃nm “ max
 

|pΓ0qnm|, |pΓ
1qnm|

(

,

has these same properties, now with y˚ “ 1
K`1 maxt| pfemn´M px̂0q|, | pf

em
n´M px̂1q|u,

where also this maximum is to be interpreted elementwise. The norms }Γ̃nm}
for n,m “ 1, . . . ,M ` N can thus be estimated explicitly by a direct com-
putation based on Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.1.

Next we consider the first term in the righthand side of (2.66). We
expand

DsDs

`

AspA
:
s ´DHspxsqq

˘

nm
“ 2pA∆A

:

∆qnm (2.67)

´ 2pA∆BsDHspxsqx∆qnm (2.68)
´ 2pA∆DDHspxsqx∆qnm (2.69)
´ pAsDDDHspxsqx∆x∆qnm. (2.70)

We start by considering each of the four terms separately and then we gather
them.

The first one (in (2.67)) has a finite part only, i.e. a vanishing tail, hence
it can be computed explicitly with interval arithmetic.

In the second one (i.e. (2.68)) the factor pBsDHspxsqx∆qlm has non-
vanishing components only for l “ 1, 2 and these again have a finite part
only, hence they can be enclosed explicitly using interval arithmetic after
replacing xs by Ix̂s , see(2.62) and (2.63).
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In the third one (i.e. (2.69)) the factor pDDHspxsqx∆qlm either has fi-
nite part only, which can be evaluated explicitly by replacing xs by intervals
Ix̂s , or is of convolution type and has bandwidth at most Kp|D| ´ 1q (for
l,m “ M ` 1, . . .M ` N). Since the factor pA∆qnl has a non-vanishing
finite part only, whenever n “ 1, . . . ,M or m “ 1, . . . ,M the product
pA∆DDHspxsqx∆qnm has non-vanishing finite part only. Moreover, for
n,m “M `1, . . .M `N arguments similar to the ones in Remark 2.6.3, but
now for Q1 with vanishing tail, imply that pA∆DDHspxsqx∆qnm is of the
form described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q and K2 “ Kp|D|q
and y˚ “ 0.

Similar, but somewhat more involved, arguments apply to the fourth
term, i.e. (2.70). The first difference is that the finite part of As is s-
dependent, hence we replace it by the interval-valued operator As, see Sec-
tion 2.8.3. The second difference is that the tail of As does not vanish
but instead is given by iK´1IK . Hence Remark 2.6.3 now implies that for
n,m “ M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N the product pAsDDDHspxsqx∆x∆qnm is of the
form described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q and K2 “ Kp|D|q
and y˚ “ 1

K`1 |y
rn,ms| for some yrn,ms P `1ν (depending on n and m) with

at most Kp|D| ´ 1q non-vanishing modes, which can be computed explicitly
using interval arithmetic, once again replacing xs by Ix̂s .

In summary, in view of the above arguments, it follows that

DsDs

`

AspA
:
s ´DHspxsqqq

˘

nm

has a non-vanishing finite part only whenever n “ 1, . . . ,M or m “ 1, . . .M ,
whereas it is of the form described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q
and K2 “ Kp|D|q and y˚ “ 1

K`1y
rn,ms. We conclude that

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

ˇ

ˇDsDsp
`

AspA
:
s ´DHspxsqq

˘

nm

ˇ

ˇ

›

›

›

›

can be bounded explicitly using a direct computation and applying Lemma 2.5.1.
This concludes the Z1 estimate.

The Z2 bound

We generalize the estimate from Section 2.6.3. We apply the mean value
theorem and the triangle inequality to estimate

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}pAs rDHspxsq ´DHspxs ` bqs cqn} ď

r2
M`N
ÿ

m“1

„

max
sPr0,1s

}pAsqnm}



«

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
zPBr˚ p0q

}pDDHspxs ` zqb̄c̄qm}

ff

,
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for any r ď r˚. To estimate }pAsqnm} uniformly in s P r0, 1s we simply use
the triangle inequality to obtain

}pAsqnm} ď p1´ sq}pA0qnm} ` s}pA1qnm} “ maxt}pA0qnm}, }pA1qnm}u.

The factor }pDDHspxs ` zqb̄c̄qm} is estimated in the same way as in
Section 2.6.3. Introducing the notation x̂s “ ppλ̂sqMj“1, pv̂sq

N
i“1q for s “ 0, 1,

the only changes are that the intervals rλ̂j ´ r˚, λ̂j ` r˚s get replaced by
”

min
!

pλ̂0qj , pλ̂1qj

)

´ r˚,max
!

pλ̂0qj , pλ̂1qj

)

` r˚

ı

,

while }v̂i}ν ` r˚ gets replaced by maxt}pv̂0qi}ν , }pv̂1qi}νu ` r˚.

2.8.5 Injectivity of As

The assumptions in Theorem 2.3.1 imply that

Znpprq ă pr for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N. (2.71)

Here we prove that the construction for the bounds Znprq in Section 2.8.4,
when combined with (2.71), imply that As is injective for s P r0, 1s. Indeed,
by construction the splitting (2.64) implies that

Z0n ă 1 for n “ 1, . . . ,M `N, (2.72)

is a necessary condition for (2.71) to hold. Furthermore, the bound (2.72)
implies that

sup
sPr0,1s

}I ´AsA
:
s}BpX,Xq ă 1,

with the norm (2.10) on X. This in itself only implies that As is surjective
for all s P r0, 1s. Next we use the block structure of As:

Asx “ E
´

Âs ΠKx
¯

´ iK´1Π8
Kx, (2.73)

where Âs
def
“ p1´ sqÂ0 ` sÂ1 is a square matrix of size M ` p2K ` 1qN . It

now follows from surjectivity of As that Âs is surjective for any s P r0, 1s.
Since Âs is finite dimensional, its surjectivity implies its injectivity, which
in turn implies that As is injective due to its block structure (2.73) and the
fact that K´1 is injective on Π8

KX.
We conclude that negativity of the radii polynomials implies, for the

bounds construction in Section 2.8.4, that As is injective for all s P r0, 1s, so
that fixed points of Ts correspond to zeros of Hs.
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2.9 Computational aspects

In this section we highlight some algorithmic aspects of continuation. In
particular, we discuss how we vary the step size and the number of modes.

Within the framework of a standard predictor-corrector algorithm we
would like to choose near optimal step sizes, i.e., for a fixed number of modes
K we would like to curb computational cost by taking large steps while still
obtaining a rigorous validation. We use a heuristic that is similar to the
one introduced in [70]. Namely, we predict the size of a next successful
step based on an extrapolation of the estimates obtained in the previous
step. Such a prediction is feasible since we can analyze how the different
bounds depend on the (extrapolated) step size. To fix ideas, let σ denote
the ratio between the hypothesized step size and the current step size δ.
Then all bounds that essentially arise from the first term in the right hand
side of the interpolation estimate (2.8.1) are independent in σ, whereas all
bounds that essentially arise from the second term in the right hand side
of (2.8.1) are quadratic in σ to leading order. The Z2 bound is not based on
interpolation estimates and is independent of σ to leading order. We may
thus interpret the radii polynomials pnprq as descending from an expression
p̃npr, σq through pnprq “ p̃npr, 1q, where p̃ is of the form

p̃npr, σq “ Ỹ0 ` pZ̃0 ` Z̃1 ´ 1qr ` Z̃2r
2 ` σ2rỸ ∆

0 ` pZ̃∆
0 ` Z̃

∆
1 qrs. (2.74)

When we have a successful validated continuation step, i.e., pnprq “ p̃npr,
1q ă 0 for all n “ 1, . . . ,M ` N , then we determine the (approximately)
largest σ ą 1 for which we still have p̃nppr, σq ă 0 for all n “ 1, . . . ,M `N ,
where pr “ rmin`rmax

2 . We then update the stepsize according to the rule

δnew “ min

ˆ

0.95` σ

2
δold, 1.2

˙

.

This is somewhat on the safe side, as it stabilizes at σ “ 1.05, i.e., it has a
margin of roughly 5%, since we prefer to avoid failing steps. Furthermore,
the stepsize is never increased by more than 20% at any step, thus avoiding
risky increases.

While following a curve of periodic solutions, it may happen that the
number of modes initially chosen for the validation is no longer suitable. If
that happens, we want to increase or decrease the number of modes suitably.
We use the following heuristic, settled on after limited experimentation, for
the number of modes we require. LetKε ď K be the smallest positive integer
such that

řN
i“1 }pv̂iqk} ă ε for all |k| ě Kε (in the code we chose ε “ 10´14).

Roughly speaking, we aim for one quarter of the modes to be smaller than
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ε, i.e., K « 4
3Kε. For small K this has to be adjusted slightly. In particular,

we change the number of modes. To be precise, we set

Kref
ε “

#

K ´ 5 if K ă 20
3
4K if K ě 20

and we adapt the number of modes K whenever |Kε´K
ref
ε

Kref
ε

| ą 1
10 . In such a

situation, we update Knew “ Kold `∆K, where

∆K “

#

Kε ´K
ref
ε if

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Kε´K
ref
ε

Kref
ε

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ą 1

10

0 otherwise.
(2.75)

In order for subsequent steps in the continuation to “glue” together, see
Remark 2.3.5, we go about changing the number of modes in the continuation
algorithm as follows. At the end of a continuation step, we turn the endpoint
of the previous step into the starting point x̂0 of the next step. For this point
we compute ∆K.

If ∆K ą 0 then we increase K to Knew ą Kold and we pad x̂0 with zeros,
i.e., we replace x̂0 by ΠKnewEx̂0. Analogously, we pad q̂0 and 9̂x0, which are
used in the phase condition and continuation equation.

If ∆K ą 0 then we do not decrease K “ Kold yet, and we do not change
x̂0, but we choose x̂1 P ΠKnewX with Knew “ Kold ` ∆K ă Kold, and
similarly for q̂1 and 9̂x1. Then at the next step of the continuation we replace
K by Knew.

In both cases, the step where the end points have a non-matching number
of nontrivial modes is somewhat suboptimal from the point of view of the
estimates, hence we decrease the step size by 10% when the number of modes
increases.

In addition to adapting the number of modes as described above, we also
increase K by two modes whenever

1´ pZ̃0 ` Z̃1q ă

b

δ2 ` 4Ỹ0Z̃2 , (2.76)

where the threshold δ is set at δ0 “ 0.1, and we never decrease the number
of modes (even when suggested by (2.75)) if inequality (2.76) is violated for
δ “ δ1 “ 0.2. To evaluate (2.76) we consider the parts of the continuation
bounds that are independent of the step size, see (2.74).
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2.10 Examples: continuous branches of solu-
tions

To demonstrate the efficacy of the rigorous continuation method we present
several examples. We first perform continuation in the van der Pol sys-
tem (2.52) for 10´4 ď µ ď 4, effectively turning the pointwise diagram in
Figure 2.4 into a proven smooth curve of solutions. In Figure 2.9 we depict
the step size versus µ. The step size starts small for small µ and increases
sharply at the beginning of the validation, but soon it plateaus and then
decreases gradually until it suddenly drops sharply. This drop indicates a
breakdown of the algorithm, which turns out to be due to Matlab providing
a very inaccurate approximate inverse Â of DĤpx̂q. Indeed, the bound Z0

becomes of order 1. On the one hand, this points to an inherent drawback
of the radii polynomial approach, as obtaining a reasonably accurate numer-
ical inverse of the Jacobian is a prerequisite. On the other hand, we could
continue rigorous validation further along the branch by either tweaking the
code to “trick” Matlab into providing a better inverse, or by forcing a better
numerical inverse by computing the inverse using Intlab. The former is not
very robust, while the latter is robust but has high computational cost. We
note that single orbit validation at the same parameter value, see Figure 2.4,
succeeds since the numerical approximate solution there has a different phase
shift. Apparently, this leads to Jacobian (in which the coefficients are cor-
respondingly rotated in the complex plane) for which Matlab is able to find
a good numerical inverse. We did not investigate this implementation issue
further.

The second example is a continuation in the Lorenz systems (2.55) with
σ “ 10, β “ 8{3 and ρ varying. A branch of solutions is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.10. To illustrate the general applicability, we also couple 10 Lorenz
systems (N “ 30) in the following way

$

’

&

’

%

9xi “ σpyi ´ xiq,

9yi “ xipρ` iε´ ziq ´ yi´1, for i “ 1, . . . , 10,

9zi “ xiyi ´ βzi,

(2.77)

where in this case ρ “ 28 and the new parameter ε is varying. Of course
continuation is more time and memory consuming in this case. We depict a
short continuation in Figure 2.11.

Our final example is the Rychkov system [55]
#

9u1 “ u2 ´ u
5
1 ` u

3
1 ´ µu1,

9u2 “ ´u1,
(2.78)
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Figure 2.9: Step size versus µ. Some oscillation is noticeable in the step
size. This is due to the fact that the stepsize is decreased when the number
of modes is changed, see Section 2.9. During this validation, the number of
modes has been increased automatically from 4 to about 400.

which is of order 5. In [22] the proof of the existence of a saddle node bifurca-
tion was presented, for a parameter value µ˚ in the interval r0.224, 0.2249654s.
The code has no problem in following the periodic orbit through the fold.
The norm of validated solution branch can be seen in Figure 2.12. A
computer-assisted proof of the fact that exactly one saddle-node bifurcation
occurs along this branch is one of the topics of the forthcoming paper [66].
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Figure 2.10: Validated continuation for the Lorenz system (2.55) from ρ “ 28
to ρ “ 15.5 In the left graph, the lower orbit still has two distinct swirls in
the left lobe, but they are too close to each other to be seen in this graph.
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Figure 2.11: Validated continuation for 10 coupled Lorenz systems (2.77)
from ε “ 0.14205 to ε “ 0.14252. In the left graph we have depicted in blue
the orbit of the first three component, in green the orbit of the last three
component, with the biggest validated ε, in the right graph we depicted the
values of ε, where we can notice the adaptation of the stepsize.
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Figure 2.12: Continuation through the fold of the Rychkov system (2.78).
The validation started at the top, where a small initial stepsize was chosen.
One can see how the stepsize was automatically adjusted along the validated
curve and automatically decreased when a validation step failed. As can be
seen from the values along the horizontal axis, we only depict a validated
continuation for parameter values very close to saddle-node.
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3 | Rigorous verification of
Hopf bifurcations via
desingularization and
continuation

3.1 Introduction

In dynamical systems, bifurcations are of key importance to understand
global parameter dependence of the dynamics. The analysis of bifurcations
by pen and paper is generally restricted to cases where the solution at the
bifurcation point is known analytically, and even in such cases it is often
not feasible to examine properly the associated eigenvalue problem by hand.
Hence numerical methods are applied ubiquitously to study bifurcation di-
agrams, for example using specialized software such as AUTO [16], Mat-
Cont [15], PyDSTool [11], XPP [17] and COCO [13]. This involves both
the numerical continuation of solutions as well as the computational analy-
sis of bifurcation points. To make such numerical simulations into rigorous
mathematical statements, additional effort is required. For this purpose
rigorous verification schemes (sometimes referred to as a posteriori error
analysis) have been developed for a variety of continuation problems in the
past decade, see [1, 5, 21, 65, 74, 70] and the references therein. The analo-
gous methodology for bifurcation problems is much less developed, although
some foundational results on pitchfork and saddle-node have been obtained
in [1, 27, 38, 41, 75, 77, 82]. Moreover, double turning points [45, 58], pe-
riod doubling bifurcations [77] and cocoon bifurcations [30] have also been
considered.

In this paper we develop a general framework for the rigorous verification
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of Hopf bifurcations. We consider the class of polynomial vector fields

9u “ fpu, µq (3.1)

where u P Rn, µ P R represents the parameter in the system and f : Rn ˆ
R Ñ Rn is polynomial both in u and µ. In our presentation, we choose
the parameter µ to be one-dimensional, as generically it is the appropriate
condition for curves of periodic orbits to exist. The polynomial dependence
of f on u means that the estimates from [74] apply. We note that [74]
includes an extensive discussion of the technical advantages that polynomial
vector fields offer, as well as an array of generalizations. Indeed, the ideas
in the current paper can be carried through for nonpolynomial vector fields,
but that will require some supplemental effort. For example, by introducing
new variables it is often possible to transform a nonpolynomial vector field
into a higher dimensional polynomial vector field (e.g. see [3, 28, 40]), and
then apply a slight modification of the approach proposed in the current
paper. Additionally, the presented approach can be extended to infinite
dimensional dynamical systems described by delay-differential equations or
parabolic partial differential equations, which is work in progress.

While our primary aim is the study of Hopf bifurcations, along the way
we develop a technique to rigorously establish non-degeneracy of fold bifur-
cations for periodic orbits. Indeed, using a blowup strategy we convert the
Hopf bifurcation problem into a regular continuation problem. A simpler
version of this desingularizaton technique was already used in computation-
ally analyzing the periodic solutions near the Hopf bifurcation in Wright’s
delay equation in [37], see also [71] for a similar but essentially analytic ver-
sion. A fold in the associated continuation problem corresponds to a Hopf
bifurcation in the original bifurcation problem.

The main contribution of this paper is a flexible and mathematically rig-
orous computational framework to study folds of periodic orbits and Hopf
bifurcations in ODEs. In particular, the blowup technique allows computing
a smooth global branch of periodic orbits starting from a Hopf bifurcation
point. In future work we plan to adapt the blowup technique to other sym-
metry breaking bifurcations (e.g. pitchfork and period-doubling) yielding
rigorous computations of global smooth branches of periodic orbits starting
from such bifurcation points.

We now introduce the main ingredients of the paper, referring to subse-
quent sections for precise statements. Since in general the period L of the
periodic solutions is a priori unknown and it will depend on the parameters,
it is convenient to rescale time and add the (normalized) period τ “ L

2π to
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CHAPTER 3. HOPF BIFURCATIONS

the set of parameters λ “ pτ, µq P R2 to arrive at the system
"

9u “ f̃pu, λq,
u is 2π-periodic,

(3.2)

where the derivative is now with respect to the new time variable, and
f̃pu, λq “ τfpu, µq.

We break the translation invariance of solutions to the autonomous prob-
lem by appending a phase condition. Moreover, to describe curves of solu-
tions, it is expedient to introduce a “continuation” equation, depending on a
continuation parameter s. Since we will work primarily in Fourier space, it is
convenient to choose a phase condition which depends on the Fourier modes
rather than coordinates in phase space. Hence we introduce û to denote the
Fourier coefficients of u. We note that without any essential loss of flexibility
we restrict attention to phase and continuation equations that depend affine
linearly on finitely many of the Fourier modes û and λ only, while also the
dependence on s may be affine linear. This leads to a system

$

&

%

9u “ f̃pu, λq,
g̃spû, λq “ 0,
u is 2π-periodic,

(3.3)

where g̃s P R2 represents the two (phase and continuation) appended equa-
tions just discussed. We expect to find curves of solutions to (3.3), parame-
terized by s, where both uptq and λ “ pτ, µq are unknowns. In what follows,
some additional “phase” conditions (to be specified later) will be absorbed
into g̃s, for example in order to break natural continuous symmetries.

For fixed s the problem (3.3) is expected to have isolated solutions, and
we may move to Fourier space to set up a corresponding fixed point map.
We do this in Section 3.2 and we reduce checking contractivity of this map
in a ball of radius r (in some appropriately chosen Banach space) around
a numerical approximation of a solution, to checking finitely many inequal-
ities. All the bounds, parametrized by r, necessary to verify contractivity
have been formulated in great generality in [74]. The verification of contrac-
tion can then be carried out with a computer based on interval arithmetic
calculations. To obtain a curve of solutions we apply the uniform contrac-
tion principle, with explicit error bound given by the smallest r “ rmin for
which we can prove (uniform) contractivity. This parametrized Newton-
Kantorovich methodology is explained in more detail in Section 3.2.

Given a bounded interval I Ă R, to check that the solution curve tpupt; sq,
λpsqqusPI (with λpsq “ pτpsq, µpsqq) has a nondegenerate fold (or saddle-
node) bifurcation with respect to µ we need to find an s‹ P I such that
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µ1ps‹q “ 0 and µ2ps‹q ‰ 0. To find the values of the s-derivative, we differ-
entiate (3.3) twice with respect to s, and consider the derivatives to be part
of the set of unknowns. We arrive at an extended system

$

&

%

9u “ f̃pu,λq,
g̃spû,λq “ 0,
u is 2π-periodic,

(3.4)

for uptq “ pu, u1, u2qptq P R3n and λ “ pλ, λ1, λ2q P R6, where primes denote
derivatives with respect to s. The extended f̃ represents a vector field on
R3n, and g̃spû,λq P R6 incorporates extended phase and continuation equa-
tions which depend affine linearly on finitely many of the Fourier modes û
and λ, as well as affine linearly on s. We conclude that (3.4) is thus of the
same form as (3.3), hence the continuation method from Section 3.2 and [74]
still applies. We then use the rigorous error control rmin to check that for
some interval rs0, s1s we have

#

µ1ps0qµ
1ps1q ă 0

|µ2psq| ą 0, for all s P rs0, s1s.

This guarantees the existence of a single, nondegenerate fold bifurcation
in rs0, s1s along the curve tpupt; sq, λpsqqusPrs0,s1s. The sign of the second
derivative controls the direction of the fold. The details of this construction
are presented in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we discuss the information which
we can extract about the eigenvalue behaviour (and thus (in)stability of the
periodic orbits).

To capture periodic orbits that bifurcate from an equilibrium at a Hopf
bifurcation, we use a blowup procedure. We write uptq “ y ` aūptq, where
y P Rn solves the equilibrium version of (3.3), and the “amplitude” a P R
is appended to the set of parameters, while simultaneously an additional
“amplitude” condition, say gampl

s pˆ̄uq “ 0 P R, is imposed, which embodies
that ū is order 1. The amplitude condition function gampl

s depends again
affine linearly on finitely many Fourier modes.

Since y P Rn is a time-independent equilibrium solution, it also gets
appended to the set of parameters:

λ̄
def
“ pτ, a, y, µq P R3`n,

and correspondingly

ḡspˆ̄u, λ̄q
def
“ pg̃phase

s pˆ̄uq, gampl
s pˆ̄uq, fpy, µq, g̃cont

s pˆ̄u, λ̄qq P R3`n,

where g̃phase
s “ 0 and g̃cont

s “ 0 denote the phase condition and continuation
equation, respectively.
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The ODE for ūptq P Rn is given by

9̄u “ f̄pū, λ̄q
def
“

$

’

&

’

%

f̃py ` aū, λq ´ f̃py, λq

a
if a ‰ 0,

Duf̃py, λqū if a “ 0,

(3.5)

which represents a rescaled smooth vector field, and f̄ is polynomial if f̃ is.
The new desingularized Hopf problem

$

&

%

9̄u “ f̄pū, λ̄q,
ḡspˆ̄u, λ̄q “ 0,
ū is 2π-periodic,

(3.6)

is then again of the form (3.3), hence the continuation machinery from Sec-
tion 3.2 and [74] is directly applicable. This leads to continuation of periodic
solution “through” the Hopf bifurcation at a “ 0. In order to show that the
Hopf bifurcation is nondegenerate, and to determine its direction, the saddle-
node construction (3.4) is then applied to (3.6). More precisely, this leads
to the extended system

$

&

%

9̄u “ f̄pū, λ̄q,
ḡspˆ̄u, λ̄q “ 0,
ū is 2π-periodic,

(3.7)

for ūptq “ pū, ū1, ū2qptq P R3n and λ̄ “ pλ̄, λ̄1, λ̄2q P R3p3`nq, where primes
denote derivatives with respect to s. The details of this construction are
given in Section 3.5.

Several examples of fold and Hopf bifurcations are presented in Sec-
tion 3.6. This includes an illustration in Section 3.6.4 of how Hamiltonian
systems, which are very nongeneric from the point of view of periodic orbits,
can nevertheless be analyzed using the methods in the current paper. The
accompanying matlab code can be found at [73].

3.2 Setup for the continuation of periodic or-
bits in Fourier space

We briefly introduce the setup of the continuation problems under consid-
eration in this paper. Additional details can be found in [74]. Consider a
polynomial vector field of the form

$

&

%

9u “ hpu, λq,
gpλq “ 0,
u is 2π-periodic,

(3.8)
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where h : RnˆRm Ñ Rn is a polynomial vector field and g : Rm Ñ Rm1 is a
polynomial mapping. The maps h and g depend on the problem under study.
For the standard pseudo-arclength continuation of periodic orbits, m “ 2,
m1 “ 0, λ “ pτ, µq P R2, h “ f̃ : RnˆR2 Ñ Rn is defined in (3.2) and g ” 0.
For the continuation of periodic orbits passing through a Hopf bifurcation,
m “ 3 ` n, m1 “ n, λ “ pτ, a, y, µq P R3`n, h “ f̄ : Rn ˆ R3`n Ñ Rn is
defined in (3.5) and gpλq “ fpy, µq.

Remark 3.2.1. For the pseudo-arclength continuation, g ” 0 and therefore
two equations are “missing” to balance the variable λ P R2. In this case a
phase condition and a continuation equation are appended. For the desin-
gularized Hopf problem, three equations are missing as λ P R3`n is variable
and gpλq “ 0 P Rn. A phase condition, a continuation equation and an
amplitude equation are then introduced.

3.2.1 Formulation in Fourier space
We write the Fourier expansion of a 2π-periodic function u “ pu1, . . . , unq :
RÑ Rn as

uptq “
ÿ

kPZ
pvqke

ikt, pvqk “ pv1, . . . , vnqk P Cn. (3.9)

The differential equation 9u “ hpu, λq P Rn then transforms in Fourier space
to

pFipxqqk
def
“ ikpviqk ´ pphipv, λqqk “ 0 for 1 ď i ď n, k P Z, (3.10)

where phi is the polynomial hi, but with multiplications interpreted as con-
volutions, denoted

pṽṽ1qk
def
“

ÿ

k1PZ
ṽk1 ṽ

1
k´k1 .

To fix a Banach space in which we will apply contraction arguments, we
introduce the ν-norm (ν ě 1) on CZ as

}ṽ}ν
def
“

ÿ

kPZ
|ṽk|ν

|k|, (3.11)

with corresponding Banach space `1ν
def
“ tṽ P CZ : }ṽ}ν ă 8u. The space of

variables x “ pv, λq is then X “ Xν
def
“ p`1νq

n ˆ Cm. On the components of
x “ px1, . . . , xm`nq “ pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn, λ1, . . . , λmq we define the norm

}xj}
def
“

#

}xj}ν for 1 ď j ď m,

|xj | for m` 1 ď j ď m` n,
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leading to the product norm

}x}X
def
“ max

1ďjďm`n
}xj}. (3.12)

We introduce the time derivative on `1ν by

piKṽqk
def
“ ikṽk, for k P Z,

which we extend to X via iKx “ piKv1, . . . , iKvn, 0, . . . , 0q.
Finite dimensional numerical approximations are found in the truncated

space

XK
def
“ tx “ pv, λq P X : pviqk “ 0 for all |k| ą K, 1 ď i ď nu

for some K P N. The space XK can be identified with Cm`np2K`1q and it
will be convenient notationally to introduce the following bilinear form on
XK :

xx, x1y
def
“

n
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“´K

pviqkpv
1
iqk `

m
ÿ

j“1

λjλ
1
j . (3.13)

In order to recover a real-valued solution we will check a posteriori that
pviq´k “ pviqk using equivariance of the problem under the conjugation
symmetry defined below.

Definition 3.2.2. The conjugate x˚ “ pv˚, λ˚q of x “ pv, λq P X is given
by

λ˚j “ λj for 1 ď j ď m, pv˚i qk “ pviq´k for 1 ď i ď n, k P Z.

The set of conjugate symmetric elements is denoted by S “ tx P X : x˚ “ xu,
and SK “ S XXK .

We note that both F and g are equivariant under the conjugation sym-
metry: F px˚q “ F pxq˚ and gpλ˚q “ gpλq˚. Note that the equivariance of
g follows from the fact that it is a real polynomial mapping. Furthermore,
xx, x1y P R for x, x1 P SK .

To set up the rigorous continuation framework, let us assume we have
two points x̂0 “ pv̂0, λ̂0q P SK and x̂1 “ pv̂1, λ̂1q P SK which each represent
an approximate solution of

"

F pxq “ 0,
gpλq “ 0.

(3.14)

We define the interpolation

x̂s “ pv̂s, λ̂sq
def
“ p1´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1 for s P r0, 1s.
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To introduce the phase condition we define qK “ pqK
v , 0q P SK with

pqK
v qj “ iKpv̂ 1

2
qj for |k| ď K, 1 ď j ď n. (3.15)

We choose the phase condition

GKpxq
def
“

@

qK, x
D

“ 0.

This phase equation does not depend on s, which deviates slightly from
the one in [74]. Having an s-dependent phase condition is convenient when
validating long stretches of a solution branch (essentially, it assists in “gluing”
short pieces into a long smooth curve). Here we are interesting in verifying a
solution branch near a bifurcation point, hence s-dependence is not necessary
and merely complicates the algebra and notation.

Remark 3.2.3. We note that GK depends linearly on x. Furthermore, GK

only depends on the Fourier coefficients with indices |k| ď K. We will en-
counter slightly more general dependence for more general “phase” equations
throughout, namely we allow for affine linear dependence on x and affine
linear dependence on s. For this purpose we introduce the notation

Gφ0,φ1

ψ0,ψ1
px, sq

def
“

@

p1´ sqφ0 ` sφ1, x
D

´
“

p1´ sqψ0 ` sψ1

‰

, (3.16)

for φ0, φ1 P SK and ψ0, ψ1 P R. In this notation GKpxq “ Gq
K,qK

0,0 px, sq. We
note that

Gφ0,φ1

ψ0,ψ1
px˚, sq “ Gφ0,φ1

ψ0,ψ1
px, sq.

Remark 3.2.4. In case h “ f̄ : R3`n ˆ Rn Ñ Rn is the desingularized
Hopf problem defined in (3.5), an extra phase-like condition is appended to
the system, namely the (s-independent) amplitude equation

GCpxq
def
“

@

qC, x
D

´ 1 “ Gq
C,qC

1,1 px, sq “ 0,

where qC “ pqC
v , 0q P SK , with

pqC
v qi “ K2

pv̂ 1
2
qi for |k| ď K, 1 ď i ď n.

See Section 3.5 for more details and a motivation for this choice.

In an analogous manner we introduce an s-dependent continuation equa-
tion G@

s pxq “ 0. Indeed, we determine numerically “predictors” 9̂xs P SK of
the tangent direction of the solution curve (for the problem including the
phase condition) at x̂s for s “ 0, 1. We set

q@
s “

9̂xs,
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so that q@
s P SK , and we define

G@
s pxq

def
“

@

p1´ sqq@
0 ` sq

@
1 , x

D

´
“

p1´ sqxq@
0 , x̂0y ` sxq

@
1 , x̂1y

‰

“ Gq
@
0 ,q

@
1

xq@
0 ,x̂0y,xq@

1 ,x̂1y
px, sq, (3.17)

hence the dependence of G@ on x and s is as described in Remark 3.2.3.
The full set of “algebraic” equations is

Gspxq “

„

GKpxq
G@
s pxq



or Gspxq “

»

—

—

–

GKpxq
GCpxq
gpλq
G@
s pxq

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,

for the pseudo-arclength continuation and the desingularized Hopf problem,
respectively. The general zero finding problem for continuation is

Hspxq
def
“

„

F pxq
Gspxq



“ 0. (3.18)

Clearly, conjugate symmetric zeros ofHs correspond to periodic orbits of (3.1),
provided τ “ λ1 ‰ 0.

We define the associated fixed point operator

Tspxq
def
“ x´AsHspxq, Ts : X Ñ X, s P r0, 1s. (3.19)

Here As is an injective map that approximates the inverse of the Jacobian
DxHspx̂sq. We do not elaborate on the choice for As, which is discussed in
detail in [74, Section 8.2]. For the current discussion it suffices to say that
As “ p1 ´ sqA0 ` sA1, and As, s “ 0, 1 are approximate inverses of the
Jacobians at the end points x̂s. Each linear operator As, s “ 0, 1 is made
up from a pm`np2K`1qqˆ pm`np2K`1qq matrix and a diagonal infinite
tail. In particular, let ΠK denote the natural projection of X onto XK , then
the block structure (finite matrix and infinite tail) of As is characterized by
AsΠK “ ΠKAs and AspI ´ ΠKq “ pI ´ ΠKqAs, while the diagonal tail is
given by

pI ´ΠKqAsx “ pI ´ΠKqp´iK´1v1, . . . ,´iK´1vn, 0, . . . , 0q,

with pK´1ṽqk
def
“ k´1ṽk for any k ‰ 0. With regards to conjugation symme-

try, the choice of As is such that Asx
˚ “ pAsxq

˚, hence Tspx˚q “ Tspxq
˚ for

all s P r0, 1s.
Let Brpxq

def
“ tx1 P X : }x ´ x1}X ď ru, then the “tube” around the

numerical line segment tx̂s : s P r0, 1su is given by

Cr
def
“

ď

sPr0,1s

Brpx̂sq. (3.20)
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In [74, Sections 6 and 8] explicitly computable bounds Y “ pY1, . . . , Ym`nq
and Zprq “ pZ1, . . . , Zm`nqprq are derived, that satisfy

Yj ě max
sPr0,1s

}pTspx̂sq ´ x̂sqj}, (3.21a)

Zjprq ě max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPB1p0q

}rDxTspx̂s ` rbqrcsj}, (3.21b)

for j “ 1, . . . ,m ` n. The following theorem, which is itself based on the
uniform contraction principle (see for example [65, 5, 21] for similar results),
is the crux of rigorously verified continuation.

Theorem 3.2.5 (Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 in [74]). Assume Y and Zprq sat-
isfy (3.21). Assume moreover that As is injective for all s P r0, 1s. If there
exists an r̂ ą 0 such that

Yj ` Zjpr̂q ´ r̂ ă 0 for all j “ 1, . . . ,m` n, (3.22)

then Ts is a contraction on Br̂px̂sq for every s in r0, 1s. The fixed points
solxpsq of Ts in B

prpxsq are conjugate symmetric and form a continuous
parametrized curve solx : r0, 1s Ñ X in Cr̂, such that Hspsolxpsqq “ 0 for
every s P r0, 1s.

Remark 3.2.6. Injectivity of As follows by a computational check on the
finite part, since invertibility of its diagonal tail is trivial to establish. For
the implementation of the Z-bound chosen in [74], the former computational
check is in fact implied by Zpr̂q ă r̂, see [74, Section 8.5]. Since solxpsq P
Brpx̂sq, it follows from the inequalities (3.22) and the definition of the Z-
bound (3.21b) that

}I ´AsDxHspsolxpsqq}BpXq ă 1,

where } ¨ }BpXq is the bounded linear operator norm on X. Hence
DxHspsolxpsqq is injective.

3.3 Saddle-node bifurcation

It is computationally straightforward to check that the parametrized solu-
tion curve tsolxpsqusPr0,1s is smooth, for example based on [74, Lemma 3.3],
see also [5, 65]. Indeed, we need to check (computationally, using interval
arithmetic) that

r̂ xq@
1 ´q

@
0 , by ‰ xp1´sqq

@
1 `sq

@
0 , x̂1´ x̂0y for any s P r0, 1s and b P B1p0q,

(3.23)
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which in practice is satisfied since 9̂x0 “ q@
0 and 9̂x1 “ q@

1 are both almost
parallel to x̂1 ´ x̂0, and r̂ ! 1.

From now on we assume that Inequality (3.23) is satisfied. Since it implies
that DsG

@
s pxq ‰ 0 for any x P Cr̂, we in particular obtain that solx1psq ‰ 0.

Indeed, let txpsq “ p1 ´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1 ` r̂bpsqusPr0,1s with bpsq P B1p0q be any
parametrized curve solving G@

s pxpsqq “ 0. Then, by formally differentiating
the latter identity, we arrive, after some rearrangement of terms, at

xp1´ sqq@
1 ` sq

@
0 , x

1psqy “ r̂ xq@
0 ´ q

@
1 , by ` xp1´ sqq

@
1 ` sq

@
0 , x̂1 ´ x̂0y.

Therefore, Inequality (3.23) implies that solx1psq cannot vanish, and the
curve is smooth.

Remark 3.3.1. Theorem 3.2.5 combined with inequality (3.23) supplies a
curve that parametrizes all solutions of (3.14) modulo phase shift (and mod-
ulo rescaling of the amplitude a in the desingularized Hopf case, see Sec-
tion 3.5) in the cylinder rCr̂ resulting from removing the two caps from the
tube Cr̂ defined in (3.20):

rCr̂
def
“ pCr̂ X SqzpB´r̂ YB

`
r̂ q,

where the half-balls B˘r̂ , forming the caps of the tube, are given by

B´r̂
def
“ tx P Br̂px̂0q X S : xq@

0 , x´ x̂0y ă 0u,

B`r̂
def
“ tx P Br̂px̂1q X S : xq@

1 , x´ x̂1y ą 0u.

Here we have assumed that the orientation of the predictors 9̂xs is chosen
such that xq@

s , x̂1 ´ x̂0y ą 0 for s “ 0, 1.

Definition 3.3.2. The solution curve has a nondegenerate fold bifurcation
with respect to some parameter λj if there is an s‹ P p0, 1q such that

solλ1jps‹q “ 0 solλ2j ps‹q ‰ 0. (3.24)

In this section we explain how to establish such nondegenerate folds. The
result will simultaneously provide a uniqueness region, see Remark 3.3.10.
Note that we do not impose any eigenvalue restrictions in the descrip-
tion (3.24) of a nondegenerate fold. Considerations about eigenvalues and
exchange of stability are discussed in Section 3.4.

Remark 3.3.3. We allow for any of the elements of the vector λ to be
interpreted as the bifurcation parameter. Of course, the obvious choice is to
take the original parameter µ in (3.1) as the bifurcation parameter. In some
cases (e.g. Hamiltonian systems, boundary value problems) it may also be of
interest to consider the normalized period τ as the bifurcation parameter, see
Remark 3.5.2 and the example in Section 3.6.4.
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To obtain equations for the derivatives solx1psq and solx2psq, recall (3.18)
and differentiate Hspsolxpsqq formally to obtain

Hspx
r0sq “ 0,

(3.25a)

DxHspx
r0sqxr1s `DsHspx

r0sq “ 0,
(3.25b)

DxHspx
r0sqxr2s ` 2DsDxHspx

r0sqxr1s `D2
xHspx

r0sqpxr1s,xr1sq “ 0,
(3.25c)

where we have used that D2
sHspxq vanishes. The system (3.25) is solved by

pxr0s,xr1s,xr2sqpsq “ psolxpsq, solx1psq, solx2psqq.

Remark 3.3.4. When xr0s “ solxpsq solves (3.25a), then the unique solu-
tions of (3.25b) and (3.25c) are pxr1s,xr2sq “ psolx1psq, solx2psqq, provided
DxHspx

r0spsqq is an injective linear operator. Remark 3.2.6 explains that
this injectivity holds whenever we have found our solutions through Theo-
rem 3.2.5, see also Remark 3.3.6.

We now show that the extended system is again of the general form (3.18),
that is, finitely many algebraic equations and generalized phase equations
with structure as described in Remark 3.2.3, and a polynomial vector field
in Fourier space variables. Hence we can apply the construction of Theo-
rem 3.2.5 to find solutions of (3.25).

We introduce x “ pv,λq P p`1νq
3n ˆ C3m “ X ” X3, which we also

represent as x “ pxr0s,xr1s,xr2sq, with xris “ pvris,λrisq P X for i “
0, 1, 2. The extended vector field hpu,λq P R3n of h given in (3.8) with
λ “ pλr0s,λr1s,λr2sq P R3m and u “ pur0s,ur1s,ur2sq P R3n is defined by

hpu,λq
def
“

»

—

–

hpur0s,λr0sq

Dλhpu
r0s,λr0sqλr1s `Duhpu

r0s,λr0squr1s

hr2spu,λq

fi

ffi

fl

, (3.26)

where

hr2spu,λq
def
“ D2

λhpu
r0s,λr0sqrλr1s,λr1ss `Dλhpu

r0s,λr0sqλr2s

`D2
uhpu

r0s,λr0sqrur1s,ur1ss `Duhpu
r0s,λr0squr2s

` 2DλDuhpu
r0s,λr0sqrλr1s,ur1ss.
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Similarly, the algebraic equations gpλq “ 0 given in (3.8) are extended to

gpλq “

»

—

–

gpλr0sq

Dλgpλ
r0s
qλr1s

Dλgpλ
r0s
qλr2s `D2

λgpλ
r0s
qrλr1s,λr1ss

fi

ffi

fl

.

For any phase condition of the form Gφ0,φ1

ψ0,ψ1
px, sq, see (3.16), the three

extended equations are

Gpφ0,0,0q,pφ1,0,0q
ψ0,ψ1

px, sq “ 0,

Gpφ1´φ0,φ0,0q,pφ1´φ0,φ1,0q
ψ1´ψ0,ψ1´ψ0

px, sq “ 0,

Gp0,2pφ1´φ0q,φ0q,p0,2pφ1´φ0q,φ1q

0,0 px, sq “ 0.

We note that each of these is of the form Gφ0,φ1

ψ̃0,ψ̃1
px, sq with φs P X for

s P t0, 1u such that φ˚s “ φs and ψ̃s P R, as described in Remark 3.2.3.
Hence each of these is conjugate equivariant.

We collect all algebraic and extended phase condition equations inGspxq.
Since taking the Fourier transform and taking the derivative with respect
to s commute, the system

Hspxq
def
“

„

Gspxq
F pxq



“ 0

is equivalent to (3.25). Hence we may indeed apply the continuation tech-
nique (and code) from [74] as outlined in Section 3.2. Denote by

`

solxr0spsq,
solxr1spsq, solxr2spsq

˘

the resulting solution curve for s P r0, 1s.

Remark 3.3.5. When applying the fixed point construction of Section 3.2,
we need to choose an approximate inverseAs of the Jacobian. Since DxHspxq
is block lower triangular with respect to the splitting x “ pxr0s,xr1s,xr2sq, we
will always select As to be block lower triangular as well. This implies that
if T s is a contraction on X “ X3, then the restriction T r0ss pxr0sq of T spxq
to the first of the three components is well-defined and a contraction on X.
Analogously, the map pT r0ss pxr0sq,T

r1s
s px

r0s,xr1sqq is a contraction on X2.

Remark 3.3.6. Since DxHspxq and As are block lower triangular with
respect to the splitting x “ pxr0s,xr1s,xr2sq, when we apply the construction
of Theorem 3.2.5, injectivity of the Jacobian (see Remark 3.2.6) implies
injectivity of DxHspsolxr0spsqq.
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Lemma 3.3.7. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.2.5 be satisfied for the
extended system Hs and assume that the corresponding smoothness con-
dition (3.23) holds. Then solxpsq “ solxr0spsq solves Hspxq “ 0, while
solxr1spsq “ solx1psq and solxr2spsq “ solx2psq.

Proof. This follows from the equivalence of Hspxq and (3.25), as well as
Remarks 3.3.4 and 3.3.6.

We now assume we have successfully applied Theorem 3.2.5 to Hs. In
particular, let x̂0 “ pv̂0, λ̂0q and x̂1 “ pv̂1, λ̂1q be the end points of a line
segment for which we have found, through Theorem 3.2.5, a solution curve

solxpsq “ psolv, solλqpsq P Cr̂ for s P r0, 1s. (3.27)

We also assume that the corresponding smoothness condition (3.23) holds,
so that we may apply Lemma 3.3.7. Then we can use the following result to
verify that a nondegenerate saddle-node bifurcation occurs.

Proposition 3.3.8. Let 1 ď j ď m. Assume
`

λ̂
r1s

0

˘

j
` r̂ ă 0, (3.28a)

`

λ̂
r1s

1

˘

j
´ r̂ ą 0, (3.28b)

min
!

`

λ̂
r2s

0

˘

j
,
`

λ̂
r2s

1

˘

j

)

´ r̂ ą 0. (3.28c)

Then the solutions curve solxpsq undergoes a unique nondegenerate fold bi-
furcation (folding to the right) with respect to λj in the interval s P r0, 1s.

Proof. Let solλjpsq “ solλr0sj psq. For i “ 0, 1, 2, denote λ̂
ris

s “ p1´ sqλ̂
ris

0 `

sλ̂
ris

1 . For i “ 0, 1, 2, let solλpiqj psq denote the i-th derivative of solλjpsq. It
follows from Lemma 3.3.7 and Equation (3.27) that

|solλpiqj psq ´ pλ̂
ris

s qj | “ |solλ
ris
j psq ´ pλ̂

ris

s qj | ď r̂ for i “ 0, 1, 2. (3.29)

It then follows from (3.28a)–(3.28b) that solλ1jp0q ă 0 while solλ1jp1q ą 0,
hence by the intermediate value theorem there exists an s‹ P p0, 1q such that
solλ1jps‹q “ 0. Furthermore, since

`

λ̂
r2s

s

˘

j
“ p1´ sq

`

λ̂
r2s

0

˘

j
` s

`

λ̂
r2s

1

˘

j
,

it follows from (3.29) and (3.28c) that solλ2j psq ą 0 for all s P r0, 1s. In
particular, solλ2j ps‹q ą 0 and solλjpsq ě solλjps‹q for all s P r0, 1s, and
besides s “ s‹ there is no other zero of solλ1jpsq on r0, 1s.
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Alternative conditions which lead to the same result, but with the curve
folding to the left, are

`

λ̂
r1s

0

˘

j
´ r̂ ą 0, (3.30a)

`

λ̂
r1s

1

˘

j
` r̂ ă 0, (3.30b)

max
!

`

λ̂
r2s

0

˘

j
,
`

λ̂
r2s

1

˘

j

)

` r̂ ă 0. (3.30c)

Remark 3.3.9. Since the stepsize may be quite (or even very) small in
practice, the first derivative solxr1spsq “ psolxr0sq1psq can be of an entirely
different size than solxr0spsq, and for the second derivative this holds a for-
tiori. In such a situation, the variable components xr0s, xr1s and xr2s are not
of commensurable magnitude, and a uniform norm, as in (3.12) is not appro-
priate, and indeed using it unaltered makes the conditions (3.28) unachiev-
able. This obstacle is overcome by rescaling the variable components xr1s
and xr2s appropriately, with scale parameters that are linear and quadratic
in the stepsize, respectively.

Furthermore, since inequalities (3.28a)–(3.28b) are evaluated in the end-
points only, we may apply a noncontinuation version of Theorem 3.2.5 to
each endpoint separately (for the smaller extended system discussed in Re-
mark 3.3.11), which helps in verifying (3.28a)–(3.28b).

Remark 3.3.10. Regarding uniqueness, in view of Remark 3.3.5 and in-
equality (3.23), applying Theorem 3.2.5 to Hs identifies a unique, smooth

solution curve tsolxr0spsqusPr0,1s in a cylinder rC
r0s

r̂ Ă X of radius r̂ around
the line segment tx̂r0ss usPr0,1s, see Remark 3.3.1. Proposition 3.3.8 provides
conditions which guarantee that a unique nondegenerate fold occurs along
this solution curve, and that with respect to λj there are no other folds,
degenerate or not, along tsolxr0spsqusPr0,1s.

Remark 3.3.11. In a similar, but easier, fashion one may verify that no
bifurcation occurs with respect to λj1 by checking that

min
!

`

λ̂
r1s

0

˘

j1
,
`

λ̂
r1s

1

˘

j1

)

´ r̂ ą 0 or max
!

`

λ̂
r1s

0

˘

j1
,
`

λ̂
r1s

1

˘

j1

)

` r̂ ă 0.

Naturally, since this does not involve the second derivative, if one merely
wants to exclude bifurcations it suffices to apply Theorem 3.2.5 to the smaller
extended system for pxr0s,xr1sq.
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3.4 Eigenvalue considerations

Traditionally, saddle-node bifurcations are identified in terms of a simple
eigenvalue crossing 0. Here we discuss how our nondegenerate folds, as
described in Definition 3.3.2 by the local parabolicity in (3.24) of the solution
curve, relates to such eigenvalue considerations. We consider the case of a
fold bifurcation for (3.2) with respect to λ2 “ µ. In particular, λ “ pτ, µq P
R2 and h : RnˆR2 Ñ Rn is given by τfpu, µq, where f is the vector field in
(3.1) and τ is the normalized period.

We start by describing the information on the eigenvalues of
DxHspsolxpsqq, and subsequently relate this to stability information for the
periodic orbits of (3.1). We collect the variables v and τ in w “ pv, τq P rX “

p`1νq
n ˆ C. Let

rHpxq
def
“

„

F pxq
GKpxq



“ 0.

We then write

DxHspsolxpsqq “
„

Dw
rHpsolxpsqq Dµ

rHpsolxpsqq
q@
w psq q@

µ psq



, (3.31)

where we unravel the notation for the continuation equation (3.17) through
the use of q@

s “ pq
@
w , q

@
µ qpsq “ pq

@
v , q

@
τ , q

@
µ qpsq. We infer from Remark 3.2.6

that DxHspsolxpsqq is invertible as a map from X to X1 “ p`1ν,1q
n ˆ Cm,

where
`1ν,1

def
“ tṽ P `1ν : Kṽ P `1νu,

which is a Banach space when equipped with the norm

}ṽ}ν,1 “
ÿ

kPZ
|ṽk|ν

|k|p|k| ` 1q.

Our central object of interest is

Qs
def
“ Dw

rHpsolxpsqq,

which is conjugation invariant, i.e., Qsw˚ “ pQswq˚, since rH is and solxpsq P
S. Furthermore, Qs is a bounded operator from rX to rX1

def
“ p`1ν,1q

n ˆ C,
but it may also be interpreted as an unbounded operator on rX. Finally, Qs
is Fredholm of index 0.

We note that, by differentiating the identity rHpsolxpsqq “ 0 with respect
to s, we have

Qssolw1psq `Dµ
rHpsolxpsqqsolµ1psq “ 0. (3.32)
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Hence at s “ s‹, where solµ1ps‹q “ 0, we have that Qs‹ , and thus
Dw

rHpsolxps‹qq, has solw1ps‹q as an eigenvector associated to the zero eigen-
value. Indeed solw1ps‹q is not trivial in view of smoothness of the solution
curve (Inequality (3.23)).

The next remark guarantees that Qs does not have a zero eigenvalue for
s ‰ s‹.

Remark 3.4.1. If Qs has an eigenvector w0 associated to the zero eigen-
value for some s P r0, 1s, then it follows from invertibility of DxHspsolxpsqq
that xq@

w psq, w0y ‰ 0. In turn it follows that W0
def
“ pc0w0, 0q with

c0
def
“ ´

DsG
@
s psolxpsqq

xq@
w psq, w0y

,

solves DxHspsolxpsqqW0 “ ´DsHspsolxpsqq. Hence, by invertibility of
DxHspsolxpsqq, we find that solx1psq “ pc0w0, 0q, because we have the iden-
tity

DxHspsolxpsqqsolx1psq `DsHspsolxpsqq “ 0 for all s P r0, 1s.

In particular, this implies that solµ1psq “ 0, so that we conclude from the
uniqueness statement in Proposition 3.3.8 that Qs has eigenvalue zero at
s “ s‹ only.

Next we argue that the geometric multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of
Qs‹ is 1. Namely, if the 0-eigenspace of Qs‹ is two (or higher) dimensional,
then it is straightforward to construct a nontrivial element in the kernel
of DxHspsolxpsqq, which contradicts its injectivity, which was established
in Remark 3.2.6. It will take a bit more work (see below) to analyze the
algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue, which may be higher than 1.

We introduce the dual space rX 1 “ p`8ν´1q
n ˆ C, where `8ν´1

def
“ tṽ P CZ :

supkPZ |ṽk|ν
´|k| ă 8u, and let w̌‹ P rX 1 be an eigenvector of the transpose

Q1s‹ associated to the zero eigenvalue. Here the transpose has the usual
definition: xQ1s‹w̌, wy “ xw̌,Qs‹wy for all w P rX, w̌ P rX 1, where the dual
pairing uses the slightly abused notation, cf (3.13),

xw̌, wy “
n
ÿ

i“1

ÿ

kPZ
pv̌iqkpviqk ` τ̌ τ.

Since we can restrict Qs‹ to the conjugate symmetric set tw P rX : w˚ “ wu,
and the eigenvector solw1ps‹q lies in this set, we may also assume that w̌˚‹ “
w̌‹. Then the range of Qs‹ can be characterized as

RangeQs‹ “
 

w P rX1 : xw̌‹, wy “ 0
(

. (3.33)
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We now use a standard trick to obtain information about eigenvalues.
Let 0 ‰ w̌‹ be such that Q1s‹w̌‹ “ 0. Invertibility of DxHspsolxpsqq implies
that its transpose is invertible as a linear map from X 11 to X 1. Hence we see
from (3.31) that

xw̌‹, Dµ
rHpsolxps‹qqy ‰ 0. (3.34)

The second derivative solx2psq “ psolw2psq, solµ2psqq satisfies

Dw
rHpsolxpsqqsolw2psq `Dµ

rHpsolxpsqqsolµ2psq “

´D2
w,w

rHpsolxpsqqrsolw1psq, solw1psqs

´ 2D2
w,µ

rHpsolxpsqqrsolw1psq, solµ1psqs

´D2
µ,µ

rHpsolxpsqqrsolµ1psq, solµ1psqs.

When we evaluate this at s “ s‹ and apply w̌‹ to the result, we obtain

xw̌‹, Dµ
rHpsolxps‹qqysolµ2ps‹q “

´xw̌‹, D
2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qsy. (3.35)

Since µ2ps‹q ‰ 0 by nondegeneracy of the fold (see (3.24) and Proposi-
tion 3.3.8), we conclude from (3.34) and (3.35) that

xw̌‹, D
2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qsy ‰ 0. (3.36)

We note that all of the elements w̌‹, Dµ
rHpsolxps‹qq and

D2
w,wHspsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qs are conjugate symmetric, which is

consistent with solµ2ps‹q being real.
We are now ready to analyze the situation associated to higher algebraic

multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue. The eigenvalue problem for Qs is

Rαpw, sq
def
“

„

Qsw ´ αw
xq@
w ps‹q, wy ´ xq

@
w ps‹q, solw1ps‹qy



“ 0,

which has a zero R0psolw1ps‹q, s‹q “ 0. The derivative at this zero is

DR0 “

„

Qs‹ D2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qs
q@
w ps‹q 0



.

Since DxHs‹psolxps‹qq is invertible we infer that, see (3.31), the range of
„

Qs‹
q@
w ps‹q
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has co-dimension 1 in X1. It then follows from (3.33) and (3.36) that DR0

is invertible. Hence we conclude from the implicit function theorem that
Rαpw, sq “ 0 has a locally unique smooth branch of solutions Rαpw̄pαq,
s̄pαqq “ 0.

The local dependence of s̄ on α is governed by the algebraic multiplicity
of the zero eigenvalue as follows. By differentiating Dw

rHpsolxps̄pαqqqw̄pαq´
αw̄pαq “ 0 with respect to α we obtain

D2
w,w

rHpsolxps̄pαqqqrsolw1ps̄pαqq, w̄pαqss̄1pαq

`D2
µ,w

rHpsolxps̄pαqqqrsolµ1ps̄pαqq, w̄pαqss̄1pαq

`Dw
rHpsolxps̄pαqqqw̄1pαq ´ αw̄1pαq ´ w̄pαq “ 0. (3.37)

Substituting α “ 0 we obtain (recalling that Qs‹ “ Dw
rHpsolxps‹q)

D2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qss̄1p0q `Qs‹w̄1p0q “ w̄p0q, (3.38)

and applying w̌‹ to this result leads to
@

w̌‹, D
2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qs
D

s̄1p0q “ xw̌‹, solw1ps‹qy.
(3.39)

We see from (3.36) that s̄1p0q ‰ 0 if and only if xw̌‹, solw1ps‹qy ‰ 0. In
view of (3.33) the latter is equivalent to solw1ps‹q not being in the range
of Qs‹ , i.e., the algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue being 1. The
contrapositive is that s̄1p0q vanishes if the algebraic multiplicity is larger than
1. We consider each case below.

In the former (algebraic multiplicity 1) case we see from (3.39), combined
with conjugate symmetry of w̌‹, that D2

w,w
rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qs

and solw1ps‹q, that s̄1p0q P Rzt0u. By inverting the relation, we find that
α “ ps̄1p0qq´1ps´ s‹q `Opps´ s‹q

2q, hence the eigenvalue crosses zero with
nonzero speed as we go through the fold and we have a classical saddle-node
bifurcation.

In the latter (algebraic multiplicity larger than 1) case we differenti-
ate (3.37) again, and substitute α “ 0. Using the information that s̄1p0q “ 0
and

Dw
rHpsolxps‹qqw̄1p0q “ w̄p0q, (3.40)

which follows from (3.38), we obtain

D2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qss̄2p0q `Qs‹w̄2p0q “ 2w̄1p0q.

Once again applying w̌‹ to this, we find
@

w̌‹, D
2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qs
D

s̄2p0q “ 2xw̌‹, w̄
1p0qy.
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There are two possible scenarios. Either s̄2p0q ‰ 0 and w̄1p0q is not in range
of Qs‹ and thus, in view of (3.40), the algebraic multiplicity of the zero
eigenvalue is 2. Or s̄2p0q “ 0 and Qs‹w̄2p0q “ 2w̄1p0q and the algebraic
multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue is larger than 2.

We can now repeat the above arguments inductively. We conclude that
s “ s‹`Cα

N `OpαN`1q for some C P Rzt0u, where N is the algebraic mul-
tiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of Qs‹ “ Dw

rHpsolxps‹qq at the fold (which
always has geometric multiplicity 1). Inverting the relation, we see that
α “ C1{N ps´ s‹q

1{N `Opps´ s‹q
pN`1q{N q, which gives detailed information

on the dynamics of the N eigenvalues of Qs “ Dw
rHpsolxpsqq that coalesce

at 0 when we move through the fold. In particular, the number of negative
eigenvalues changes by 1 (not counting complex conjugate pairs).

Before we discuss the implications of this information for the eigenvalue
problem of DvF psolxpsqq, we exclude some marginal behaviour. More pre-
cisely, in the next two remarks, we exclude two possible “trivialities” of the
fold.

Remark 3.4.2. First, the solution at the fold cannot be an equilibrium
solution. By contradiction, assume that sol vkps‹q “ 0 for all k ‰ 0, and
fpsol v0ps‹q, solµps‹qq “ 0. We write

Dw
rHpsolxps‹qq “

„

DvF psolxps‹qq DτF psolxps‹qq
qK
v 0



. (3.41)

Since the kernel of Dw
rHpsolxps‹qq is one dimensional, and DτF psolxps‹qq “

fpsol v0ps‹q, solµps‹qq vanishes, we conclude that that pv, τq “ p0, 1q spans
the kernel. By differentiating the identity rHpsolxpsqq “ 0 with respect to s,
evaluating at s “ s‹ and using that solµ1ps‹q “ 0, we then conclude that
sol v1ps‹q “ 0 and sol τ 1ps‹q ‰ 0. In turn this implies that

D2
w,w

rHpsolxps‹qqrsolw1ps‹q, solw1ps‹qs “

D2
τ,τ

rHpsolxps‹qqrsol τ 1ps‹q, sol τ 1ps‹qs,

which vanishes since rH is linear in τ . This contradicts (3.36).

Remark 3.4.3. The second scenario that we would like to exclude is that
the fold inadvertently occurs due to a shift in time. In particular, we want
to confirm that

@

qK
v , iKsol vps‹q

D

‰ 0.

This is achieved through a computational check, cf. the smoothness condi-
tion (3.23):

r̂ xqK, by ‰ xqK, iKrp1´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1sy for any s P r0, 1s and b P B1p0q,
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which in practice is satisfied since iKx̂0 « qK « iKx̂1 and r̂ ! 1.

We now relate eigenvalues of Qs to eigenvalues of DvF psolxpsqq, which
in turn correspond to characteristic multipliers of the periodic solution

soluptq “
ÿ

kPZ
sol vkeikt.

Namely, an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair pα̃, ãq of DvF psolxpsqq solves

iKã´ sol τpsqDv
pfpsol vpsq, solµpsqqã “ α̃ã.

Hence aptq “
ř

kPZ ãke
ikt is a 2π-periodic solution of the linearized problem

9aptq ´ sol τpsqDufpsolupt; sq, solµpsqqaptq “ α̃aptq,

and e2πα̃ is thus a characteristic multiplier of the system. In particular,
the eigenvalues of DvF psolxpsqq contain the information about linearized
stability of the periodic orbit solu. We now return to the relation between
the eigenvalues of Qs and the eigenvalues of DvF psolxpsqq.

Let w̃ “ pṽ, τ̃q be an eigenvector with eigenvalue α of Qs. For generalized
eigenvectors a similar analysis goes through; we leave the details to the
reader. Since DvF psolxpsqq has a zero eigenvector V0

def
“ iτ´1

0 Ksol vpsq, with
τ0

def
“ sol τpsq, and DτF psolxpsqq “ ´ pfpsolxpsqq “ ´iKτ´1

0 solxpsq “ ´V0,
we infer that

Qs
„

ṽ
τ̃



“

„

DvF psolxpsqq ´V0

qK
v 0

 „

ṽ
τ̃



“ α

„

ṽ
τ̃



. (3.42)

In view of Remark 3.4.3 we have that xqK
v , V0y ‰ 0 for s near s‹.

We now consider three cases: α “ 0, α2 “ ´xqK
v , V0y, and all other α.

If α “ 0 then it follows immediately from (3.42) that DvF psolxpsqqṽ “
τ̃V0, hence ṽ is either an eigenvector or a generalized eigenvector for eigen-
value zero of DvF psolxpsqq. Furthermore, ṽ is not a multiple of V0 since
xqK
v , ṽy “ 0.
If α ‰ 0 and α2 ‰ ´xqK

v , V0y, then we set Ṽ “ ṽ ` τ̃
αV0 and we conclude

from (3.42) that DvF psolxpsqqṼ “ αṼ . Additionally we find xqK
v , ṽy “ ατ̃ ,

hence if τ̃ ‰ 0 then xqK
v , Ṽ y “

τ̃
α pα

2 ` xqK
v , V0yq ‰ 0. We infer that Ṽ is an

eigenvector of DvF psolxpsqq with eigenvalue α. If τ̃ “ 0 then Ṽ “ ṽ ‰ 0
and we reach the same conclusion.

If α2 “ ´xqK
v , V0y, then pṽ, τ̃q “ pV0,´αq solves (3.42). There is no

relation to eigenvalues of DvF psolxpsqq.
Finally, we note that since xqK

v , V0y ‰ 0 at s “ s‹, the eigenvalues
α « C1{N ps ´ s‹q

1{N emanating from a fold bifurcation all correspond to
eigenvalues of DvF psolxps‹qq and hence to characteristic multipliers of the
periodic orbit soluptq.
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3.5 Hopf bifurcation

A Hopf bifurcation is characterized by the junction of a family of equilibria
and a family of periodic orbits. Let y̆pµq denote a smooth family of equilibria:
fpy̆pµq, µq “ 0 for µ P rµ0, µ1s. Let tsolxpsqusPr0,1s be a solution curve of
periodic orbits of (3.1), using the notation introduced in Section 3.2. We
write solxpsq “ psol vpsq, sol τpsq, solµpsqq.

In a Hopf bifurcation we have sol vps‹q “ y̆pµps‹qq, which is to be inter-
preted as meaning that the Fourier coefficients sol vps‹q correspond to the
stationary state y̆pµps‹qq.

Definition 3.5.1. We say that there is a nondegenerate Hopf bifurcation
(with respect to µ) at µ‹ P pµ1, µ2q if there is an s‹ P p0, 1q such that

solµps‹q “ µ‹ and sol vps‹q “ y̆pµ‹q,

while sol vpsq is not a stationary solution for any s ‰ s‹, and

solµ1ps‹q “ 0, solµ2ps‹q ‰ 0. (3.43)

In this section we explain how to establish such nondegenerate Hopf bi-
furcations using a blowup (or desingularization) technique. Note that we do
not impose any eigenvalue restrictions in the description (3.24) of a nonde-
generate Hopf bifurcation.

Remark 3.5.2. Hopf bifurcations with respect to the normalized period τ
also fit into our framework. Although they are not Hopf bifurcations in
the traditional sense, these do appear naturally when studying Hamiltonian
problems, or stationary states in partial differential equations with periodic
boundary conditions when varying the size of the domain. In Section 3.6.4
we present an example.

As already explained in the introduction, we rescale time and put our-
selves in the context of (3.2). In effect, we set λ “ pτ, µq and replace f by
f̃ “ τf . To resolve a branch of periodic orbits all the way into the Hopf
bifurcation, we introduce the rescaling uptq “ y ` aūptq, with a P R, and
y “ ypµq P Rn solving

fpy, µq “ 0.

The ODE for ū becomes

9̄u “ f̄pū, λ̄q
def
“

#

f̃py`aū,λq´f̃py,λq
a if a ‰ 0,

Duf̃py, λqū if a “ 0,
(3.44)
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where λ̄ “ pτ, a, y, µq. We note that f̄ is again polynomial in ū (as well as
in a and y). Setting ḡpλ̄q “ fpy, µq P Rn the system

$

&

%

9̄u “ f̄pū, λ̄q,
ḡpλ̄q “ 0,
ūptq is 2π-periodic,

(3.45)

is again of the form (3.8). What remains is to introduce appropriate phase
and continuation equations, as well as an “amplitude” equation which lifts
the invariance under the continuous rescaling a Ñ θ´1a and ūptq Ñ θūptq
for θ P R.

We collect all the variables in x “ pv, λ̄q, where v denotes the Fourier
coefficients of ū. As in Section 3.2 we assume we have two points x̂0 “

pv̂0, λ̂0q P SK and x̂1 “ pv̂1, λ̂1q P SK which each represent an approximate
solution of the Fourier equivalent of (3.45). While it is now hidden in the
notation that we are solving (3.45) rather than (3.2), we use the same phase
condition as in Section 3.2: GKpxq “

@

qK, x
D

“ 0, where qK “ pqK
v , 0q P XK

is given by (3.15). For the amplitude equation GCpxq we use

GCpxq
def
“

@

qC, x
D

´ 1 “ 0, (3.46)

where qC “ pqC
v , 0q P SK , with

pqC
v qi “ K2

pv̂ 1
2
qi for |k| ď K, 1 ď i ď n. (3.47)

We will slightly abuse the notation for the bilinear form to write xqC, xy “
xqC
v , vy, and by rqC

v sk P Cn we will denote the k-th Fourier component of
qC
v . With the choice (3.47) the corresponding Equation (3.46) represents a
linear approximation of

1

2π

ż 2π

0

n
ÿ

i“1

ˇ

ˇ 9̄uiptq
ˇ

ˇ

2
dt “ 1.

Finally, the continuation equation G@
s pxq “ 0 is chosen as in Section 3.2,

see (3.17), where the “predictors” 9̂xs are now of the tangent direction of the
solution curve for the problem including both the phase and the amplitude
condition.

Denoting by F̄ the Fourier transform of the renormalized vector field (3.44),
the full set of equations becomes

H̄spxq “

„

F̄ pxq
Ḡspxq



with Ḡspxq “

»

—

—

–

GKpxq
GCpxq
ḡpλ̄q
G@
s pxq

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
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For H̄spxq “ 0 we then carry out the extension construction of Section 3.3,
leading to the problem H̄spxq “ 0. To the latter we apply the technique
from Theorem 3.2.5 to obtain a parametrized solution curve solxpsq “
psolv, sol λ̄qpsq. The first “block” solxr0s “ psolvr0s, sol λ̄r0sq corresponds
to sol λ̄r0spsq “ sol λ̄psq “ psol τpsq, sol apsq, sol ypsq, solµpsqq and the Fourier
coefficients of sol ūpt; sq. The second block solxr1s contains the first deriva-
tives psol τ 1psq, sol a1psq, sol y1psq, solµ1psqq and the Fourier coefficients of
Bssol ūpt; sq, while solxr2s contains their second derivatives.

Before we can properly formulate the result, we need to analyze the
problem at a “ 0. In particular, we aim to establish that sol aps0q “ 0
implies solµ1ps0q “ 0. Hence suppose sol aps0q “ 0 for some s0 P p0, 1q. We
denote the Jacobian of the equilibrium problem by

A0
def
“ Dufpsol yps0q, solµps0qq.

Then, since f̄ is linear in ū at a “ 0,
`

F̄ psolxps0qq
˘

k
“
`

ikIn ´ sol τps0qA0

˘

sol vkps0q “ 0, for all k P Z,
(3.48)

with sol vkps0q P Cn and In the identity matrix on Cn, i.e., the ODE is
diagonalized (in k) in Fourier space. Since xqC

v , sol vps0qy “ 1, and rqC
v s0 “ 0,

there must be at least one k0 P Zzt0u such that

Mk0

def
“ ik0In ´ sol τps0qA0

is a non-invertible matrix. We note that this implies that sol τps0q ‰ 0. By
conjugation symmetry M´k0

is then non-invertible as well (A0 “ A˚0 and
sol τps0q P R).

Furthermore, collecting the variables z “ pv, τ, a, yq and the equations

pHpz, µq
def
“

»

—

—

–

F̄ pz, µq
GKpzq
GCpzq
fpy, µq

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ 0,

its Jacobian can be decomposed as

P def
“ Dz

pHpsolxps0qq (3.49)

“

»

—

—

–

DvF̄ psolxps0qq Dτ F̄ psolxps0qq DaF̄ psolxps0qq DyF̄ psolxps0qq

qK 0 0 0
qC 0 0 0
0 0 0 A0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
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Here, again by linearity of f̄ at a “ aps0q “ 0,
`

DvF̄ psolxps0qqv
˘

k
“
`

F̄ psolxps0qq
˘

k
“
`

ikIn ´ sol τps0qA0

˘

vk,

which is similar to (3.48) because of linearity, and

pDτ F̄ psolxps0qqqk “ A0sol vkps0q,

and

DaF̄ psolxps0qq “
1
2D

2
u,uf̃psol yps0q, solµps0qqrsol vps0q, sol vps0qs, (3.50)

which is to be interpreted in terms of convolution products, and

pDyF̄ psolxps0qqqk “ D2
u,uf̃psol yps0q, solµps0qqsol vkps0q,

which is to be interpreted as an nˆ n matrix for each k P Z.
Since

DxHs0psolxps0qq “

„

P Dµ
pHpsolxps0qq

q@
z ps0q q@

µ ps0q



(3.51)

is invertible, as the solution curve was obtained through Theorem 3.2.5, the
kernel of the operator P can be at most 1 dimensional. In turn this implies
that the kernel of DvF̄ psolxps0qq is at most 3 dimensional. Indeed this
follows from the expression (3.49) for P, and in particular the 0 in the lower
left corner, which implies that, apart from DvF̄ psolxps0qq, there are only
two nonzero rows in the left (block) column.

In view of M˘k0
being non-invertible, the dimension of the kernel of

DvF̄ psolxps0qq is at least 2-dimensional. If there would be a 0 ‰ k1 ‰

˘k0 such that Mk1
is non-invertible, then M´k1

would be non-invertible as
well, implying that the kernel of DvF̄ psolxps0qq is at least 4 dimensional, a
contradiction. Hence Mk is invertible for all k R t0,˘k0u. The next remark
explains why we may assume M0 “ ´sol τps0qDufpsol yps0q, solµps0qq to be
invertible.

Remark 3.5.3. Suppose M0 is not invertible and that ṽ0 ‰ 0 is in the
kernel of M0. Since sol τps0q ‰ 0, the vector ṽ0 is in the kernel of A0,
hence p0, 0, 0, v0q is in the kernel of P. Furthermore, since rqC

v s0 “ 0 and
rqK
v s0 “ 0, it follows that pṼ0, 0, 0, 0q is in the kernel of P, where pṼ0qk “ 0

for k ‰ 0 and pṼ0q0 “ ṽ0, so that Ṽ0 is essentially just ṽ0 interpreted as an
element of p`1νqn. We infer that the kernel of P is at least two dimensional, a
contradiction. We conclude that M0 and A0 “ Dufpsol yps0q, solµps0qq are
invertible matrices. It then follows from the implicit function theorem that
sol yps0q is part of a smooth one parameter family of equilibria y̆pµq of (3.1)
with y̆psolµps0qq “ sol yps0q.
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Since Mk is invertible for k ‰ ˘k0, while Mk0 and M´k0 have one-
dimensional kernels (related by conjugation), it follows from (3.48) that
sol vkps0q “ 0 for k ‰ ˘k0, whereas sol v˘k0

ps0q ‰ 0 in view of xqC
v , sol vps0qy “

1. For definiteness we will from now on, without loss of generality, assume
that k0 “ 1. This corresponds to the linearized problem at the equilib-
rium sol yps0q having purely imaginary eigenvalues ˘isol τps0q

´1. Note that
if k0 ą 1 then we may simply replace τ by τ{k0 (and thus reduce to the
minimal period). By the arguments above, the kernel of M1 and M´1 is
one-dimensional.

In the following we will construct an element in the kernel of P. This
implies, using again the arguments in Remark 3.4.1, that solµ1ps0q “ 0. We
define the 2ˆ 2 matrix

C
def
“

„

xrqK
v s´1, sol v´1ps0qy xrqK

v s1, sol v1ps0qy

xrqC
v s´1, sol v´1ps0qy xrqC

v s1, sol v1ps0qy



. (3.52)

There are two cases to consider: C is invertible or not. We start with the
latter case.

If C is non-invertible, say 0 ‰ rc´, c`s
T is in its kernel, then it is easily

seen that pṽ, 0, 0, 0q is in the kernel of P, where ṽk “ 0 for k ‰ ˘1, and
ṽ˘1 “ c˘sol v˘1ps0q. Hence by the arguments in Remark 3.4.1 solx1ps0q is a
multiple of pṽ, 0, 0, 0, 0q, and solµ1ps0q “ 0. As a side remark, this direction
can be interpreted as a combination of time-shift and rescaling a. If desired,
this scenario can easily be avoided by choosing qK and qC appropriately or,
alternatively, by checking that sol a1ps0q ‰ 0, cf. Remark 3.5.3.

If C is invertible, then we construct an element of the form pṽ, 0, 1, 0q in
the kernel of P. This implies, using again the arguments in Remark 3.4.1,
that solx1ps0q is a multiple of pṽ0, 1, 0, 0q and solµ1ps0q “ 0, in particular.
Since Mk is invertible for k ‰ ˘1, and M1 and M´1 have one-dimensional
kernels (related by conjugation), it follows from (3.48) that sol vkps0q “ 0
for k ‰ ˘1 and sol v˘1ps0q ‰ 0. We infer from (3.50) and the properties of
the convolution product that DaF̄kpsolxps0qq vanishes for all k R t´2, 0, 2u.
We set

ṽk “ ´M
´1
k DaF̄kpsolxps0qq for k P t´2, 0, 2u,

and ṽk “ 0 for k R t´2,´1, 0, 1, 2u. Next we set ṽ˘1ps0q “ c˘sol v˘1ps0q,
where

„

c´
c`



“ ´C´1

„

xrqK
v s´2, ṽ´2y ` xrq

K
v s0, ṽ0y ` xrq

K
v s2, ṽ2y

xrqC
v s´2, ṽ´2y ` xrq

C
v s0, ṽ0y ` xrq

C
v s2, ṽ2y



,

with C defined in (3.52). It is not difficult to check that, by construction,
pṽ, 0, 1, 0q is in the kernel of P.
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We are now ready to state a result for the rigorous verification of Hopf
bifurcations.

Proposition 3.5.4. Assume
`

µ̂
r1s
0

˘

j
` r̂ ă 0, and

`

µ̂
r1s
1

˘

j
´ r̂ ą 0, (3.53a)

min
!

`

µ̂
r2s
0

˘

j
,
`

µ̂
r2s
1

˘

j

)

´ r̂ ą 0, (3.53b)
`

â
r0s
0

˘

j
` r̂ ă 0, and

`

â
r0s
1

˘

j
´ r̂ ą 0. (3.53c)

Then the solutions curve solxpsq goes through a unique nondegenerate Hopf
bifurcation (folding to the right) with respect to µ in the interval s P r0, 1s.

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the one of Proposition 3.3.8, and
we comment only on the additional steps. Assumptions (3.53a) and (3.53b)
imply that there is a unique s‹ P p0, 1q such that solµ1ps‹q “ 0. Assump-
tion (3.53c) implies that there is a s0 P p0, 1q such that sol aps0q “ 0. The
analysis of the kernel of the operator P above shows that solµ1ps0q “ 0.
Hence the unique nondegenerate fold with respect µ occurs at s‹ “ s0.

For s ‰ s‹ we have sol apsq ‰ 0, since the analysis above shows that
sol apsq “ 0 implies solµ1psq “ 0, which occurs at s “ s‹ only. The amplitude
condition (3.46) then guarantees that for s ‰ s‹ the solution solupt; sq, repre-
sented in Fourier space by sol ypsq` sol apsqsol vpsq, is not time-independent.

Finally, it follows from Remark 3.5.3 that Dufpsol yps‹q, solµps‹qq is in-
vertible, hence by the implicit function theorem sol yps‹q is part of a smooth
one parameter family of equilibria y̆pµq with y̆psolµps‹qq “ sol yps‹q.

Remark 3.5.5. The conclusion of Proposition 3.5.4 also holds when the
inequalities in the assumptions (3.53c) are reversed. Similarly, when the
three inequalities in (3.53a)–(3.53b) are reversed then the result holds with
the curve folding to the left.

Traditionally, a Hopf bifurcation point (rather than the branch of periodic
solutions emanating from it) is described in terms conditions on eigenvalues
of the Jacobian at the critical point as well as other normal form parame-
ters. Clearly, finding just the Hopf bifurcation point only requires solving
the algebraic system (where we have split complex eigenvectors in real and
imaginary parts, and ϕ1, ϕ2 P Rn)

»

—

—

—

—

–

fpy, µq
Dufpy, µqy1 ` βy2

Dufpy, µqy2 ´ βy2

ϕT1 y1 ´ ϕ
T
2 y2 ´ 1

ϕT2 y1 ` ϕ
T
1 y2

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ 0, with py, y1, y2, µ, βq P R3n`2,
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which can also be attacked using the radii polynomial approach, albeit in
the much simpler finite dimensional setting. Obviously, this is how one may
locate computationally a Hopf bifurcation point and use it as a numerical
starting point for a rigorous continuation of the desingularized problem for
the periodic orbits. Additionally, if desired, one may study the eigenvalue
problem of the equilibrium (ϕ0 P Cn)

Lµpy, y0, γq
def
“

»

–

fpy, µq
Dufpy, µqy0 ´ γy0

ϕT0 y0 ´ 1

fi

fl “ 0, with py, y0, γq P C2n`1, µ P R,

for example to determine the algebraic multiplicity of the purely imaginary
eigenvalues isol τps‹q´1 and to confirm that A0 “ Dufpy̆pµs‹q, µs‹q has no
other purely imaginary eigenvalues apart from its complex conjugate (the
analysis in Fourier space excludes only integer multiples of ˘i sol τps‹q´1).
Furthermore, when the algebraic multiplicity of i sol τps‹q´1 is one (as it
generically will be) then one may establish the direction in which this eigen-
value moves when µ is varied through µ‹ “ solµps‹q, by solving the linear
system

»

–

A0 0 0
D2
u,ufpy̆pµ‹q, µ‹qy̆0pµ‹q A0 ´ γ̆pµ‹q ´y̆0pµ‹q

0 ϕ0 0

fi

fl

»

–

y̆1pµ‹q
y̆10pµ‹q
γ̆1pµ‹q

fi

fl “

»

–

Dµfpy̆pµ‹q, µ‹q
D2
u,µfpy̆pµ‹q, µ‹qy̆0pµ‹q

0

fi

fl .

Here the matrix in the lefthand side is invertible when A0 is invertible and
the algebraic multiplicity of γ̆pµ‹q “ isol τps‹q´1 is 1. All these computations
are on finite dimensional algebraic systems, and can relatively easily be done
in interval arithmetic to ensure that the results are mathematically rigorous.

3.6 Examples

We present some examples that can be analyzed with the material presented
in this paper, which provides a robust and flexible method for identifying
and validating fold and Hopf bifurcations in systems of ODEs. The first
example is the saddle-node validation in the so-called Rychkov system. This
is followed by three examples of Hopf bifurcations, including a Hamiltonian
problem in Section 3.6.4.
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Figure 3.1: Validated continuation of the branch of periodic solutions in the
Rychkov system (3.54). The fold occurs at µ‹ P 0.224960422 ` r´1.7, 1.7s ¨
10´5.

3.6.1 The fold in the Rychkov system
The Rychkov system, first presented in [55], is given by

#

9u1 “ u2 ´ u
5
1 ` u

3
1 ` µu1,

9u2 “ ´u1.
(3.54)

It was proven in [22] to have no periodic solutions for µ ą 0.2249654 and
two periodic solutions for µ ă 0.224. Additionally, it was shown in [22] that
the curve of periodic orbits undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation for some µ
in the interval r0.224, 0.2249654s. Here we locate the bifurcation point more
precisely, and we prove that a nondegenerate fold occurs.

We start our validated continuation at µ “ 0.2245 and continue the peri-
odic solution for increasing µ. In Figure 3.1 we plot the norm maxt}v1}ν , }v2}νu

of the Fourier series of the periodic orbit versus the parameter µ. During
the continuation, we test numerically for the existence of a saddle-node, and
when a numerical indication is found for the occurence of a fold, then we
validate the numerically found saddle-node using Proposition 3.3.8. We find
that a nondegenerate fold is located at

µ‹ P 0.2249604` r´1.7, 1.7s ¨ 10´5.

For the validation of the fold, we set ν “ 1.01 and the code (heuristically)
selects the dimension of finite dimensional projection to be K “ 44. This
system is interesting from a computational point of view because the segment
that includes the fold in Figure 3.1 also includes a point where µ2psq is zero.
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For this reason, a further refinement of the validation segment was necessary
to verify all the conditions (3.28).

The corresponding matlab code, available at [73], is provided in
figure_rychkov_saddle.m.

3.6.2 A Hopf bifurcation in an extended Lorenz-84 model

The extended Lorenz-84 model
$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

9u1 “ ´u
2
2 ´ u

2
3 ´ au1 ´ af ´ bu

2
4,

9u2 “ u1u2 ´ cu1u3 ´ u2 ` d,

9u3 “ cu1u2 ` u1u3 ´ u3,

9u4 “ ´eu4 ` bu4u1 ` µ,

(3.55)

is a four dimensional system of ODEs with 7 parameters, see [32, Section 3.1]
and [33, Section 4.2]. Inspired by the parameter choices in those papers, we
fix

a “ 0.25, b “ 0.987, c “ 1, d “ 0.25, e “ 1.04, f “ 2, (3.56)

and consider µ as the bifurcation parameter. The system undergoes two
Hopf bifurcations at µ « 0.05 and µ « 0.01.

Applying the approach presented in Section 3.5, we proved the existence
of a Hopf bifurcation at

µ˚ P 0.05684121` r´9.1, 9.1s ¨ 10´6,

by using the computational parameters K “ 5 and ν “ 1.1. The eigenvalue
crossing the imaginary axis is ´0.5300219i ` ir´4.6, 4.6s ¨ 10´5. The (nor-
malized) period of the solution at the Hopf bifurcation is τ “ ´1.886714 `
r´1.6, 1.6s¨10´4. The periodic orbits bifurcates from the equilibrium r1.197556,
´0.033525, 0.203229,´0.400337s ` r´1.6, 1.6s ¨ 10´4.

Additionally, in the framework of the desingularized Hopf system we
continued the periodic orbit and the fixed point solution up to µ « ´0.0023,
where the periodic solution has an amplitude a « 0.9394. In Figure 3.2, we
plotted the desingularized (“blown up”) periodic solution ū near the Hopf
bifurcation (where it is unimodal) and at the end of the continuation.

The stepsize, that is, the distance between consecutive numerical ap-
proximate solutions }x̂0 ´ x̂1}X used in Figure 3.2 was relatively large:
h “ 10´3. The (refined) step where the Hopf bifurcation is proven to
take place goes from amplitude a “ 4.6671 ¨ 10´6 ` r´8.1, 8.1s ¨ 10´8 to
a “ ´5.62556 ¨ 10´5 ` r´8.1, 8.1s ¨ 10´8. We can increase the accuracy of
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Figure 3.2: The four components of the desingularized periodic solution
ū corresponding to the extended Lorenz-84 system (3.55), in green for
µ « 0.056 very close to the Hopf bifurcation, and in blue for µ « ´0.023
further away from it. The code automatically adds modes when needed;
the final (blue) solution has been validated with K “ 47. The continuous
branch connecting the two solutions has been validated. The horizontal axis
represents time in the original system.
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Figure 3.3: The four components of the desingularized periodic solution ū
corresponding to the extended Lorenz-84 system (3.55), in green for µ «
0.0109 close to the Hopf bifurcation, and in blue for µ « ´0.0108 further
away from it. The continuous branch connecting the two solutions has been
validated. The horizontal axis represents time in the original system.
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Figure 3.4: In the left graph the norms }vi}ν , i “ 1, 2, 3, 4 of the components
of the solution branch presented in Figure 3.3 are plotted with respect to
the parameter µ. On the right, the amplitude a of the desingularized orbit
is plotted with respect to the parameter µ.

locating the Hopf bifurcation point by adopting a smaller stepsize and/or
increasing the number of modes used. With h “ 10´3 and K “ 10, we find

µ˚ P 0.05684121` r´6.3, 6.3s ¨ 10´6,

which reflects a modest improvement. However, with h “ 10´5 and K “ 10,
we retrieve a much higher accuracy result:

µ˚ P 0.056841207164` r´4.4, 4.4s ¨ 10´10.

We conclude that decreasing the stepsize is the crucial factor in improving
accuracy, whereas the number of modes used is less important, as may be
expected since the solution is unimodal at a “ 0.

The second Hopf bifurcation for the same values of the parameters (3.56)
takes place at

µ P 0.010900160` r´3.1, 3.1s ¨ 10´7.

The stationary solution is at r1.079797955,´0.017016937, 0.230267229,
´0.423161664s`r´3.1, 3.1s¨10´7, while the eigenvalue crossing the imaginary
axes is 1.1251599i ` r´1.6, 1.6s ¨ 10´5. The period of the periodic pertur-
bation near the Hopf bifucation is τ “ 0.888763098 ` r´3.1, 3.1s ¨ 10´7. In
Figure 3.3, we depict the desingularized periodic solution ū near the Hopf
bifurcation (where it is unimodal) and after 800 continuation steps, where

µ P ´0.0108027` r´6.3, 6.3s ¨ 10´5.

In Figure 3.4, the norm of the periodic orbit is plotted along the branch with
respect to the parameter µ. We conclude from the fact that a approaches
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zero at both ends of the branch, while the norms }vi}ν of the rescaled time-
dependent part ū explode at one end point, that the continuous branch of
periodic solutions that originates from a Hopf point at µ « 0.0109 terminates
for µ « ´0.0108 at another Hopf point on a different branch of equilibria,
not connected by continuation.

The corresponding matlab code is provided in
lorenz84_validated_cont.m.

3.6.3 A Hopf bifurcation in a hyperchaotic system
In [42], the 4-dimensional (hyperchaotic) ODE system

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

9u1 “ apu1 ´ u2q ` u2u3 ` u4,

9u2 “ ´bu2 ` u1u3,

9u3 “ ´cu3 ` du1 ` u1u2,

9u4 “ ´epu1 ` u2q,

(3.57)

is presented and studied. The system has many interesting dynamic features,
including Hopf bifurcations. Inspired by the analysis in [42] we fix

b “ c “ 1, d “ 10, e “ 2,

and use µ “ a as the bifurcation parameter. Then, a Hopf bifurcation occurs
at

µ‹ P ´1.01551372619` r´2.5, 2.5s ¨ 10´9,

from the equilibrium

ru1, u2, u3, u4s P r10.09901951359,´10.09901951359,´1.00000000000,

30.61040538783s ` r´2.5, 2.5s ¨ 10´9,

where the interval notation has been slightly abused. The normalized period
at the Hopf bifurcation is sol τps‹q P 0.68299909941` r´2.5, 2.5s ¨ 10´9. We
continued the solution to µ « ´1.043, where the amplitude a « 2.149. In
Figure 3.5 we have depicted the desingularized periodic profile ū. For this
validation we used K “ 15 and ν “ 1.1. The corresponding matlab code is
provided in main_hyper.m.

3.6.4 A Hamiltonian example
Consider the fourth order parabolic partial differential equation (PDE)

ut “ ´uxxxx ` auxx ` bu` cu
2 ` du3. (3.58)
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Figure 3.5: The four components of the desingularized periodic solution ū
corresponding to the 4-dimensional hyperchaotic system (3.57), in green for
µ “ ´1.0155 close to the Hopf bifurcation, and in blue for µ « ´1.044 further
away from it. The continuous branch connecting the two solutions has been
validated. The horizontal axis represents time in the original system.

This family includes the extended Fisher-Kolmogorov and Swift-Hohenberg
equations (see [50] and the references therein). When studying stationary
states for the problem with periodic or Neumann boundary conditions, this
reduces to studying periodic solutions of the ODE

uxxxx “ auxx ` bu` cu
2 ` du3. (3.59)

Even though it clashes with the notation elsewhere in the paper, we denote
by x the independent variable in the ODE (3.59), because it fits with the
PDE (3.58). This problem is Hamiltonian with conserved quantity

E “ ´uxxxux `
1

2
puxxq

2 `
a

2
puxq

2 `
b

2
u2 `

c

3
u3 `

d

4
u4. (3.60)

For any b ą 0 periodic orbits, which appear in 1-parameter families due to
the Hamiltonian structure, bifurcate from the equilibrium u “ 0 with pe-
riod 2πppa2{4 ` bq1{2 ´ a{2q´1{2. For the PDE (with periodic or Neumann
boundary conditions) this means that nontrivial stationary solutions bifur-
cate from the trivial state when the domain size is varied. Although this
analysis can be done by hand, we use this example to illustrate how Hamil-
tonian problems can be brought into the framework of the current paper.

We will fix the parameters a, b, c, d and introduce an artificial continua-
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Figure 3.6: The Hopf bifurcation, or fold for the desingularized system, with
respect to the normalized period τ , for (3.61) or, equivalently, (3.59).

tion parameter µ to turn (3.59) into the first order system
$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

9u1 “ u2,

9u2 “ u3,

9u3 “ u4,

9u4 “ au3 ` bu1 ` cu
2
1 ` du

3
1 ` µu2.

(3.61)

Irrespective of µ, the equilibria of the system are u2 “ u3 “ u4 “ 0 and u1

a zero of the polynomial ppuq “ bu ` cu2 ` du3, which also correspond to
stationary solutions of (3.59). Furthermore, we know a priori that µ “ 0
for any periodic solution of (3.61), since (cf. (3.60))

0 “

ż L

0

d

dx

ˆ

´u4u2 `
1

2
u2

3 `
a

2
u2

2 `
b

2
u2

1 `
c

3
u3

1 `
d

4
u4

1

˙

dx “ ´µ

ż L

0

u2
2 dx,

where L is the period of the solution. Hence, any periodic orbit of (3.61)
corresponds to a periodic solution of (3.59) (and vice versa). The advantage
of studying (3.61) rather than (3.59) is that in the former the Hamiltonian
structure/symmetry has been broken, and we can study it using the general
continuation and bifurcation techniques from this paper.

In Figure 3.6, the validated bifurcation is shown for the parameters a “ 2,
b “ 3, c “ 1, d “ ´1. The location of the bifurcation point sol τps‹q
is validated to lie in 1 ` r0.4, 0.4s ¨ 10´4 using computational parameters
K “ 5 and ν “ 1.1 (as discussed, it is analytically determined to occur at
λ1 “ τ “ 1). Desingularized profiles are plotted in Figure 3.7, continued
from τ “ 1 to τ « 1.224. The corresponding matlab code is provided in
main_Hamiltonian.m.
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Figure 3.7: The four components of the desingularized periodic solution ū
corresponding to (3.61), in green for τ “ 1 very close to the Hopf bifurcation,
and in blue for τ « 1.224 further away from it. The continuous branch con-
necting the two solutions has been validated. The horizontal axis represents
time in the original system.
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4 | Rigorous validation of a
Hopf bifurcation in the
Kuramoto–Sivashinsky
PDE

4.1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to give a rigorous validation of a Hopf bifurcation
found numerically in the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky partial differential equation
(PDE) in one spatial dimension with 2π-periodic boundary conditions in
space:

#

Btu “ ´B
4
xu´ γB

2
xu` Bxpu

2q,

upt, xq “ upt, x` 2πq.
(4.1)

Its appealing qualities are its relative simplicity and the presence of a low
order non-linear term. Despite its simplicity, it exhibits complex dynamics,
and serves as a model for weak turbulence in laminar flows and more gener-
ally as a paradigm for studying spatiotemporal chaos. We refer to [56],[31]
and [57] for more background material on the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equa-
tion.

The Kuramoto–Sivashinsky equation has been well studied from the per-
spective of validated numerics. Early results include [80], where stationary
solutions of (4.1) are found and validated, while the recent paper [76] uses rig-
orous numerics to prove the existence of chaos in the Kuramoto–Sivashinsky
equation. Furthermore, the bifurcation diagram of stationary solutions of
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky and their stability was studied in [1], see also [82]
for the pitchfork bifurcation problem. We refer to [19], [20] and [79, 2] for
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validated continuation of periodic orbits in Kuramoto–Sivashinsky. Here we
complement these results by an analysis of the Hopf bifurcation problem.
Indeed, the periodic solutions proven in [19, 20, 82] bifurcate from an in-
homogenenous stationary state, but a mathematically rigorous analusis of
this Hopf bifurcation problem has not previously been performed. To tackle
this, we extend out previous work on ODEs [66] to the PDE setting. The
functional analytic setup builds on [19] and [20] and our blow up technique
is similar in spirit to [1] and [82] but allows for bifurcations from nonhomo-
geneous stationary states.

In this paper we prove the existence of a Hopf bifurcation from a non-
homogeneous stationary solution to (4.1) by a posteriori validation of nu-
merical computations. This result is achieved by a blow up procedure in
the neighborhood of the Hopf bifurcation. More precisely, we consider a
time L-periodic, space 2π-periodic solution upt, xq to (4.1). We apply a time
rescaling τ “ 2πt

L such that upτ, xq is time 2π-periodic. The rescaled equation
is

#

Bτu “ ´λ1B
4
xu´ λ1λ2B

2
xu` λ1Bxpu

2q,

upτ, xq “ upτ, x` 2πq.
(4.2)

with λ1 “
L
2π and λ2 “ γ.

If a time-dependent solution upτ, xq is close enough to the Hopf bifurca-
tion, it is natural to rewrite u as the sum of a stationary solution ypxq to
(4.2) and a time-dependent perturbation azpτ, xq, where z is of order 1 and
a P R is the amplitude of the perturbation. The precise statements can be
found in Section 4.2.3. Following this rewriting, when we validate a branch
of solutions x “ pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq and the amplitude a changes sign along this
branch, then at a “ 0 a Hopf bifurcation occurs: the periodic solutions for
a ‰ 0 bifurcate from the stationary state y at a “ 0. This result is pre-
sented in Section 4.9. The main challenge in transforming the ODE results
in [66] to the PDE setting of the current paper are two-fold. First, the
two-dimensional Fourier series lead to diagonally dominant operators that
depend on the a priori unknown periodic (in time). This requires additional,
somewhat technical, estimates. Second, the nonlinearity includes a deriva-
tive, which can be controlled because it is lower order, but it requires some
care. In fact, it is remarkable how congruous the ODE and PDE problems
are in the chosen functional analytic framework on Fourier space. We remark
here that the Hopf bifurcation thus proven might be degenerate, since we do
not check the normal form in the neighborhood of the bifurcation nor do we
study the behavior of the eigenvalues of the problem. The non-degeneracy
could be proven by applying the reformulation of a Hopf bifurcation into a
saddle node bifurcation, as already introduced in [66] for ODEs and proving
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the existence of a saddle node in the new system. We are confident such
approach would work in the PDE setting as well.

The blow up approach presented is extremely general in its simplicity.
The extension of the method to a broader class of PDEs is relatively straight-
forward, although beyond the scope of this article. In particular, it seems
probable that the bounds developed in this paper can be applied with mi-
nor modifications to many other parabolic PDEs with periodic (or Neuman)
boundary conditions.

4.2 The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and
the Hopf bifurcation system

4.2.1 The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation

In Section 4.1, we rescaled the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation to

Btv “ ´λ1λ2B
4
xv ´ λ1B

2
xv ` 2λ1Bxpv

2q, (4.3)

so that we can study solutions which are 2π-periodic in space and time.
To write v in terms of its Fourier expansion in t and x we introduce the

two-dimensional bi-infinite sequence u “ pujkqj,kPZ, with ujk P C, such that

vpt, xq “
ÿ

j,kPZ
ujke

ipjt`kxq. (4.4)

We remark that we will coherently use the letter j for time related indices
and k for space related indices.

We introduce the notation

Fv “ u

for the two-dimensional Fourier transform, with u defined above.
There are some standard properties of Fourier sequences that will be

used extensively in the following. The convolution of two two-dimensional
bi-infinite sequences u and w is defined by

pu ˚ wqjk “
ÿ

j1`j2“j

ÿ

k1`k2“k

uj1k1
wj2k2

.

Furthermore it holds that

u ˚ w “ FpF´1puq ¨ F´1pwqq
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where F´1 is the inverse Fourier transform and the multiplication ¨ is con-
sidered pointwise in t and x. The derivative operators satisfy

FpBtvpt, xqq “ pijujkqj,kPZ and FpBxvpt, xqq “ pikujkqj,kPZ.

We denote the multiplication of a two-dimensional bi-infinite sequence by
its index in the time or space direction by the operator J or K, respectively,
defined as

J : u ÞÑ pjujkqj,kPZ (4.5)

and

K : u ÞÑ pkujkqj,kPZ. (4.6)

Thus we are able to write FpBtvq “ iJFpvq and FpBxvq “ iKFpvq.
Using the notation just introduced, we can rewrite Equation (4.3) in the

space of Fourier sequences as

iJu “ ´λ1λ2K4u` λ1K2u` iλ1Kpu ˚ uq (4.7)

and we introduce the zero finding problem

fpλ1, λ2, uq
def
“ iJu` λ1λ2K4u´ λ1K2u´ iλ1Kpu ˚ uq “ 0. (4.8)

Remark 4.2.1. In Equation (4.3), the last term is 2vvx “ pv
2qx. The first

formulation would be rewritten as 2u ˚ piKuq in Fourier sequences, while the
second one corresponds to iKpu˚uq. They are equivalent, but the second one
is chosen in this paper because it makes the notation for derivatives simpler.

Remark 4.2.2. Writing explicitely

fjkpλ1, λ2, uq “ ijujk ` λ1λ2k
4ujk ´ λ1k

2ujk ´ λ1ikpu ˚ uqjk, j, k P Z,

we notice that f00pλ1, λ2, uq ” 0.

We remark that, if u is a solution to (4.8), any shift in time or space of
u is also a solution. In order to avoid that, we add two phase conditions to
our problem of the form

xiKũ, uy “ 0 and xiJ ũ, uy “ 0, (4.9)

where ũ is an approximation of u and

xu,wy “
ÿ

j,kPZ
ujkwjk,
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for u,w P CZ2

. Conditions (4.9) are the Fourier sequence representations of

ż 2π

0

vṽxdx “ 0 and
ż 2π

0

vṽtdt “ 0,

with ṽ a numerically determined approximation of v. These are standard
conditions to fix shifts, [74].

The full problem then becomes
$

’

&

’

%

fjkpλ1, λ2, uq “ 0, for all pj, kq P Z2ztp0, 0qu,

xiKũ, uy “ 0,

xiJ ũ, uy “ 0,

(4.10)

and one expects a one-dimensional solution branch, due to the two parame-
ters, two scalar equations and considering Remark 4.2.2.

4.2.2 The functional spaces `1ν2 and L
1
ν

In this section, we introduce the spaces of one and two-dimensional bi-infinite
sequences. Following [5], for one-dimensional bi-infinite sequences we intro-
duce the norm

}u}`1ν2
def
“

ÿ

kPZ
ν
|k|
2 |uk|, (4.11)

and the space of one-dimensional exponentially decreasing sequences as

`1ν2
“ tu “ pukqkPZ, uk P C | }u}`1ν2 ă 8u.

The convolution of two sequences y and w in `1ν2
is defined as

py ˚ wqk “
ÿ

k1`k2“k

yk1
wk2

.

The norm and space introduced for bi-infinite sequences are very similar.
For a given vector ν “ pν1, ν2q, with νi ě 1 for i “ 1, 2, we introduce the
L1
ν-norm in the space of bi-infinite sequences

}u}L1
ν

def
“

ÿ

j,kPZ
ν
|j|
1 ν

|k|
2 |ujk|, (4.12)

that is the two-dimensional version of the norm already used in [74]. It resem-
bles closely the norm used in other papers discussing Kuramoto-Sivashinsky,
such as [19] and [20]. In particular, the L1

ν-norm has the similar properties
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to the M -norm presented in [19]. We define the space of two-dimensional
exponentially decreasing sequences as

L1
ν “ tu “ pujkqj,kPZ, uj,k P C | }u}L1

ν
ă 8u.

It is then clear that L1
ν is an extension of the `1ν2

space for two-dimensional
sequences where the exponential decrease in the first index is determined by
ν1 and in the second index by ν2.

The L1
ν space shares a lot of properties with the `1ν2

space. First of all,
L1
ν is a Banach space, and

}u ˚ v}L1
ν
ď }u}L1

ν
}v}L1

ν
.

Furthermore, there is a trivial embedding of `1ν2
in L1

ν

E` : `1ν2
ÑL1

ν

y ÞÑE`y : pE`yqjk “ δj0yk,

which satisfies }y}`1ν2 “ }E`y}L1
ν
. Thanks to this embedding, we can make

sense of the convolution between an element y of `1ν2
and an element u of

L1
ν , defining it as

py ˚ uqjk
def
“ pE`y ˚ uqjk “

ÿ

k1`k2“k

yk1
ujk2

.

4.2.3 The Hopf bifurcation

A sequence y P `1ν2
is a stationary solution of (4.8) if it satisfies

F1pλ2, yq
def
“ λ2K4y ´K2y ´ iKpy ˚ yq “ 0, (4.13)

where the equation is considered in `1ν2
. We remark that pF1q0 “ 0 is trivially

statisfied. To avoid shifts in space of the solution to (4.13), as we did for the
time-dependent solution in Section 4.2.1, we add the phase condition

xiKỹ, yy`
def
“ xiE`Kỹ, E`yy “

ÿ

kPZ
ikỹkyk “ 0, (4.14)

with ỹ an approximation of y.
Similarly to the Hopf bifurcation validation presented in [66], we use a

blow up approach in the neighborhood of a Hopf bifurcation. To this end,
we rewrite the solution u P L1

ν to (4.10) in the neighborhood of a Hopf
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bifurcation as the sum of the stationary solution y P `1ν2
to (4.13) and a

perturbation az, with z P L1
ν of norm 1 and amplitude a P R, that is
#

u “ E`y ` az,

}z}2L1
ν
“ 1,

(4.15)

where the second equation ensures that }az}L1
ν
“ |a|, that is, a is the ampli-

tude of az, and z does not tend to a singular (stationary) orbit as the Hopf
bifurcation point is approached.

However, we are not interested in computing precisely the norm of z; we
are just interested in imposing a non-degeneracy condition on z. Therefore
we replace the second equation with the easier to compute

xJ2z̃, zy ´ 1 “ 0,

with z̃ a numerically determined approximation of z.
Replacing u in (4.10) by E`y ` az, we have

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

xJ2z̃, zy “ 1,

xiKpE`ỹ ` ãz̃q, pE`y ` azqy “ 0,

xiJpE`ỹ ` ãz̃q, pE`y ` azqy “ 0,

iJpE`y ` azq ` λ1λ2K4
pE`y ` azq

´λ1K2
pE`y ` azq ´ λ1iKppE`y ` azq ˚ pE`y ` azqq “ 0.

(4.16)

We add the equations (4.13) and (4.14) and use this information on y to
simplify the terms involving only y in the last equation. Concerning the
phase condition in time, we recall that y is time-independent, therefore Jy “
0. Following a division by a, the problem then becomes

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

xJ2z̃, zy ´ 1 “ 0,

xiKỹ, yy` “ 0,

xiKpE`ỹ ` ãz̃q, zy “ 0,

xiJ z̃, zy “ 0,

λ2K4y ´K2y ´ iKpy ˚ yq “ 0,

iJz ` λ1λ2K4z ´ λ1K2z ´ λ1iKp2E`y ˚ z ` az ˚ zq “ 0.

(4.17)

Remark 4.2.3. The equation xiKpE`ỹ ` ãz̃q, zy “ 0 is not the only choice
for the phase condition on z. Other choices are possible, such as setting
xiKz̃, zy “ 0. In particular, the choice made in this paper is unfit in case
y is space-independent, because in that case the equation would be trivially
satisfied at the bifurcation point. In the case at hand, y is space-dependent,
hence the stated condition is appropriate.
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Let x̂ “ pλ̂1, λ̂2, â, ŷ, ẑq be a numerical approximation of the solution
of (4.17), with ŷ and ẑ having just a finite number of non-zero Fourier
coefficients. We use the numerical approximation to fix the phase conditions.
Then the problem we want to solve is

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

Gx̂pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

xJ2ẑ, zy ´ 1

xiKŷ, yy`
xiKpE`ŷ ` âẑq, zy

xiJ ẑ, zy

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

“ 0,

F pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq “

˜

F1pλ2, yq

F2pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq

¸

“ 0.

(4.18)

Here we also divide the problem into a linear problem Gx̂, where we em-
phasize the dependency on the numerical approximation, and a non-linear
problem F , with F1 as defined in (4.13) and

F2pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq
def
“ iJz ` λ1λ2K4z ´ λ1K2z ´ λ1iKp2E`y ˚ z ` az ˚ zq.

We will at times use the notation pF1qk and pF2qjk to indicate the k-th
and pj, kq-th Fourier coefficients of F1pxq and F2pxq respectively, where the
argument will be clear from context.

The set of variables for (4.18) has the form pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq with λ1, λ2, a P
C, y P `1ν2

and z P L1
ν . The full space of variables is thus

X
def
“ C3 ˆ `1ν2

ˆ L1
ν , (4.19)

with the product norm

}x} “ }pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq}
def
“ maxt|λ1|, |λ2|, |a|, }y}`1ν2

, }z}L1
ν
u.

At times, we will also use the so-called component norm

}x}c
def
“ pmaxt|λ1|, |λ2|, |a|u, }y}`1ν2

, }z}L1
ν
q P R3. (4.20)

Definition 4.2.4. The conjugate x˚ of x P X is defined by

x˚
def
“ pλ̄1, λ̄2, ā, y

˚, z˚q,

with the conjugate of y and z defined by

y˚k
def
“ ȳ´k, k P Z,

z˚jk
def
“ z̄´j´k, j, k P Z.

Let Y be a space on which conjugate symmetry is defined, such as X, `1ν2
,

or L1
ν . Then the subspace of conjugate symmetric elements is

SpY q def
“ tx P Y : x “ x˚u.
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Definition 4.2.5. A map T : X Ñ X is said to preserve conjugate symme-
try if T pSpXqq Ď SpXq.

For ν1 ă ν, we have
ˆ

Gx̂

F

˙

: C3 ˆ `1ν2
ˆ L1

ν Ñ C4 ˆ `1ν12 ˆ L
1
ν1

pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq ÞÑ pv1, y1, z1q.

Furthermore pF1qk and pF2qjk are trivially zero for k “ 0 and pj, kq “ p0, 0q,
that is y10 “ 0 and z100 “ 0. Therefore we can concatenate a projection

Π̃ : Cn ˆ `1ν12 ˆ L
1
ν1 Ñ Cn´2 ˆ `1ν12 ˆ L

1
ν1

pv1, y1, z1q ÞÑ pv2, y2, z2q

with v2i “ v1i for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 2 and

y2k “

#

v1n´1 if k “ 0,

y1k if k ‰ 0,
and z2jk “

#

v1n if pj, kq “ p0, 0q,
z1jk if pj, kq ‰ p0, 0q.

In this way we remove the trivial identities from the formulation and arrive
at

H x̂pxq
def
“ Π̃

ˆ

Gx̂

F

˙

pxq “ 0, (4.21)

which generically has a one-dimensional solution set.
Let x “ pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq P X and w “ pβ1, β2, b, r, sq P X, then we extend

the notation x¨, ¨y to X by defining

xx,wy
def
“ λ1β1 ` λ2β2 ` ab` xy, ry` ` xz, sy.

In the following, we will assume to have computed two numerical solu-
tions x̂0 “ pλ̂10, λ̂20, â0, ŷ0, ẑ0q P SpXq and x̂1 “ pλ̂11, λ̂21, â1, ŷ1, ẑ1q P SpXq
of (4.18). Assuming the two numerical solutions are close to each other,
i.e. }x̂0 ´ x̂1} ! 1, it is reasonable to expect that the segment connecting
them is an approximation of a nearby solution branch. To construct a one-
to-one correspondence between the point on the segment rx̂0, x̂1s and the
solution branch xpsq, s P r0, 1s, we follow [20] and add to (4.18) the so-called
continuation equation

Espxq “ xx, qsy ´ cs, (4.22)

where

qs “ q0 ` spq1 ´ q0q, and cs “ c0 ` spc1 ´ c0q,
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with

qs “ pvs ` v
˚
s q{2, and cs “ xx̂s, qsy, for s “ 0, 1, (4.23)

where vs is approximately in kerpDH x̂spx̂sqq, with H x̂spxq defined in (4.21).
Furthermore, we assume qs, for s “ 0, 1, has finitely many non-zero Fourier
coefficients, as do x̂0 and x̂1. The continuation problem is then

Hspλ1, λ2, a, y, zq “ Π̃

¨

˝

Espλ1, λ2, a, y, zq
Gx̂spλ1, λ2, a, y, zq
F pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq

˛

‚. (4.24)

Remark 4.2.6. It follows from the definition of Hs in (4.24), that

Hspx
˚q “ Hspxq

˚,

where the codomain of Hs is X 1 “ C3 ˆ `1ν12
ˆL1

ν1 for ν
1 ă ν. Therefore, Hs

preserves conjugate symmetry.

We are interested in solving the continuation problem

Hs : X Ñ X 1, Hspxq “ 0 @s P r0, 1s. (4.25)

Remark 4.2.7. A solution branch xpsq of (4.25) goes through a Hopf bi-
furcation if there exists s˚, s0 and s1 such that s˚ P ps0, s1q, aps˚q “ 0 and
apsq ‰ 0 for s P rs0, s1szts

˚u. The second statement guarantees that the
time-dependent term az does not vanish along the rest of the branch.

By continuity of apsq, if it holds that aps0q ¨ aps1q ă 0 then there exists
a s˚ P ps0, s1q such that aps˚q “ 0. We are thus left with proving that
apsq changes sign along the validated solution branch and a1ps˚q ‰ 0, in
order to prove the existence of a Hopf bifurcation of the Kuramoto-Sivshinsky
equation.

Remark 4.2.8. We can choose the continuation equation (4.22) conve-
niently to simplify the verification in Remark 4.2.7. Indeed, the choice

qs “ p0, 0, 1, 0, 0q P X and cs “ âs

in essence turns the general (pseudo-arclength) continuation into parameter
continuation with respect to a. In this case, if the validation succeeds we
immediately conclude that a1psq ‰ 0, provided â0 ‰ â1. As a consequence, if
we can prove that apsq changes sign along the validated curve of solutions,
Remark 4.2.7 implies the existence of a Hopf bifurcation.
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4.3 The radii polynomial approach

For the parameter dependent zero finding problem (4.25), we aim to validate
the segment between the two numerical solutions x̂0 and x̂1. The numerical
solutions are such that

Hspx̂sq « 0, x̂s P SpXq for s “ 0, 1.

For s P r0, 1s, we introduce the notation

x̂s “ x̂0 ` spx̂1 ´ x̂0q.

Following [20], we transform the zero finding problem (4.25) into a pa-
rameter dependent fixed point problem

Tspxq “ x,

with s P r0, 1s and Ts the Newton-Kantorovich operator defined by

Ts : X Ñ X (4.26)
x ÞÑ x´AsHspxq, (4.27)

where As is an approximation of DHspx̂sq
´1 for all s in r0, 1s. The lin-

ear operator As will be constructed in Section 4.6 satisfying the following
conditions:

AsHspxq P X for x P X
As is injective for all s P r0, 1s.

(4.28)

In order to prove that Ts is a contraction in a neighborhood of x̂s, we
first introduce

Brpxq
def
“ ty P X : }y ´ x}X ď ru .

To prove that Ts is a contraction in Brpx̂sq for some r, we have to determine
the bounds

Ys ě max
sPr0,1s

}Tspx̂sq ´ x̂s}X , (4.29)

and
Zsprq ě max

sPr0,1s
sup

b,cPB1p0qĂX

}DTspx̂s ` rbqrc}X . (4.30)

With Ys and Zsprq computed rigorously, we can then apply the following
theorem and validate our numerical approximations.
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Theorem 4.3.1. Let As satisfy the condition (4.28), let Ts : X Ñ X be
defined as in (4.26), let Ys and Zsprq be defined as in (4.29) and (4.30)
respectively. Let the radii polynomial be defined as

pprq
def
“ Ys ` Zsprq ´ r.

If there exists 0 ă r˚ P R such that ppr˚q ă 0 then there exists a continuous
curve txpsqusPr0,1s Ă X such that xpsq P Br˚px̂sq and Hspxpsqq “ 0 for all
s P r0, 1s. Furthermore, if x̂s, qs P SpXq, then xpsq P SpXq.

Proof. The first part of this Theorem has been presented and proven in many
contexts, such as in [20] and [74].

The symmetry argument follows from the following considerations. Thanks
to the injectivity of As, Tspxpsqq “ xpsq implies Hspxpsqq “ 0. We have
Hspxpsqq

˚ “ Hspxpsq
˚q “ 0 and thus Tspxpsq˚q “ xpsq˚. Since x̂s P

SpXq, the ball Br˚px̂q is invariant under conjugate symmetry, hence xpsq˚ P
Br˚px̂q. Due to uniqueness of the fixed point of Ts in Br˚px̂q, we conclude
that xpsq˚ “ xpsq P SpXq.

If the continuation equation is chosen as in Remark 4.2.8, the solution
curve txpsqusPr0,1s Ă X is smooth.

4.4 Linear operators

4.4.1 Operators on X

For simplicity, we introduce the notation X “ X1 ˆX2 ˆX3, where X1 “

C3, X2 “ `1ν2
, X3 “ L1

ν . Let B P BpX,Xq,

B : X Ñ X

x “ pa, b, cq ÞÑ Bx “ pa1, b1, c1q,

which we can write as
¨

˝

a1

b1

c1

˛

‚“

¨

˝

B11 B12 B13

B21 B22 B23

B31 B32 B33

˛

‚

¨

˝

a
b
c

˛

‚ (4.31)

with
Bij P BpXi, Xjq.

We denote by } ¨ }ij the operator norm induced by the norms on Xi and Xj .
In particular, all the operator norms here introduced have a simple explicit
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form or bound:

}B11}11 “ max
n“1,2,3

ÿ

m“1,2,3

|Bnm|,

}B12}12 “ max
n“1,2,3

sup
kPZ

ν´|k||Bnk|,

}B13}13 “ max
n“1,2,3

sup
pj,kqPZ2

ν´|k|´|j||Bnk|,

}B21}21 ď
ÿ

m“1,2,3

ÿ

kPZ
ν|k||Bkm|,

}B22}22 “ sup
k1PZ

ν
´|k1|

2

ÿ

kPZ
ν
|k|
2 |Bkk1

| (4.32)

}B31}31 ď
ÿ

m“1,2,3

ÿ

pj,kqPZ2

ν|k|`|j||Bjkm|

}B32}32 “ sup
k1PZ

ν
´|k1|

2

ÿ

j,kPZ
ν
|j|
1 ν

|k|
2 |Bjkk1

|

}B33}33 “ sup
j1,k1PZ

ν
´|j1|
1 ν

´|k1|

2

ÿ

j,kPZ
ν
|j|
1 ν

|k|
2 |Bjj1kk1

|,

norm } ¨ }23 is not presented because it is never used in this paper.
On BpX,X 1q, we introduce the component norm

}B}c “

¨

˝

}B11}11 }B12}12 }B13}13

}B21}21 }B22}22 }B23}23

}B31}31 }B32}32 }B33}33

˛

‚P R3ˆ3.

By the definition of operator norm on the space X, it holds

}B} “ max
j“1,...,3

ÿ

i“1,...,3

}Bij}ij . (4.33)

4.4.2 Convolution operators on `1ν2 and L
1
ν

Let us consider u, an element of `1ν2
. We introduce the convolution operator

as the operator C`
1
ν2 : `1ν2

Ñ Bp`1ν2
, `1ν2

q that satisfies

C`
1
ν2 puqw “ u ˚ w for all u,w P `1ν2

. (4.34)

By the definition of convolution, it follows that, for u “ pukqkPZ P `1ν2
, the

matrix representation of C`
1
ν2 is

C`
1
ν2 puqk1k2

“ uk1´k2
.
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It follows from the Banach algebra property that

}C`
1
ν2 puq}Bp`1ν2 ,`

1
ν2
q “ }u}`1ν2

. (4.35)

Following the same structure in L1
ν , we introduce the convolution oper-

ator CL1
ν : L1

ν Ñ BpL1
ν ,L1

νq such that

CL1
ν puqw “ u ˚ w for all u,w P L1

ν . (4.36)

By the definition of convolution, the matrix representation of CL1
ν puq is

CL1
ν puqj1j2k1k2

“ uj1´j2k1´k2
,

and it follows from the Banach algebra property that

}CL1
ν puq}BpL1

ν ,L1
νq
“ }u}L1

ν
. (4.37)

4.4.3 Finite dimensional projection
In order to study a finite dimensional subset of X, we define for any K “

pM,Nq P N2 the finite set of indices smaller than K as

FK “ FpM,Nq “ tpj, kq P Z2 | |j| ďM, |k| ď Nu. (4.38)

The projection on the first K “ pM,Nq P N2 modes is defined as

ΠpKq : X “ C3 ˆ `1ν2
ˆ L1

ν Ñ X (4.39)

x “ pa, b, cq ÞÑ ΠpKqx “ pa,Π
pKq
1 b,Π

pKq
2 cq

with

pΠ
pKq
1 bqk “

#

bk if |k| ď N,

0 if |k| ą N,
(4.40)

and

pΠ
pKq
2 cqjk “

#

cjk if pj, kq P FpM,Nq,

0 if pj, kq R FpM,Nq.
(4.41)

If x “ ΠpKqx P X, we say that x has at most K non-zero modes, and
similarly for b “ Π

pKq
1 b P `1ν2

and c “ Π
pKq
2 c P L1

ν . The complementary
projection on the infinite tail is given by

Π8pKqx “ x´ΠpKqx, (4.42)
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where the notation is meant to indicate the projection from the pK ` 1q-
th mode onwards. There is a natural correspondence between Π

pKq
1 `1ν2

and
C2N`1, wich we denote by the truncation operator

τ
pKq
1 : `1ν2

Ñ C2N`1, (4.43)
b ÞÑ pbkqk“´N,...,N , (4.44)

as well as between Π
pKq
2 L1

ν and Cp2M`1qˆp2N`1q, which we indicate by

τ
pKq
2 : L1

ν Ñ Cp2M`1qˆp2N`1q, (4.45)
c ÞÑ pcjkqpj,kqPFK . (4.46)

We introduce the notation for truncation in X as

τ pKq : X Ñ C3 ˆ C2N`1 ˆ Cp2M`1qˆp2N`1q (4.47)

x “ pa, b, cq ÞÑ τ pKqx “ pa, τ
pKq
1 b, τ

pKq
2 cq. (4.48)

Its corresponding inverse is denoted by

E : C3 ˆ C2N`1 ˆ Cp2M`1qˆp2N`1q Ñ ΠpKqX.

Definition 4.4.1. A P BpX,Xq is a finite linear operator of center dimen-
sions K1 and K2 if

Ax “ ΠpK1qpAΠpK2qxq, for all x P X.

If K1 “ K2 “ K, we say that A has center dimension K.

Remark 4.4.2. A finite linear operator A P BpX,Xq of center dimensions
K1 “ pM1, N1q and K2 “ pM2, N2q can be represented by a complex matrix
of dimension p3`p2N2`1q`p2M2`1qp2N2`1qqˆp3`p2N1`1q`p2M1`

1qp2N1 ` 1qq.

A class of operators we will be working with extensively is the class
of eventually diagonal operators in X. It is an extention of the definition
provided in [20] for eventually diagonal operators in `1ν .

Definition 4.4.3. Let A : X Ñ X be a linear operator. A is eventually
diagonal of center dimension K if it can be decomposed into AF and AI

such that
Ax “ AFx`AIΠ8pKqy

with AI a diagonal operator and AF a finite linear operator of center dimen-
sion K. The same definition applies for A : `1ν Ñ `1ν and A : L1

ν Ñ L1
ν .
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Lemma 4.4.4. If A is eventually diagonal,

}Aij}ij ď maxt}AFij}ij , }A
I
ij}iju,

for i, j “ 1, 2, 3.

Proof. Let A “ AI ` AF be an eventually diagonal operator of center di-
mension K “ pM,Nq. For i ‰ j, AIij “ 0, and AI11 “ 0, hence we are left to
compute }A22}22 and }A33}33. By the definition of the norms in (4.32), we
have

}A22}22 “ sup
k2PZ

ν
´|k2|

2

ÿ

k1PZ
ν
|k1|

2 |pA22qk1k2

“ maxt sup
|k2|ďN

ν
´|k2|

2

ÿ

k1PZ
ν
|k1|

2 |pA22qk1k2 |,

sup
|k2|ąN

ν
´|k2|

2

ÿ

k1PZ
ν
|k1|

2 |pA22qk1k2
|u

“ maxt sup
|k2|ďN

ν
´|k2|

2

ÿ

k1PZ
ν
|k1|

2 |pAF22qk1k2
, sup
|k2|ąN

|pAI22qk1k1
|u

“ maxt}AF22}22, }A
I
22}22u.

The same approach can be applied to A33, thus concluding the proof.

Remark 4.4.5. The product of two eventually diagonal operators of center
dimensions K1 and K2, respectively, is an eventually diagonal operator of
center dimension

K “ maxtK1,K2u.

The operator A introduced in Section 4.3 will be constructed to be an
eventually diagonal operator. We therefore want to study this type of oper-
ators a little more in depth.

Remark 4.4.6. Let x “ ΠpK
1
qx, x P X, and let A be an eventually diagonal

operator of center dimension K, then

Ax “ ΠpK̃qpAxq,

with
K̃ “ maxpK,K 1q.

Another case in which it is easy to compute the number of non-zero
modes is when we are considering convolutions.
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Lemma 4.4.7. Let x “ Π
pK1q

2 x and v “ Π
pK2q

2 v then

x ˚ v “ Π
pK1`K2q

2 px ˚ vq.

The same holds in `1ν2
.

We also introduce the definition of a K-diagonal operator.

Definition 4.4.8. B : X Ñ X is called a K-diagonal operator on X if

By “ ΠpK`K
1
qpByq

for all y P X such that y “ ΠpK
1
qy.

Similarly, if B : L1
ν Ñ L1

ν and By “ Π
pK`K1q
2 pByq for any y P L1

ν with
K 1 non-zero modes, then B is a K-diagonal operator in L1

ν , and the same
definition can be applied to operators on `1ν2

.

Remark 4.4.9. It is obvious by the definition that diagonal operators are 1-
diagonal operators. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.4.7, the convolution operators
associated to y P `1ν2

and z P L1
ν with K non-zero modes are K-diagonal.

Lemma 4.4.10. B is a K-diagonal operator in L1
ν if and only if its matrix

representation B is such that Bjj1kk1
“ 0 if pj´ j1, k´ k1q R FK . A similar

statement holds in `1ν2
.

Lemma 4.4.11. Let K “ pM,Nq P N2, and let B : X Ñ X be a K-diagonal
linear operator. Then B22 : `1ν2

Ñ `1ν2
is a K-diagonal linear operator and

so is B33 : L1
ν Ñ L1

ν . For B32 : `1ν2
Ñ L1

ν , its matrix representation B32 is
such that pB32qjkk1

“ 0 if |k ´ k1| ą N .

We do not discuss B23 because vanishes for all the operators treated in
this paper.

Theorem 4.4.12. Let A : X Ñ X be a finite dimensional operator of center
dimension K1 “ pM1, N1q and K2 “ pM2, N2q. Let B : X Ñ X be a K̃-
diagonal operator. Then the operator product AB is a finite dimensional
operator of center dimension K1 and K2 ` K̃.

Proof. The proof will be carried out for A1 “ A22 and B1 “ B22, but its
extension to the whole of X follows the same reasoning.

By definition of the operator product, it holds that

pA1B1qk1k2
“

ÿ

k3PZ
A1k1k3

B1k3k2
.
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The assumptions imply that A1k1k3
“ 0 if k1 ą N1 or k3 ą N1. Furthermore,

B1k3k2
“ 0 if |k3 ´ k2| ą Ñ . Hence, we can rewrite

pA1B1qk1k2 “
ÿ

k3PI

A1k1k3
B1k3k2

,

with
I “ tk2 ´ Ñ , . . . , k2 ` Ñu X t´N2, . . . , N2u.

The set I is non-empty only if |k2| ď N2` Ñ . This concludes the proof.

Corollary 4.4.13. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4.12, we have

AB “ ΠpK1qAΠpK2qB “ ΠpK1qAΠpK2qBΠpK2`K̃q.

Hence, the operator norm }AB} is explicitely computable, since it depends
on just a finite number of indices of the matrix representation of B, namely
on ΠpK2qBΠpK2`K̃q.

4.5 Construction of the operator As

In this Section, we construct the operator As needed for the application of
the radii polynomial approach to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky PDE given by
(4.24). We consider the segment

x̂s “ Ex̂0 ` spEx̂1 ´ Ex̂0q,

where x̂0, x̂1 P τ
pKqSpXq are the two numerical approximate solutions of

(4.24) already introduced at the end of Section 4.2.
The radii polynomial approach to the validation of a branch relies strongly

on finding a reasonably good approximation As of the inverse of DHspx̂sq.
To construct As, we will introduce the linear operator A:s, an approximation
of DHspx̂sq. First, let us compute explicitely

DHspxq “

Π̃

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

Dpλ1,λ2,aq

ˆ

Espxq
Gpxq

˙

Dy

ˆ

Espxq
Gpxq

˙

Dz

ˆ

Espxq
Gpxq

˙

Dpλ1,λ2,aqF1pxq λ2K4
´K2

´ 2iKC`
1
ν2 pyq 0

Dpλ1,λ2,aqF2pxq ´2λ1iKCL1
ν pzqE`

iJ`λ1λ2K4
´λ1K2

´2λ1iKCL1
ν pE`y`azq

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

.

(4.49)
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with

Dpλ1,λ2,aqF1pxq “
`

0 K4y 0
˘

,

Dpλ1,λ2,aqF2pxq “
´

pλ2K4
´K2

qz
´iKp2z˚E`y`apz˚zqq

λ1K4z ´λ1iKpz ˚ zq
¯

,

We define
Ĥspxq

def
“ τ pKqHspτ

pKqxq,

which can be interpreted as a map from C3`p2N`1q`p2N`1qp2M`1q to itself,
and we have

DĤspxq “ τ pKqDHspτ
pKqxqτ pKq, (4.50)

which can be represented by a complex square matrix of dimensions p3 `
p2N ` 1q ` p2N ` 1qp2M ` 1qq.

We construct the dependence of A:s on s to be linear:

A:s “ A:0 ` spA
:
1 ´A

:
0q,

where we define A:s as

A:s “ EDĤspx̂sq `A
:I
s , for s “ 0, 1,

with A:Is the tail operator

A:Is “

¨

˝

0 0 0

0 λ̂2sK4
´K2 0

0 0 iJ ` λ̂1sλ̂2sK4
´ λ̂1sK2

˛

‚Π8pKq.

For the approximate inverse As of A:s, we set

As “ A0 ` spA1 ´A0q,

and
As “ AFs `A

I
s , for s “ 0, 1,

with
AFs “ EQsτ

pKq, for s “ 0, 1,

where Qs is an approximate numerical inverse of the matrix representation
of DĤspτ

pKqxsq, a complex square matrix of dimension p3`p2N`1q`p2N`
1qp2M ` 1qq. The diagonal operators are defined as

AIs “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 AIs1 0
0 0 AIs2

˛

‚Π8pKq, (4.51)
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with
AIs1 “ pλ̂2sK4

´K2
q´1

and
AIs2 “ piJ ` λ̂1sλ̂2sK4

´ λ̂1sK2
q´1

where the inverse here is interpreted elementwise, that is, for pj, kq R FK ,

pAIs1yqk “
yk

λ̂2sk4 ´ k2
,

and
pAIs2zqjk “

zjk

ij ` λ̂1sλ̂2sk4 ´ λ̂1sk2
.

In Equation (4.28), we stated two conditions which As needs to satisfy.
First, we require that AsHspxq P X for all x P X. Although Hspxq is not in
X due to the unboundedness of the operators J and K, this is counteracted
by the action of the tail of As, hence AsHspxq P X.

The second condition is that As is injective. This condition is proven
a posteriori by the radii polynomial approach. Indeed, if the validation
succeeds, it holds that 1 ą Zprq ě supsPr0,1s }I´AsA

:
s}, thus As is surjective

for all s P r0, 1s. We also know that As is eventually diagonal for all s, that is
As “ AFs `A

I
s. By surjectivity of As, we deduce surjectivity of AFs , and since

AFs is finite dimensional, surjectivity implies injectivity. Finally injectivity
of AIs follows from the nontrivially of the elements on its diagonal.

Remark 4.5.1. The elements on the diagonal are nontrivial if λ̂2sk
4´k2 ‰

0 for all |k| ą N . Thus we impose

N2 ą maxtλ̂´1
20 , λ̂

´1
21 u.

4.6 Bounds for the norm of eventually diagonal
operators

This section is devoted to bound the norm of some eventually diagonal op-
erators, where we add some constraint on the diagonal part of the operator.
Let P be an eventually diagonal operator in BpL1

ν ,L1
νq of center dimension

K “ pM,Nq P N2, then it has the form

P : L1
ν Ñ L1

ν

u ÞÑ P : pPuqjk “

#

EpBτK2 uqjk for pj, kq P FK ,

ppj, kqujk otherwise,
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for a function p and a matrix B P Cp2M`1qp2N`1qˆp2M`1qp2N`1q, applying
Remark 4.4.2. In this section we will study the norm of P when p is a
rational polynomial of the form

ppj, kq “
qpj, kq

ppj, kq
“

q1pjq ` q2pkq

ip1pjq ` p2pkq
,

with p1pjq and p2pkq real-valued polynomials and q1pjq and q2pkq complex
polynomials. If there is any constant term in q, it will be assigned to q2.

It holds, by Lemma (4.4.4) and by the definition of the operator norm
on L1

ν , (4.32), that

}P } “ maxt}B}, sup
pj,kqRFK

|ppj, kq|u.

Remark 4.6.1. The bound on suppj,kqRFK |ppj, kq| can be finite only if the
order of qi is smaller or equal to the order of pi, for i “ 1, 2.

To simplify the presentation, we will further restrict ourselves to

p1pjq “ j.

Most results presented can be easily generalised to any real polynomial p1pjq,
but it will not be done here.

By the triangle inequality

sup
pj,kqRFK

|ppj, kq| ď sup
pj,kqRFK

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q1pjq

ij ` p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

` sup
pj,kqRFK

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

ij ` p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(4.52)

We will consider the two fractions separately. With the restrictions imposed
on q1, we have

q1pjq “ c1j.

Therefore the first fraction is bounded trivially by |c1|.

Remark 4.6.2. If there exists a pj˚, k˚q R FK such that ppj˚, k˚q “ 0, then
the norm of P is infinite. Obviously, j˚ “ 0, hence in the following we want
to ensure that there is no k˚ P N, such that |k˚| ą N and pp0, k˚q “ 0. This
is incorporated in the definition of QN below in (4.57), which will simply be
infinity if this is violated.

For the second bound, we remark that, for fixed k,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq
ij`ppkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
decreases if

|j| increases, hence

sup
pj,kqRFK

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

ij ` p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď max

#

max
|j|“M`1,|k|ďN`1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

ij ` p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

, sup
|k|ąN

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

+

.

(4.53)
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The first maximum of (4.53) is taken over a finite set. Therefore it is directly
computable. The supremum, on the other hand, is computed over an infinite
set and requires a more refined approach.

We want to bound
sup
|k|ąN

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(4.54)

with a finite number of computations. As a first step, we construct k11 P N
as the integer upper bound of all vertical asymptotes, satisfying

p2pxq ‰ 0 for all |x| ą k11, (4.55)

and an integer upper bound k12 on all local maxima and minima, satisfying

q12pxqp2pxq ´ p
1
2pxqq2pxq “ 0 for all |x| ą k12. (4.56)

We use the minimum of Lagrange’s and Cauchy’s bounds, which provide
explicit finite bounds on roots of polynomials. Then we set k1 “ maxtk11, k

1
2u.

It then holds that (4.54) is bounded by

QN
def
“ max

"

lim
kÑ˘8

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

, max
|k|ąN,|k|ďk1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq

p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pN ` 1q

p2pN ` 1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2p´N ´ 1q

p2p´N ´ 1q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

*

.

(4.57)

The limit limkÑ˘8

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2pkq
p2pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
is trivial to be determined and is non-zero only if

q2 and p2 have the same polynomial order.

4.7 Single solution bounds for radii polynomial

For ease of exposition, we will first treat the case of a single solution, i.e. we
construct the bounds for the radii polynomials for x̂ “ x̂s solution of Hs for
s “ 0, 1. This may also be interpreted as finding the bounds required for the
s-independent version of Theorem 4.3.1, i.e., the case where x̂0 “ x̂1 and
q̂0 “ q̂1. We note that althought the arguments below are self-contained,
some additional details can be found in [66].

4.7.1 Y bound
The Y bound is an upper bound to

}T px̂q ´ x̂}X “ }AHpx̂q}X .
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By construction, x̂ has K non-zero modes. Furthermore, F1 and F2 are the
sum of linear terms and second order convolutions. Thus Fipx̂q “ Π

p2Kq
i Fipx̂q

for i “ 1, 2, and as a consequence Hpx̂q “ Πp2KqHpx̂q. We know that A is
eventually diagonal and Remark 4.4.6 can be applied. Therefore AHpx̂q has
2K non-zero modes and can be computed with interval arithmetic. Thus,
its norm can be computed directly.

4.7.2 Z bound
The Z bound presented in (4.30) can be split into three parts by considering

DT px̂` rbqrc “
“

pI ´AA:q `ApA: ´DHpx̂qq

`ApDHpx̂q ´DHpx̂` rbqqs rc,

and computing their bounds separately. We can write

Zprq “ Z0r ` Z1r ` Z2prqr (4.58)

with
Z0 ě }I ´AA

:}BpX,Xq, (4.59)

Z1 ě }ApA
: ´DHpx̂qq}BpX,Xq, (4.60)

and
Z2prq ě }ApDHpx̂q ´DHpx̂` rbqq}BpX,Xq, (4.61)

where I P BpX,Xq is the identity operator. In the following, we will split
the computation of the Z into the computation of Z0, Z1 and Z2prq.

4.7.3 Z0 bound

In the case at hand, the Z0 bound is fairly simple, because A and A: are
eventually diagonal operators of center dimension K. Thus, applying the
triangle inequality we have

}I´AA:}BpX,Xq “ }IΠ8pKq´A
IA:IΠ8pKq}BpX,Xq`}IΠpKq´AFA:F }BpX,Xq.

We remark that, by definition, the tails of the operator A and A: are exact
inverses of one another. Therefore, the tail of AIA:I is the identity, and the
first norm is zero.

We are left to compute

}IΠpKq ´AFA:F }BpX,Xq.

The matrix representations of AF and A:F are known and finite. Hence we
can compute this norm applying Equation (4.33) and the definition of the
operator norms in (4.32).
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4.7.4 Z1 bound

In the computation of the Z1 bound, the subtraction A: ´DHpx̂q gives an
operator where most terms cancel and which acts as a convolution. We can
represent it as

B “ A: ´DHpx̂q

“

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 Kb22 0

Kb31 Kb32 Kb33

˛

‚´ΠpKq

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 Kb22 0

Kb31 Kb32 Kb33

˛

‚ΠpKq, (4.62)

with

b22 “ 2iC`
1
ν2 pŷq,

b31 “

”

ip2ẑ ˚ E`ŷ ` âpẑ ˚ ẑqq, 0, λ̂1ipẑ ˚ ẑq
ı

,

b32 “ 2λ̂1iCL1
ν pẑqE`,

b33 “ 2λ̂1iCL1
ν pE`ŷ ` âẑq,

where, by an abuse of notation,

Kb31 “ K
”

ip2ẑ ˚ E`ŷ ` âpẑ ˚ ẑqq, 0, λ̂1ipẑ ˚ ẑq
ı

“

”

Kip2ẑ ˚ E`ŷ ` âpẑ ˚ ẑqq, 0, Kλ̂1ipẑ ˚ ẑq
ı

.

Remark 4.7.1. In the second block-row of B the row corresponding to k “
0, which was “redefined” through Π̃ to correspond to Gx̂3 rather than pF1q0,
vanishes. Similar considerations hold for the the row corresponding to j “
k “ 0 in the third block-row of B. Hence the compact notation in (7.5) may
be used without including the projection Π̃. In the same way, in the rest of
the paper, when the rows correponding to k “ 0 and j “ k “ 0 vanish, we
drop the use of the projection Π̃, such as in Equation (4.63) as well as for
higher derivatives of H.

We decompose

ApA: ´DHpx̂qq “ AF pA: ´DHpx̂qq `AIpA: ´DHpx̂qq,

and

}ApA: ´DHpx̂q} ď }AF pA: ´DHpx̂qq} ` }AIpA: ´DHpx̂q}.

The first term has a finite number of non-zero elements, by Theorem 4.4.12.
The norm can therefore be computed explicitely. The second term can be
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handled by computing explicitely the product AIB with the help of the two
notations introduced in (4.51) and (4.62). Then we have

AIB “
¨

˝

0 0 0
0 AI1Kb22 0

AI2Kb31 AI2Kb32 AI2Kb33

˛

‚´ΠpKq

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 AI1Kb22 0

AI2Kb31 AI2Kb32 AI2Kb33

˛

‚ΠpKq,

where the second operator vanishes, and it holds that

}AIB}c ď

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 }AI1K}22}b22}22 0

}AI2K}33}b31}31 }AI2K}33}b32}32 }AI2K}33}b33}33

˛

‚,

with the inequality interpreted elementwise. Using Equations (4.35) and
(4.37), we obtain

}b22}22 ď 2}ŷ}`1ν2
,

}b31}31 ď maxt}2ẑ ˚ E`ŷ ` âpẑ ˚ ẑq}L1
ν
, 0, |λ̂1|}ẑ ˚ ẑ}L1

ν
u,

}b32}32 ď 2|λ̂1|}ẑ}L1
ν
,

}b33}33 ď 2|λ̂1|}E`ŷ ` âẑ}L1
ν
,

and }AIiK} for i “ 0, 1 can be computed with (4.57).

4.7.5 Z2 bound
Following the approach already presented in [74], for the computation of
Z2prq we can apply the mean value theorem. We introduce R, an a priori
bound on the validation radius r˚, and we obtain

}ApDHpx̂q ´DHpx̂` rbqq}BpX,Xq ď sup
b,cPB1p0q

}AD2Hpx̂`Rbqc}BpX,Xq.

The major difference with respect to [74] is that in the case at hand the norm
of D2Hpx̂`Rbq is not finite because it includes spatial derivative operators.
Therefore, in this case the multiplication with A plays a key role in keeping
the Z2prq bound finite.

We start by computing D2H explicitely, using the notation introduced
in (4.31). We compute it at a point x “ pλ1, λ2, a, y, zq and apply it to
w “ pβ1, β2, b, r, sq P X:

D2Hpxqw “

¨

˝

0 0 0
d21px,wq d22px,wq 0
d31px,wq d32px,wq d33px,wq

˛

‚, (4.63)
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with

d21px,wq “ r0,K4r, 0s,

d22px,wq “ K4β2 ´ 2iKC`
1
ν2 prq,

d31px,wq “
“

d311px,wq,K4
pzβ1 ` λ1sq,´iKpβ1z ˚ z ` 2λ1z ˚ sq

‰

,

d311px,wq “ K4
pzβ2 ` λ2sq ´K2s

´ iKp2E`y ˚ s` 2z ˚ E`r ` bz ˚ z ` 2az ˚ sq,

d32px,wq “ ´2iKCL1
ν pλ1s` β1zqE`,

d33px,wq “ K4
pλ2β1 ` λ1β2q ´K2β1

´ 2iKCL1
ν pβ1E`y ` λ1E`r ` aβ1z ` λ1pbz ` asqq.

We notice that D2H is a 2K-diagonal operator since it is the product of
diagonal operators and convolution operators. All dnmpx,wq are of the form

dnmpx,wq “ Kdr1snmpx,wq `K2dr2snmpx,wq `K4dr4snmpx,wq, (4.64)

for n,m “ 1, . . . , 3.
We use the notation introduced in (4.31) to write

A “

¨

˝

A11 A12 A13

A21 A22 A23

A31 A32 A33

˛

‚.

With this notation, we can write

pAD2Hpx̂`Rbqcqim “
ÿ

n“1,...,3

Aindnmpx̂`Rb, cq,

and by the triangle inequality we can bound

}pAD2Hpx̂`Rbqcqim}im ď
ÿ

n“1,...,3

}Aindnmpx̂`Rb, cq}im.

With the notation introduced in (4.64) and applying again the triangle in-
equality, we have

}Aindnmpx̂`Rb, cq}im ď
ÿ

p“1,2,4

}|AinKp}in}drpsnmpx̂`Rb, cq}nm.

Since K is a diagonal operator, it holds that, by Lemma 4.4.4,

}AijKp}ij “ maxt}AFijΠ
pKqKp}ij , }AIijΠ

8
pKqK

p
}iju,
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where the first norm can be computed directly and the second can be es-
timated by applying the bounds from Section 4.6. The norms }drpsnmpx̂ `
Rb, cq}nm can be easily bounded for all n and m because they are sums and
products of scalars and convolution operators, hence (4.35) and (4.37) and
the bound }x`Rb}c ď }x}c `R suffice to bound these terms.

As an example we consider drps33 px,wq, wich we can write as

d
r1s
33 px,wq “ ´2iCL1

ν pβ1E`y ` λ1E`r ` aβ1z ` λ1pbz ` asqq,

d
r2s
33 px,wq “ ´β1,

d
r4s
33 px,wq “ λ2β1 ` λ1β2.

Using }x`Rb}c ď }x}c `R and }b}c ď 1, we obtain, for any }w}X ď 1,

}d
r1s
33 px`Rb,wq}33 ď 2

`

}y}` ` |λ1| ` 2R` p|a| `Rqp}z}L1
ν
`Rq

`p|λ1| `Rqp}z}L1
ν
` |a| ` 2Rq

˘

,

}d
r2s
33 px`Rb,wq}33 ď 1,

}d
r4s
33 px`Rb,wq}33 ď |λ2| ` |λ1| ` 2R.

The estimates of the other terms are treated in an analogous manner.

4.8 Bounds for segment validation

To compute the bounds introduced in Section 4.3 that include a maximum
over s P r0, 1s, we use the following theorem.

Theorem 4.8.1. Let f : r0, 1s ÞÑ C be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

|fpsq| ď maxt|fp0q|, |fp1q|u `
1

8
max
xPr0,1s

|f2pxq|. (4.65)

For the proof, we refer to [74]. We want to apply this Theorem to the
variety of cases at hand. The most general application is the following.

Lemma 4.8.2. Let i, j P t1, 2, 3u. For s P r0, 1s let Apsq : Xi Ñ Xj be a
family of bounded linear operators dependent on a parameter s, with matrix
representation Apsq “ pAk1k2

psqqk1PIi,k2PIj , with I1 and I2 the appropriate
set of indices for Xi and Xj respectively, that is I1 “ t1, 2, 3u, I2 “ Z, I3 “
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Z2. Then

max
sPr0,1s

}Apsq}ij ď
›

›pmaxt|Ak1k2p0q|, |Ak1k2p1q|uqk1PIi,k2PIj

›

›

ij
`

1

8

›

›

›

›

›

›

˜

sup
xPr0,1s

|A2k1k2
pxq|

¸

k1PIi,k2PIj

›

›

›

›

›

›

ij

,

provided the elementwise second derivatives A2k1k2
exists for all k1 P I1 and

k2 P I2 and the second term is finite.

For the proof, we refer to [74]. That proof is carried out on a different
space but the proof on X follows in the same way.

Considering the space X and the linear operator Bpsq : X Ñ X for
s P r0, 1s, using the notation (4.31), we have

max
sPr0,1s

}Bpsq}BpX,Xq ď max
j“1,...,3

ÿ

i“1,...,3

max
sPr0,1s

}Bijpsq}, (4.66)

and we can apply Lemma 4.8.2 to each Bij . Having already introduced the
operators A0 and A1, we introduce a notation for their difference:

A∆ “ A1 ´A0.

In general, the subscript ∆ will indicate the difference between the element
at hand at s “ 1 and s “ 0.

Remark 4.8.3. By construction, A∆ is an eventually diagonal operator of
center dimension K, hence A∆ “ AF∆ ` AI∆. The tail of A∆ is non-zero in
general, but applying the same notation as in (4.51), it is computable element
wise by

AI∆ “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 AI∆1 0
0 0 AI∆2

˛

‚Π8pKq. (4.67)

Here

AI∆1 “ P1p1q
´1 ´ P1p0q

´1 “
P1p0q ´ P1p1q

P1p0qP1p1q
,

and

AI∆2 “ P2p1q
´1 ´ P2p0q

´1 “
P2p0q ´ P2p1q

P2p0qP2p1q
,

with
P1psq

def
“ λ̂s2K4

´K2, for s “ 0, 1,
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and
P2psq

def
“ iJ ` λ̂s1λ̂s2K4

´ λ̂s1K2, for s “ 0, 1.

All inverses, fractions and multiplications are here intended elementwise,
because we are working with diagonal operators.

4.8.1 Y bound

In the continuation case, we want to compute Y such that

max
sPr0,1s

}AsHspx̂sq}X ď Y.

We denote AsHspx̂sq “ pg1psq, g2psq, g3psqq P X “ R3ˆ`1ν2
ˆL1

ν for s P r0, 1s.
In a similar way as in Theorem 4.8.2 it holds, for i “ 1, 2, 3, that

max
sPr0,1s

}gipsq}Xi ď
1

8

›

›

›

›

›

ˆ

max
sPr0,1s

ˇ

ˇg2kpsq
ˇ

ˇ

˙

kPIi

›

›

›

›

›

Xi

`

›

›pmax t|pgip0qqk|, |pgip1qqk|uqkPIi

›

›

Xi
.

(4.68)

Applying the approach presented Section 4.7.1 we can compute all nonvan-
ishing components of gip0q and gip1q, thus making the second term straight-
forward to bound explicitly. We are left with having to bound the second
order derivative. It holds, by linearity in s of x̂s and As, that

g2psq “ DsDspAsHspx̂sqq “ 2A∆DHpx̂sqx∆ `AsDsDsHpx̂sq

“ 2A∆DHpx̂sqx∆ `AsDDHpx̂sqx∆x∆.

By construction, x∆ P ΠpKqX, while DHpx̂sq acts on x∆ as a second
order convolution. Therefore DHpx̂sqx∆ P Πp2KqX. By Lemma 4.4.6,
thanks to A∆ being eventually diagonal of center dimension K, we find
that A∆DHpx̂sqx∆ P Πp2KqX. In the same way we can prove that

AsDDHpx̂sqx∆x∆ P Πp2KqX.

Thus, we can bound }DsDspAsHspx̂sqq}c by a computation where we replace
x̂s by the interval

xs “ x̂0 ` r0, 1s ¨ x∆, (4.69)

interpreted elementwise, and all the computations involving x̂s are performed
using interval arithmetic. Thus, both terms in (4.68) can be bounded ex-
plicitely.
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4.8.2 Z0 bound

Applying the splitting (4.58), the Z0 bound is such that

Z0 ě max
s
}I ´AsA

:
s}BpX,Xq.

Using the notation (4.31) we apply Lemma 4.8.2 to obtain, for i, j “ 1, 2, 3,

}pI ´AsA
:
sqij}ij ď

›

›

›

›

´

maxt|ppI ´A0A
:
0qijqk1k2 |, |ppI ´A1A

:
1qijqk1k2 |u

¯

k1PI1,k2PI2

›

›

›

›

ij

`
1

4

›

›

›

›

›

ˆ

sup
s
|pA∆A

:

∆qijqk1k2
|

˙

k1PI1,k2PI2

›

›

›

›

›

ij

.

The first term is the elementwise maximum over I´A0A
:
0 and I´A1A

:
1.

We computed these terms and their norm separately in Section 4.7.3. Here
we simply need to take the elementwise maximum of their absolute values
before taking the norm, but it is otherwise a straightforward extension of the
computation in Section 4.7.3. We are left to compute }pA∆A

:

∆qij}ij , where
the maximum over s is dropped, because the argument does not depend on
s. The product A∆A

:

∆ is the product of two eventually diagonal operator
of center dimension K, thus it is again an eventually diagonal operator of
center dimension K. It then holds that

}I ´A∆A
:

∆} ď maxt}ΠpKq ´AF∆A
:F
∆ }, }Π

8
pKq ´A

I
∆A

:I
∆ }u

The norm of the finite center can be computed directly, hence we will con-
centrate on the bound of the tail operator.

Let us recall, from the definitions of Ai and A
:

i , with i “ 0, 1, that

A:I∆ “ A:I0 ´A:I1 “

¨

˝

0 0 0

0 λ̂2∆K4 0

0 0 pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4
´ λ̂1∆K2

˛

‚Π8pKq, (4.70)

and AI∆ is defined in (4.67). It follows from Equations (4.70) and (4.67) that

AI∆A
:I
∆ “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 B1 0
0 0 B2

˛

‚Π8pKq
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with

B1 “
pλ̂2∆K4

qpλ̂2∆K4
q

pλ̂21K4
´K2

qpλ̂20K4
´K2

q
,

B2 “
ppλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4

´ λ̂1∆K2
qppλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4

´ λ̂1∆K2
q

piJ ` λ̂11λ̂21K4
´ λ̂11K2

qpiJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

q
.

With this format, we could apply directly the results of Section 4.6, but we
prefer instead to avoid computing bounds having diagonal terms of order 8.
We therefore simplify the computations by considering

}B1Π8pKq}22 ď

›

›

›

λ̂2∆K4

λ̂21K4´K2 Π8pKq

›

›

›

22

›

›

›

λ̂2∆K4

λ̂20K4´K2 Π8pKq

›

›

›

22
,

}B2Π8pKq}33 ď

›

›

›

pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4
´λ̂1∆K2

iJ`λ̂11λ̂21K4´λ̂11K2 Π8pKq

›

›

›

33

›

›

›

pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4
´λ̂1∆K2

iJ`λ̂10λ̂20K4´λ̂10K2 Π8pKq

›

›

›

33
.

In all these four cases, we can apply the approach presented in Section 4.6
to bound the norms of the rational tail operators.

This concludes the computation of the Z0 bound in the continuation
setting.

4.8.3 Z1 bound
Applying Lemma 4.8.2, and using the notation

AspA
:
s ´DHspx̂sqq “

¨

˝

B11psq B12psq B13psq
B21psq B22psq B23psq
B31psq B32psq B33psq

˛

‚

we can write

max
sPr0,1s

sup
cPBrp0q

}Bijpsq}ij ď

›

›

›
pmax t|pBijp1qqk1k2

| , |pBijp0qqk1k2
|uqk1PI1,k2PI2

›

›

›

ij
`

1

8

›

›

›

›

max
sPr0,1s

|pB2ijpsqqk1k2
|

›

›

›

›

ij

ď Z1r,

for i, j “ 1, 2, 3. The bound at the end points, s “ 0, 1, follows from the
procedure presented in Section 4.7.4 taking the elementwise maxima before
taking the norms, as in Section 4.8.2. Therefore we are left to bound the
components of

B2psq “ DsDs

`

AspA
:
s ´DHspx̂sqq

˘

.
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By linearity of As and A:s in s, it holds that

DsDs

`

AspA
:
s ´DHspx̂sqq

˘

(4.71)

“ 2pA∆Ds

`

A:s ´DHspx̂sq
˘

`AsDsDs

`

A:s ´DHspx̂sq
˘

(4.72)

“ 2A∆A
:

∆ ´ 2A∆D
2Hspx̂sqx∆ ´AsD

3Hspx̂sqx∆x∆.

We already discussed a bound for A∆A
:

∆ in Section 4.8.2. For the second
term A∆D

2Hspx̂sqx∆, we recall the direct computation of D2Hs in (4.63).
Furthermore, we have x̂s, x∆ P ΠpKqX. Since A∆ is an eventually diagonal
operator, it holds that

A∆D
2Hspx̂sqx∆ “ AF∆ΠpKqD2Hspx̂sqx∆ `A

I
∆Π8pKqD

2Hspx̂sqx∆.

In the first term, we now replace, as in Section 4.8.1, x̂s by the interval
xs defined in (4.69). Since we know that D2Hspx̂sq has a finite num-
ber of nonvanishing (interval) components, we can explicitly compute all
the nonvanishing components of the first term and compute a bound for
}AF∆ΠpKqD2Hspx̂sqx∆}c. From now on we replace x̂s by xs whenever con-
venient.

For the second term, it holds that

AI∆Π8pKqD
2Hspx̂sqx∆ “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 AI∆1d22px̂s, x∆q 0
0 AI∆2d32px̂s, x∆q AI∆2d33px̂s, x∆q

˛

‚.

With the notation introduced in (4.67), we can write

AI∆1d22px̂s, x∆q “

λ̂∆2K4

pλ̂20K4
´K2

qpλ̂21K4
´K2

q
Π8pKqd22px̂s, x∆q,

AI∆2d32px̂s, x∆q “

pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4
´ λ̂1∆K2

piJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

qpiJ ` λ̂11λ̂21K4
´ λ̂11K2

q
Π8pKqd32px̂s, x∆q,

AI∆2d33px̂s, x∆q “

pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4
´ λ̂1∆K2

piJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

qpiJ ` λ̂11λ̂12K4
´ λ̂11K2

q
Π8pKqd33px̂s, x∆q.

We apply a splitting of the fraction similar to the one used in Section 4.8.2
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to simplify the computations, thereby retrieving

}AI∆1d22px̂s, x∆q}22 “

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
d22px̂s, x∆q

λ̂20K4
´K2

›

›

›

›

22

›

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
λ̂2∆K4

λ̂21K4
´K2

›

›

›

›

›

22

,

}AI∆2d32px̂s, x∆q}32 “

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
d32px̂s, x∆q

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

32

›

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4

´ λ̂1∆K2

iJ ` λ̂11λ̂21K4
´ λ̂11K2

›

›

›

›

›

32

,

}AI∆2d33px̂s, x∆q}33 “

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
d33px̂s, x∆q

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

33

›

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
pλ̂1λ̂2q∆K4

´ λ̂1∆K2

iJ ` λ̂11λ̂21K4
´ λ̂11K2

›

›

›

›

›

33

.

The second norm in each bound can be computed by applying the procedure
presented in Section 4.6, but the first norms are not yet in that form, be-
cause dijpx̂s, x∆q are not diagonal operators. Using the expressions for dij
introduced in Section 4.7.5, we estimate

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
d22px̂s, x∆q

λ̂20K4
´K2

›

›

›

›

22

ď

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
K4

λ̂20K4
´K2

›

›

›

›

22

|λ2∆| `

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
2K

λ̂20K4
´K2

›

›

›

›

22

}y∆}`1ν2
,

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
d32px̂s, x∆q

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

32

ď

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
2K

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

33

}λ1sz∆ ` λ1∆zs}L1
ν
,

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
d33px̂s, x∆q

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

33

ď

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
K4

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

33

|λ2sλ1∆ ` λ1sλ2∆|`

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
K2

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

33

|λ1∆|`

›

›

›

›

Π8pKq
2K

iJ ` λ̂10λ̂20K4
´ λ̂10K2

›

›

›

›

33

}pE`ys ` aszsqλ1∆ ` λ1spa∆zs ` asz∆ ` E`y∆q}L1
ν
.

All these terms can either be bounded by direct interval arithmetic com-
putation (since both x∆ and the interval-valued x̂s have finitely many non-
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vanishing components only) or via the bounds on rational tail operators in
Section 4.6.

We will now bound the final term in (4.71), AsD3Hspx̂sqx∆x∆. This
term first requires the computation of D3Hspx̂sqx∆x∆, that is

D3Hpx̂sqx∆x∆ “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 0 0

d3
31px̂s, x∆q d3

32px̂s, x∆q d3
33px̂s, x∆q

˛

‚

with

d3
31px̂s, x∆q “

“

d3
311px̂s, x∆q, 2K4z∆λ1∆, d

3
313px̂s, x∆q

‰

,

d3
311px̂s, x∆q “2K4z∆λ2∆ ´ iKp4E`y∆ ˚ z∆ ` 4a∆z∆ ˚ zs ` 2asz∆ ˚ z∆q

d3
313px̂s, x∆q “ ´ iKp4λ1∆z∆ ˚ zs ` 2λ1sz∆ ˚ z∆q,

d3
32px̂s, x∆q “ ´ 4iKλ1∆C

L1
ν pz∆qE`,

d3
33px̂s, x∆q “2K4λ1∆λ2∆

´ 4iKCL1
ν pλ1sa∆z∆ ` λ1∆pE`y∆ ` a∆zs ` asz∆qq.

The norm of AsD3Hpx̂sqx∆x∆ can be bounded by considering As as the
interval rA0, A1s, interpreted elementwise and using the triangular inequal-
ity:

}AsD
3Hpx̂sqx∆x∆} ď }A

I
sD

3Hpx̂sqx∆x∆} ` }A
F
s D

3Hpx̂sqx∆x∆}.

Here we can bound the finite part with Corollary 4.4.13, since all nonva-
nishing terms can be enclosed using interval arithmetic. The infinite tail
gives

AIsD
3Hpx̂sqx∆x∆ “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 AIs2d

3
32 AIs1d

3
33

˛

‚,

and

}AIs2d
3
32}32 ď 4}AIs2K}32}λ1∆z∆}L1

ν
,

}AIs2d
3
33}33 ď 2}AIs2K

4
}33|λ1∆λ2∆| ` 4}AIs2K}33}4

ď λ1sa∆z∆ ` λ1∆pE`y∆ ` a∆zs ` asz∆q}L1
ν
.

These terms can be bounded either by direct computation or by the tech-
nique presented in Section 4.6.
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4.8.4 Z2 bound

For the Z2 bound in the continuation case, we proceed in the same way as
in Section 4.7.5. By applying the mean value theorem we have

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}As pDHspx̂sq ´DHspx̂s ` rbqrcq} ď

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPB1p0q

›

›AsD
2Hspx̂s `Rbqc

›

› r2.

Following the strategy presented in Section 4.7.5 and using the convexity of
the norm, we bound

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
zPB1p0q

›

›

`

AsD
2Hspx̂s ` zrqb̄c̄

˘

n

›

› r2 ď

max
A“tA0,A1u

sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
zPB1p0q

›

›

`

AD2Hspx̂s ` zrqb̄c̄
˘

n

›

› r2,

and we can apply the same process as in Section 4.7.5 of estimates “monomial
by monomial”, with the additional step that

}x̂s}c ď maxt}x̂0}c, }x̂1}cu,

where the component norm } ¨ }c is defined in (4.20).

4.9 Conclusion

We have until now discussed how to validate already computed numeri-
cal solutions. Before presenting the results, it is therefore logical to first
explain how the first numerical solution x̂ “ pλ̂1, λ̂2, â, ŷ, ẑq is computed.
We consider the problem (4.13) projected onto a finite dimensional subset
ΠpKq`1ν2

Ă `1ν2
. In this framework, Equation (4.13) becomes a finite dimen-

sional system which we can easily solve numerically for y at any given λ2 “ γ.
Then, it is straightforward to compute all the eigenvalues pµ1, . . . µ2K`1q as-
sociated to (4.13) at a given γ and y. This procedure does not need to be
rigorous. We look for a value γ “ λ2 and a corresponding numerical approx-
imate solution ŷ P τ pKq`1ν2

of Equation (4.13) such that a pair of eigenvalues
µ and µ̄ crosses the imaginary axes. Let v be the eigenvector associated to
µ. We set

ẑjk “

$

’

&

’

%

vk if j “ 1, |k| ď K,

v̄´k if j “ ´1, |k| ď K,

0 otherwise.
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Figure 4.1: Validated 2π-periodic stationary solution at the Hopf bifurcation
point. The validation required 30 spatial modes.

We also set â “ 0 as a first approximation, because we assume to be very
close to a Hopf bifurcation. Then λ̂1 is set to | Impµq|´1. This construction
forms a first numerical approximation for x̂. Applying the Newton method
allows us to increase the accuracy of our initial approximation. In Figure 4.1,
the stationary solution at γ « γ˚ close to the Hopf bifurcation is presented.
In Figure 4.2, the rescaled time dependent perturbation z is plotted.

Once this approximation has been constructed, the predictor-corrector
algorithm, as presented for example in [5] and [74], allows us to numerically
follow the solution branch. Then, with the method presented in this article,
we rigorously validate each segment and follow the solution branch until the
sign of a is proven to change. The arguments in Remarks 4.2.7 and 4.2.8
then imply the existence of a Hopf bifurcation.

Indeed, the matlab script script_HopfKS.m, which can be found at [68],
performs the necessary computation to conclude that we have validated the
existence of a Hopf bifurcation in the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation from
the stationary solution depicted in Figure 4.1 at parameter value λ˚2 “ γ˚ “
0.29877635811475 ` r´r, rs with the validation radius r “ 7.8 ¨ 10´13. For
the validation we used 20 temporal modes and 30 spatial modes: K “

p20, 30q. The weights used for the L1
ν and `1ν2

space are ν “ p1.1, 1.1q.
The segment has been followed from a “ ´1.0000 ¨ 10´8 ` r´r, rs ă 0 to
a “ 9.0000 ¨ 10´8 ` r´r, rs ą 0 with r “ 7.8 ¨ 10´13.
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Figure 4.2: Rescaled time and space periodic profile z near the Hopf bifur-
cation. The validation required 30 spatial and 20 temporal modes.
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Summary

The goal of validated numerics is to prove, for a variety of problems, the exis-
tence of a solution in the neigborhood of a numerical approximation. Given a
numerical approximation, the procedure used in this thesis involves creating
a bound r such that there exists a solution to the given problem that is at
most r away from the numerical approximation. In this thesis, the approach
used is the radii polynomial approach, based on the Banach contraction the-
orem. The global idea is to rewrite the initial problem into a fixed point
problem and use the Banach contraction theorem on a neighbourhood of the
numerical approximation to prove the existence of a solution.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, this method is applied to proving the existence
of periodic orbits of polynomial ODEs, both in the case of fixed parameters
and variable ones.

In Chapter 3, we use the previous construction to prove the existence
of two types of bifurcations: the saddle node and the Hopf bifurcations. In
both cases numerical evidence is useful to start the procedure. The existence
proof of the saddle node is achieved by checking that one parameters reached
a local maximum or minimum. This is done by appending two equations to
the initial ODE, these appended equations compute the first and second
derivative of the given parameter with respect to the archlength. The Hopf
bifurcation case requires the use of a blow up approach, this is a technique
that that allows us to desingularise the system in the neighborhood of the
bifurcation by rescaling the periodic orbit.

The last Chapter of this thesis takes the latest results on the validation
of Hopf bifurcations in ODEs and extend them to the Kuramoto-Sivashinky
PDE

Btu “ ´B
4
xu´ γB

2
xu` Bxpu

2q,

where γ is a real parameter. This Chapter proves the existence of a Hopf
bifurcation from a non-trivial space-periodic stationary solution in an small
interval of the parameter γ.
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